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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
OVERALL GOALS To help participants to . .

understand the Importance of geographical, historical, cultural and racial
factors in the development of the Puerto Rican nation and their impact
on Puerto Ricans today, and how this relates to the, experiences of
Puerto Rican substance abusers.

develop sensitivity to problems and issues facing Puel;to Rican clients
and their implications for counselor intervention and possible treatment
planning.,

AUDIENCE Counselors, interviewers, administrators or, others working with,Puerto
Rican clients in a treatment center, an early intervention setting, or
substance abuse related program in the carnality or scnooi system.

NUMBER OF TRAINEES,, Recamended optinun training audience size is 20-25 persons per trainer.

CONTENT St s about Puerto Ricans discusses same specific stereotypes and
their or and their impact on our expectations of and interactions
with Puerto Rican clients.

Historical Background highlights aspects of the geographical feetUres and
the'Indian, Spanish and African influences in the development of.the'
Puerto Rican nation.and the impact of thescaocic-cultural factors on
Puerto Ricans today.

Puerto Rican Migrationo the U.S. discusses factors contributing to the
migration, Puerto Rico's viiiiqua socio-pc7itical relationship to the U.S.,
and Puerto Rican culture in the U.S.

Problems of tr. Puerto Rican Substance Abuser synthesizes previous
learning about ihe cultural her.{ age.of Puerto Ricans in an exploration
of the issues, problems and factors which contribute to substAnce abuse
;=.1tong Puerto X..cans.in the U.S. and the affect on their treatment.

San rle Case Studies of several Puerto Rican addicts provide a frameWork
for analyzing the socio-cultural problems involved. in assessment,
counselling and treatmentintervention.
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ABOUT THIO MANUAL A' LITTER TO TRAINEES

ABOUT This manual was designed for participants' in the progrart

ivHze "Puerto Rican History and Culture; A Short Overviewe" It

'MANUAL provides a brief overview of the program that will be use-

ful-to you as you participate in the sessions, and it osn
serum AO a helpful reference manual"after the program. you
might\also wish to share this manual with others where you

work as a brief overview of some of the historical and

cultural factors affecting Puertollicana and discuss what

., you learned about specific problems and issues 'concerning

Puerto Rican substance abusers.

RATIONALE

14

Inethe following pages you will find:

The goals and objectives of the program and of each

module

A description of each of the modules

Training materials used during the program

A brief summary of many of the key points discussed
in the training program

A list of references for your additional reading

A glossary of Span-English terms that may facili-

tate conversation with your Puerto Rican clients.

You will need to refer to the manual during the training

program, for egample, to follow the transcript of the poem,

"Puerto Rican Obituary" as you listen to; the recording. In

addition, you will need to read the case studies in Module

XI in preparation for that module.

The materials in-this manual as well as the articles sent

to you ahead of time will make a very handy reference when

the program is completed.

RATIONALE & PURPOSE

Substance abuse is one of the major problems cpnfronting

the Puerto Rican people in both Puerto Rico and the. United

States. Although statistics are not readily available, the

severity of the substance abuse problem within the Puerto

Rican communities is generally acknowledged by professionals

in the field of medicine, psychology, and substance abuse.

This problem is compounded by the low percentage of Puerto
Rican drug abusers who enter treatment, regardlessOf
treatment modality, and the high rate of-treatment non'-

completion. In order to better understand the causes of

this phenonienon-,-the-Puerto Rican communities both on the

Island of Puerto Rico and in the-United States must be
studied, since the Puerto Rican substance' abuser is-a_

product of both, often having one faot.on .the Island and''

the other in the continental United States.'

Clearly, the Puerto Rican substance abuser confronts

same issues and problems as the Puerto Rican people as a

whole: low educational status, lack of job skills, unem

ployment, poverty, cultural-inguistic alienation, a gen-

eral identity crisis, and-racism. Added to this are the



PURPOSE

a

,

test tbe.ancl prOleMe of the eub4tanbe*abueing po/pulation in so.
gOngral, that'ip,. the social stigma Ofiading»an'addict or
ex- addict, a-oriMinal record, poverty, and often hea4th
probleme'reeultitig From an addictive life style, T
then, createe' Oe problem of ?t minbrtty group with
minority, i.e.l'the Puerto Rican substance 'abUeer

e
. Thie programisAntended to aid both R uartO,Rican 04non-'
Puerto Rican etaff'who deal with substance abusers to
acquire a better understanding of,and empathy fOr-dhe
social, cultural, historical an politi,cal'forcee TfiCting.
Puerto Rican.eubetance hbugiere., It also intended'twakd
substance abupe treatment eta,ffNevaluate their approaches,
to the treatment of their Puerto Rio clients. ,

4

Thii program is.an tenouative4 although not unique, attempt'
at gathering'and synthesizing current historical, cultural,
clinical and therapeutic information and literature con-
cerning the status of the Puerto Rican communities in
Puerto Rico and the United States.. The program'is-ae-
signed to:

Describe the current status of the Puerto Rican.
,nation on the Island and in the.United States, and
the relationships of these communities to the
Puerto Rican substancb abuser.

o. Identify those problems and issues that arise in
treatment as a result of theyuerto Rican; sub- r.
stance abuser's clutural and, linguistic heritage.

Provide structured training experiences for treat-
ment staff to improve their skills-in analyzing
case studies and designing and'implementing effeo-.
tive intervention strategieslor-their Puerto Ridan
clients. 4

Discuss realistic changes that can or should be im7,
plemented at the intervention level to attract,,-
effectively treat, and rehabilitate the Puertb
,Rican substance abuser.

INTENDED This program is designed for both Puerto Rican- Latino, as,
AUDIENCE- well as non-Puerto Rican - Latino, counselors,'interview--

ers, clinical supervisors, administrators or others working
with. Puerto Rican - Latino clients--. -in a-substance-abuse
treatment center, an-early intervention setting, or sub-
stance abuse related program in the community or schdol

---system.

Although this the primary target population, the program
has applicability in such non-treatment settings as
schools, qpcial service agencies, non-substance abuse
medical Mbilities, (i.e. hospitals, day care centers,
etc.0 and-cultural awareness community programs.

It is recommended that the training population be ethnical-%
ly and/or racially,mixed to increase the exchange of cUl-
turally common denominators and differences. It is also
recommended that audiences be composed of supervisory as
well as treatment personnel. Thisofill facilitate the
empathy and support of the supervisors in their staffs'



GOALS

attempts at modificati n of treatment and/or intervention

strategies on behalf o their Pierto Moan - Latino

clients,

alaii22311
The overall goals of thi, program are to help partioipanta

tot

Understand the itortancto of geographical., his-
torical, cultural and racial factors in the do-

velopment of thelPuerto Rican nation and their

impact on PurtoRicans today, and how this re-

lates to,the experiende of Puerto Rican substance

abusers,

rDevelop sensitivity to the specific problems and
iisues facing Puerto Rican clients and tholr im-
plications for ,COunselor intervention

OBJECTIVES Learning Objectives

Upon completion of this program participants should be able

to:

Be critically aware' of stereoty e and myths about

the Puerto Rican people that may influence their
treatment of Puerto Rican substa ce abusers,

Discust the geography of the Isla d of Puerto Rico,

emphaiizing its historical importa as as a military.

outtest tor the Caribbean,and the atin American

regions.

Describe the relationship of the /n ian, Spanish
and African heritages in the fo;mati n of the

Puerto Rican nation.

Discuss the issues of ethnic versus'r cial identi7
fications of the Puerto Rican on the gland and in

the United States.

Describe the Puerto Rican migration to the United
States, and its impact on employment, the Puerto.

Rican family, and various aspects of the Puerto
Rican culture in the United States.

Identify the=critical"problems evidenced in case

studies If PuertavRican clients.

Explain.the implications, ramifications and/or-

special difficulties of the casestudy'situatiOh
as it .relates to,the Puerto Rican substance abuser..

4, 'Prepare appropriate intervention strategies forthe

cases presented. -



READING
ASSIGNMENT

ARTIeLfr
TITLES

READING APS;INNENT

Prior to coming to this program, you were sent a packet 'of
articles to read before the program. The articles were
selected to give you a broad overview of issues in the
program an&to give you information which would be useful:,
during the cOUrse_ot-the program

If you-have not yet read the articles (or if you_did not
I receive them prior to the training program), be sure to

read them before theofelivery of Modules X and XI.

"The Dynamics'and Treatment of the YO4ng Drug Abuser in an
;Hispanic Therapeutic Community," by Herert J. Freuden-
berger

% .
.

. .

"Social-and-Cultural-FaCtorsReIated to Narcotic Use Among
Puerto Ricans in New York City," by Edward Vreble

"Drug Addiction is not Physiologic," by Efren E. Ramirez

"Cultural Sqnsitivity and the Puerto Rican Client." by
Sonia Sadilio Ghill

"Social Rehabilitation of Hispanic Addicts; A Cultural
Gap," by John Langrod, Pedro Ruiz, Lois Alksne,' anti Joyce
Lowinson

"Socio-Cultural Components of the AlcoholismProblem in
Puerto Rico," by Carlos Aviles-Rbig

13



DAY

One

MODULE DESCRIPTIONS

MODULE NAME AND DESCRIPTION TIMING

I. Registration and Overview 45 minutes

II. Stereotypes About Puerto Ricans 45 minutes

This module encourages you to explore
the stereotypes and myths you may hold
or have encountered in others sur-
roundifig the Puerto-Rican. Kbrief
lecture will cover the nature and
effects of stereotyping. Group dis-
cussion will be aimed at discovering
the origin and "kernal of truth" of
specific stereotypes and refuting
misconceptions.

III. Geography of Puerto Rico: The 20 minutes

Caribbean Setting

This module uses a mini-lecture, il-
lustrated with maps of Puerto Rico and
the Caribbean, and a slide program to
provide a colorful overview of the
topographical features of the Island.

IV. Indian, Spanish & African Cultures: 1 hour, 10 min.

The Formation of the Puerto Rican
Nation

. -

This module uses a series of slide
programs interspersed with ,mini-
lectures to provide you with an over-
view of Indian, African and Spanish
heritage in the development of the
Puerto Rican nation.

V. The American Occupation,of Puerto
Rico: The Struggle for Self-
Determination Continues

Through lectuie and group partici-
pation you will discuss the social,
cultural, and economic impact of
the significant' historical develop-
ments during the 20th century Pie-
-cipitated by'the American occupa-
tion of Puerto Rico.

30 minutes

VI. The Migration to the Mainland: The 1 hour
.Diaspora of thq Puerto Rican People

Through lecture and discussion you
will learn about factors contributing
to the migration, and Puerto Rico's
unique socio-political relationship
to the United States.



DAY VII. The Employment Situation.in the 1 hour
ONE United States

You will participate in a discussion
cf the job situation in the U.S. and
factors affecting employment and low
income.

VIII. The Hispanic Origins of the Puerto
Rican Family and the Americanizgtion

-of-Plierto llictii-The- Broken Family
in New Yotk

1 hear

Through lecture and discussion you
will come to a clearer understanding
of the culture'of Puerto Ricans in
the United States through discussions
on the living situation, family
socialization. ,the posfition of the
female in Puerto Rican culture, and
the Puerto Rican family in New York.

IX. The Nuyorican: Aspects of the De- 1 hour
veloping Culture in the. United States

This module ks-composed of the poem
"Puerto Rican Obituary" by Pedro
Pietri, "Divided Nation" discussion
surrounding the issue and a presenta-
tion on Nuyorican Development.

Floating: Racism, in Puerto Rico & the variable -
United States 15-30 min.

This module consists of a mini-lecture
and discussion on the issue of racism
in the United States and in Puerto
Rico, their similarities and their
differences.

DAY X. Specific Problems & Issues in Dealing 1 hour, 45 min.
TWO With the Puerto Rican Substance Abuier

This session involves.discussion on
the cultural factors that impact on
Puerto Rican substance abusers. The
discussion is based on the reading
which you should have completed prior
to coming to the program and on the
material in the rest of the training
program.

XI. Sample Client Case Studies & Inter- 3 1/2 hours
vention Strategies

Through individual, and small and .
large group work, you:will have the
opportunity- to- apply -what. haVe
learned program to Case
studies of Puerto Rican clients. You
will be Asked tOA.dentifythobe
factaiW-iiirihe client!gicise study
which might be'Vatittol-to the client's



DAY
addiction and which might impact on

TWO the type(s) of interventibn strate-
gies to be used with the client. You

will then be asked to identify some
possible intervention strategies for

use with the client, taking into con-
sideration all that you have learned

in this program.

__XII. Wrap-Up, Assessment, Evaluation & 1 1/2 houro

Closure

You will have the opportunity to
review the content of the program,
explore unanswered questions, check
your knowledge of the program, and
give feedback on the program.



MODULE I: REGISTENTICN & OVERVIEW

TIME 45 minutes

',IMPOSE .Purpose

To assist program participants to come together, to socialize, and to

complete the registration procedures as needed.

To_give_programLparticipants an overview of the training_program and to

answer any questions about the training.



TIME

PURPOSE

MODULE II: STEREOTYPES ABOUT PUERTO RICANS

45 minutes

Purpose

The purpose of this module is to increase your aware ess of haw myths

and stereotypes shape attitudes and to encourage you to explore your

own particular attitudes about Puerto Ricans.

LEARNING Learning Objective

OBJECTIVE
By_the--.end of the module, you will be able to:

Describe what a stereotype is, including how it originates

and establishes expectations of behavior and attitudes that

can falsely guide one's perceptions of, and actions/reactions

to, the stereotyped person(s).

DISCUSSION

List at least five stereotypes or myths you have'heard about

Puerto Ricans.

Discuss the possible origin or "kernal of truth" of selected

stereotypes.

Discuseion

Through an exercise,- and lecture and discussion, you will explore the

_____
stereotypes you have commonly heard about Puerto Ricans. The partici-

pants will discuss the origin-of-these-stereotypes-and-You_will_bnim___
to understand the "kernal of truth" behind the stereotypes. 0



MODULE III: GEOGRAPHY OF PUERTO RICO- THE
CARIBBEAN SETTING

..TIME 20 minutes

PURPOSE Purpose

The purpose of this module is to orient you to the general panorama of the

Caribbean Sea and the island_groupe,and_to_theigeography of Puexto_Rinn

in particular.

LEARNING Learning Objectives

OBJECTIVES
By the end of this module, you will be able to:

Identify on a map the Caribbean Sea in relation to the
Atlantic Ocean, and North, Central and South America.

Identify the major land masses or island groups in the
Caribbean.

Locate Puerto Rico on a map of the Caribbean.

Describer-the major topographical features-of-the Puerto Rican_

island group.

Discuss the close proximity of Puerto Rico to the United States,

and to other countries, and the significance of its logatico.

DESCRIPTION Descripticn

This module uses a mini-lecture,. illustrated with maps of Puerto Rico and

the Caribbean, and a slide program to provide a colorful overview of the

topographical features or,the Island. Topics covered include: .

The Caribbean Sea

The Islands

- The Behaves

- ',The Greater Antilles

- The Lesser Antilles

Puerto Rico,

- -Topography

.7. 'Central location in the Car

MATERIALS Materials

InclUded in this ,manual for: this module are:



GEOGRAPHY or PUERTO RICO

SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS IN SLIDE PROGRAM

I. The Caribbean Sea

A. The Caribbean Sea is one of the largest branches of the Atlantic Ocean.

B. It stretches 1,800 miles east-west, and 900 north-south.

C. Total area: 750,060 square miles - roughly the size of Western Euro

D. Only 1/8 of the Caribbean is dry, land.

E. The island crises a 2,500 mile arc which begins at Florida's southern tip and ends
near the northeast coast of Venezuela.

F. Vast areas of clearlblue water separate the archipelago fran Mexico, tcythe west an
the Isthmus of Panama to the south.

-II,---Underwater-Features

Composed of a veryiarge, rocky basin, divided into three valleys-that rise gradually.,
to a subMerged mountain range::

_

B. The exposed tops of these mountains are the islands of the Caribbean, or West ,Indies.
,

C.. The Milwaukee Deep plunges 28,000 feet downwards off the north coast of Puerto Rico.-
.

III. The Islands (The West Indies or the.Antillian Isles)

A. West Indies is used as a name to distinguish theta fran the East Indies of India
(Columbus erroneously thought that he, had discovered the route to India, and so he
named the area the "Indies".and the natives "Indians"). .

B. Divided into three main geographical grOupings, as follows:

1. The Bahamas T an: archipelago of 4,400
small islands and islets.

2. The greater Antilles - form the major

a: Cuba"
b. 'Jamaica .

c. Hispaniola (shared by Haltti and The Ddminican Republic)
d. Puerto Rico

square miles, fractured into nearly 700

land mass of the West Indies and include:

N. The Lesser AntillesT curving-southeast Of Puerto Rico includer'

,
The4Oward Islainds,(6.S: and British Virgins, Guadalupe; St.'Etstatius and Saba,
St:,,Martini:Antigua, St.'..Kitts,Nevia.Anguilla,,,and Montserrat).

:

B. The Windward Island (Martinique,. St. Lucia, Daninica, St. Vincent,' Grenada,.
Grenadines).

C. Barbados

D: The A-7.13LC,Duot Islands' (Aruba, Bonaire, Curacao)'

. 15- --
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MODULE III - ENDNOTES

Puerto Rico Map - Developed by the New York. State Division of Substance Abuse Services,

Bureau of.Trainirvi and Resource Development.



Pranz-m--INDIANT-SPANISH & AFRICAN

=Tuns: THE FoRMATICV OF THE
PUERTO RICAN NATION

TIME 1 hour, 10 minutes

_PURPOSE_ Purpose_

The-purpose ct,this module is to provide ancmerview.of the relationship
'of the Indian (Araucan), Spanish and African heritages in the formation
of the Puerto Rican nation, its culture and ethnicity.

LEARNING . Learning Objectives
OBJECTIVES

By the end of this module, you will be able to:

Identify the three major racial groups that formed the
Puert17 Pican nation.

A

'Identify their linguistic and cultural contributions to the
Island.

--47-1d kt4fy-therbighiights'of the 15th-17th centuries of Spanish
colonization of Puerto Rico.

- :

Identify the most significant events, in the 19th century ..-

that led to the formation of a national Puerto Rican con-
sciousness-and the energence-of-Puerto

DESCRIPTION Description.

This nodule uses a series of slide programs intersperseafwith Mini-
lectures to provide you with an overview of:

The Indian .cultures of the "NeWilbrId" prior to arrival of

MATERIALS

the Europeans

The flow of Indian migrations fran Asia and the North American

continent to South America and the Caribbean '

r, The contributions of three 'racial groups (Indian, Spanish,.
African) torPUsito Rican history and cultOre

ThelmairiJ44hlights of the.17th,718tham4-l9th.OentUries:.
in Puirto:Itico-Ancludin4 the most significant events in the
19th:Century,:.t:/hidh led to the formation of a national. Puerto

Rican consciousness and,the.rieeaf Puerto Rican nationalism.,

Materials

Include:I:VI this manual for use in this, nodule are

Map: 'Migration Pattern's of the Indians fran North to South.
America and the Caribbean

0 .

The hest Indies.- 1500's

Summary of Points in Slide Program: The Pre-Aruacan

Araucan =tures of Puerto Pico



Background Historical Information:

*Jo are the Puerto Ricans

The Indians

Spanish Colonization.

The Africans

Formaticn of the Puerto Rican Nation

PictUre: 'El Grito de Lares Flag

Words to the Pmrto Rican Nati,nal Anthem

/
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oP THE
140r INDIES

This mep shows the route Columbus took on hiesecondvoyage'to the New
Wbrldwhen'he landed on Borinquen (Puerto Rico): You can see on this map

Puerto Rioo's position at the entrance of the Caribbean and its relation-

ship to North, Central and South America.
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I. WHO APE .':THE PUERTO RICANS?

WHO ARE THE.4/ The Puerto Rican cuitupeis the result of the fusion of three distinct
`--

PUERTO "RICANS, heritages--the Indian,l5patish and African: The follaaing sectionout-
lines the development of the Puerto Rican nationality.

THE wpws

MAP OF
DIDIAN
LOCATIONS

The Indians

The first inhabitants of Puerto Rico are believed to have migrated to. the
Caribbean by way of Florida thousands of years. ago. They were fishbrmen
known as the Archaic.Indians. Hundreds of years later, the Arawak,Indians
came to the Caribbean area from South America. _After several,clishes in

Puerto 2ioo, the Arcaics and the Arawaks'fused to form the Aruacan cul;
ture. The Aruacan period is divided into two developmental stages. The
early stage of development-was the Igneri culture; the later stage was
the Taino culture. It was the Taino Indians'who were flourishing in
Puerto Rico when the Spanish arrived. They called their island
Borinquen (also spelled Boriken) meaning "land of the bravi.":

The Tainos were an agricultural people whose economy was basedprimarily
on the cultivation of yuca.from which they made'a bread called casabe.
They lived in tribal communal societies throughout the Island. col
lowing mar If Indian Locations identifies"the major cacicatos or districts,

--each of wt. h was rifled by a caci (chief). The name of each, cacique
in parer. es under the name o .each cacicato.

4.

LOCATION OF'TAIND CACICATOS ON BO

nCuaja tam
(N(abodornika)

Culebrinas

1(11 rornrn)

Yagilea '` (Otocovix)
Cuainia

(Agilaybana)

0i020
(Cuarionex) ,

Jatil;onico

1463coa ',n,
(Arasibo) id. iby,n4,

(Majagur)

aSibuco .. 7 '-
(Cuacabo Caynabon

j_Ai (Mabo)

(Canokana)
.A. Cuaynabci

Turabo
(Caguax)

Cuayarna

Jacagu as

4

Daguad

L.
M3C30-

(fumacao)

Aymanio
(Yuisa)

ILL

These Indians were copper colored, with - coarse, straight, black hair,
high `cheekbones and black, slightly oblique eyes. Although they were
physically eliminated early in the history of the 'Spanish colonization;''
the contribution and influence of the. Taino is still evident in the
physical appearance, language -(see appendix), food and music of, the
Puerto Rican people.

24



ASIATIC ORIGINS

THE PRE-ARUACAN AND AltUACAN CULTURES OF PUERTO RICO:

SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS IN Rum, PROGRAM

The precursors of all New World Indians had their origins in the northern-

most regions of what is today Manchuria and northern Siberia. These no-

madic Mongolian hunters probably crossed over to Alaska via the Bering

Straits.about 10,000 B.C. (at that time either land-locked or ice-locked

by glaciers). Over a period of 2,000 years, these nomads migrated south

from the frozen Alaskan tundra to the torrid Tierra del Fuego at the

Southern-most tip of South America. Spreading across the New World, the

American Indians became so physiologically diversified that they are

classified as modified Mongolians. They also represent diverse cultural,

linguistic, and economic adaptations to geographical conditions. Thus

were born the many Indian nations of the New World such as: \-

NORTH

AL
AMERICA

SOUTH .

AMERICA

Northwestern

Blabkfeet
Haida
Nez Perce

Plains

Sioux
Arapajo
Apache
Cheyenne

Mayas )

Olmec )

Toltec )
Miztec )
Aztec ).

Great Lakes

Huron
Iroquois

Southwestern

Hopi
Pueblo
Yaqui

Eastern

Algonquin
Mohican
Cree

Great Empires with highly sophisticated cultures'

ARCHAICS (PREARUACAN)

ORIGINS:

CHARACTERISTICS:

BiminiPeninsula (Florida), through the Bahamas and Cubacanan (Cuba), to

QuisgUeya (Hispaniola) and'Boriken (puerto Rico);

Primitive-lografts, no canoes; simple fool:gatherers & fishermen, ignorant

of: agriculture, use of bow and arrow,.stOne cutting, and pottery making.

ARAIARKS (ARUACAN)

ORIGINS:

CHARACTERISTICS:

1)01Y STAGE:

LATE STAGE:

Brazilian Basin Via Orinoco River to northeastern South America (Venezuela)

acrossibbean to Lesser Antilles and Puerto Rico.

Settled in other Greater Antilles and absorbed the Archaips. The develop-

ment ofthe Asuacan culture specific to Puerto Rico is referred to as the

Taino Culture, named for the later stage of cultural development.

Icemen .

TAROS. The Indianculture-flourishing whee the Spanish arrived.

ItM3HNRACTERiSTICS

THE TAINOS

Possessedliews and arrows. Ecelled in canoe-making and navigation.
PractiCes'the art of ceramics and pottery making. Carved Wood, stone,

seashells( bones of fish and small mammals, and the gold found in the



rivers.

13ACIAL Modified Mongolians with copper-colored skins, coarse, straight, black
.CHARACTERISTICS hair, high Cheekbones, and black.,, slightly oblique eyes. They character-

istically painted their naked bodies with the juice of the yuca and bija
or annato seed. (Married women ware a loin cloth, or nagua, suMbolic
or their status.)

ThE TIUNO
SOMEI'Y

Working Division

Primitive, socialistic, agricultural society.,

No private ownership of land - all land held in common by tribe.

Patriarchal society - division of labor by sex:

Males

Fishing and hunting

Construction of housing units
fran hinea and nagua

Palms, canoe - making

CermaiCs, stone cutting,
and wood carving

War incursions vs. the Carib
Indians

The Cacicato (Village District)
.

Females

Care and raising of Children

Agricultural work in the conuco
(vegetable garden)

Making cassabe bread from yuca

Spinning and weaving

Making naguas and hemlocks

Collecting Cerries, roots, barks
and herbs tor cooking and medicine

20 cacicatos at time of Columbus' arrival, each ruled by a cacique, or
chief.

Each cacicato was composed of villages, or yucayeques, of 300 - 600 people.

Housing: circular bohio for common workers, rectangular caney for tne
chiefs, priests, and warrior 'nobles.

Circular batey, or plaza, where all arreytos, social and religious
ceremonies were held.

AxTelltos were held to celebrate marriages, births, deaths, war victories,
religious rites.

A game called batey, a primitive form of soccer, has its origins in this

THE TAIND cASIE Cacique
SYSTEM

e.

The chief was in-charge of.planning and directing all the necessary
activities to insure the health and security of the cacicato. The symbols
or his.office were akreamtplate of solid gold called a guanin, and ihe
stone chair, for;41111: UPcn his death, these 'symbols, along with his
favoritrawife .wiaTburiedieith him to enjoy in his afterlife. Ea.dh

Cacique and c;cloithvies independent and autonomous; but they.mould band
together 14hen necessary under the leadership of the cacito of GOainia on
the, southwestern coast. The line of descent was matriarchal. Moen,
under-certain conditions, could ascend :to the title of cacica. The Spiaisil



FOOD STAPLES

recorded a female cacica in the cacicato of Yuisa in the north of the
Island, and the famous and ratelliouS cacica of Quisqueya, Anacanoa.

&bite

The anaman wag separate but ocuplerentary to the cacique. _His duties
-entailed the: (a) performance and recital of tribal history at the
areytos; (b) religious ceremonies for the gods; (c) remedies and cures

of-the sick; (d) casting and removal of spells; and (e) officiating
at weddings, burials and war victories.

Nitaynos

Nobles included warriors and their families. They were subdivided into:

,(a) mantuheris; baharis; and (c) guoxeris.

Naborias

Commoners and laborers.

Slaves

A very small class in the tribe; they were taken in quasabaras or battles.

Yuca was the staple of the diet, from
was made. Maiz, yautia and yams were
cultivated and used as an intoxicant.
amplified by seafood and animals such
and land turflet); (b) jueyes or land

jutias, a rat-like rodent (called
(f) coatlis.

which flat, unleavened cassabe bread
also cultivated. Tobacco was
This diet of root vegetables was
as: (a) careys and tortugas (sea
crabs; (c) birds; (d) lizards;
mute dogs by the Spanish); and

TIE PELIGICES The Tainos were quasi-monotheistic. Yocahu was the omnipotent creator

PANTHEON of the universe and. all that is living. Believed to be invisible, this

.god could not be represented in stone or wood carvings'or any sort of

picture, nor could he be prayed to directly. He was comprised of two

complementary forces:
,

Yukiyu was the positive, light-bearing creative force of this entity.

Juracan was the dark force, bringer of darkness, storms and disease and

death.

SPANISH
COLONIZATICN

Atabex represented the female prindiple, seen as the Earth Goddess or

Earth Mother, mother of all creation, similar to the Greco-Roman Venus

and the Catholic Virgin Mary.

Cemis were semi-divine entities; These included dead chiefs, household

gods and protectors, and messengers to the gods.

The Spanish Colonization

Columbus landed on Boxinquen on November 11, 1493. However, the actual

colonization began in 1508. Originally, the Spaniards named the Island

San Juan Bautista which they changed in 1521 to Puerto Rico, naming her

. capitol San Juan.

In the beginning, the Spaniards' principal activity was gold mining, and

their need for labor resulted in the exploitation of the Indians. As

the Indian population declined and gold supplies dwindled, the Spaniards

sought new means to bolster the economy. Agriculture, particularly the
cultivation of.sugar, became the new basis of the economy which was built

27-



THE AFRICANS

up by thousands of African slaves forcibly inverted to Puerto Rico by
the Spanish:.

Because of Puerto Rico's strategic value as a relay port between Eu rope
and the western hemisphere, the Spaniards sought to.maintain the Island.
To protect this port, Spain converted the Island into a military strong-
hold through the construction of El Morro, a fortress, begun in 1539.

With-trie introduction.. and development of coffee prodtiction,in the
eighteenth-century, many workers, especially poor Spaniards, were attracted
to the mountain areas. .These mountain workers, known as jibaros, were
the first peasants iii Puerto Rico. The jibaros Aymbolizes the essence
of the Puerto Rican. They haye_contributed a way of life, a national
mentality, a variety of musical forms,,and the subtleties of the spoken
language to the developing Puerto Rican culture.

The Africans..

Between 1530 and 1848, neuters of many West African tribes were forcibly
Shipped to Puerto Rico in order to work on the sugar plantations. They
were concentrated primarily in, the coastal regions such as Loiza Aldea and
Carblina. There were three tyPes of slaves in Puerto Rico:

The domestic slave who worked in the house in all kinds of chores,

The field slave (esclavo de'tala) who worked in the fields, and 0000v

The day slave (esclavo de jornal) who was leased out by the day to
other plantation owners for wages which were paid to the slave owner.

In 1847, Governor Juan Prim made into law the infamous "Bando Negro"
(t e Black Edict) 'which stated:

1. Any haack who attached a white would be executed.

2. Any black who attacked a free black would lose his right hand.

3. !my black who insulted a white would receive five years in prison.

4, Two blacks caught fighting would receive twenty-five lashed-and
fifteen days in prison.

5. Ableck caught stealing would receive two hundred lashis'and a fine.

6. A slOe who rebelled could be killed immediately by his master as
an example for other slaves:,

Sla
4

finally abolidhed in Puerto Rico in 1873 after 372 years.
The influence in the Puerto. Rican culture is evident in all areas
of 1 Vie, it the language (refer to appendix) ,, physical appearance, food,
reli amid. However, it is often denied' in Puerto Rican literature.

VCOMAtICN OF Formation the :Puerto Rican Nation and Identity

NATION
tury began, PUerto Rico was stirred by new currents'

Criollos (native born /slanders) . came to resent the
le:::eystega;'pg rule. 10flUenped':trythe American

^iind' Latin Anitican revolUticns;Ithe :territorY; _languaits:

Wair:, of life, the native torn.. Islanders to _e
thergiel9ear.and,,thi:.SPaniardawhoin they referred.*

"::Jihua Athe:cordbined'..tultural heritage
end.thoi-ftLni*hecaale.,thelPuertO Rican.



The leader of the separatist moment was Ramon Emeterio Betances, today

known as the "Father of the'Puerto Rican Nation." He was born in Cabo

Rojo in 1827. A graduate in medicinefrom the University of Paris,.he

was well known in the COXIbbean_region and in Europe and dedicated his

life tolieeing Puerto-Rico from Spanish colonialism. A militant

Moment of slavery, he organized a campaign to buy slaves in order to set

them free. Because of his controversial activities, he was fOrced to live

part of his life in exile.

The "Grito de Lares" of SepteMber 23, 1868, is the best known uprisin:
for independence from Spain. On this day in Lares, the RepUblic of
Puerto .Rico was declared with a constitution, a flag I"El Grito de
Laresl flag), and a national anthem (La Borinquena). Although the Grito
de Lares-was'unsucOessful in expelling the Spanish, it illustrated the
widespread discontent with Spanish rule and the support for independence.
(Today, the "Grito-de Lares" is celebrated by Puerto Ricans both on the
Island and in the United States.)

Not until 1897 did Spain Grant Puerto Rico the."Autonomous-Charter" giving
Puetto Rico more freedom than it ever had before.

EL GRITO DE TARES FLAG*

*top quadrants of flag - blue
lower quadrants - red

"Viva Puerto Rico Libre,.Ano 1868!"



PUERTO RICAN NATIONAL ANTHEM

These are the original nineteenth-century words by Lola Rodriguez de Tio.

La Borinquena.

Despierta, BorinquenO
que han dada la penal.
bespierta de ese sueno
que es hora,de luchar.

A ese llamar patriotico
no arde to corazoi
Ven to sera simpatico
el ruido del canon.'

Nosotros queremos la libertad
Mastro machete nos la dare.

Vamonos, Borinqueno
Vemonos ya,
que nos espera ansiosa
ansiosa la libertad,
la libertad, la libertad,
la libertad, la libertad.

Awaken, Borinqueno
For the signal has been given.
Awaken from this sleep,
For it is the hour of struggle.

If that patriotic call
.Does not ignite your heart,
Come! You will respond
To the sound of the cannon.

We want Liberty -
Our machete will give it to us!

Let's go Borinqueno.
Let's go now,
For he awaits us eagerly,
Eargerly Liberty!
Liberty - Liberty!
Liberty - Liberty:



MODULE ENDNCTES

1. Map - Developed by the New York State DiviSio of Substance Abuse Services, Bdreau of

Training and Resource Development.

2. Map - Developed by the New York State Division of Substance Abuse Services, Bureau of

'Training and Resource Development.

3. Map - Figueroa,Ioida, History of Puerto Rico. 'New York: Anaya Book Company, Inc.,

1974) p. 28.
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i'COULE V t THE AMERICAN OCCUPATION OF PUERTO
11177TMEMPIRE17/011McIEMERRIMEr

TIME 30 minutes

PURPOSE

CONTINUES

Purpose

The purpose of this Module is to explain the socio- political and

economic changes in Puerto Rico after the American colonization of

1898, and to show how these changes led to the great migration in the

post-World War II era.

LEARNING Learning Cbjectives '

cammayEs

DESCRIPTION

eg

At the end of this nodule you will be able to:

Describe briefly same of the significant developments in

Puerto Rico in the 20th century, including:

1. the gra:Jthof political parties

2. catural-linguistic imperialism

3. American politico-econanic domination

4. the industrialization of Puerto Rico

5. Operation Bootstrap

DePcte-4911

C

Through lecture and group participation you will discuss the social,

cultural and economic impact of the significant historical developments

during the 20th century precipitated by the American occupation of Puerto

Rico..

Topics to be discussed include:

The Spanish - American War

The Treaty of Paris

The Foraker Act of 1900

The Growth of Political Parties

The Jones Act of 1917

Decade of, the 30's (the re-emergence of the Puerto Rican nation)

Political Parties and the Status Question (birth to the National-

istic party)'

Socio-political Change (Anesrican economic-political domination)

English V. SpaniSh (cultural implications)

The NUnoz Era ( industrialization of the Puerto Rican economy)

LMdependence, Caranamalth, or State (a question n.of definitiont

and interpretations)



MATERIAT,8 Included in this manual for this module area

Brief background notes ono

1. the relationship between Puerto Rico and the U.S.

U.S. statrent to the Puerto Rican people

3. Industrialisation of. Puerto Rico

Article from the New York Times an the econanic system
in Puerto Rico

The present Puerto Rican-flag

PUB= RICO AND Relationship between Puerto Rico and the United States
THE U.S.

In April, 1898 the United S tee declared war on Spain when the U.S. ship
_"Maine," docked ix Cuban water,. was blown qv General Nelson Miles
entered Puerto Rico on July 23, 1898 and the ensuing war with the
Spanish lasted Only 115 days in Puerto Rico. At the war's end, Spain
signed the Treaty of Paris ceding to the U.S. the Phillipines, Guam,. ''\
and Puerto Rico as territories and Cuba as al"protectorate."

.

Fran 1898 to 1900, American military governors controlled the administrative
structure ofthe Island. In 1900, the Foraker Act was established changing.
the military governmentto a civilian one:-

.. .,.

U.S. SMATEMENT
ID THE PUERTO
RICAN, PEOPLE

in 1917, President WilsOn signed the-Jones Act, whichade all Puerto
Ricans'UiSi-citiZenc. Also, as part of the Jones Act, the U.S. reserved
power in matters, of:defenee and immigration. As U.S. citizens, Puerto
Ricans yeraobligated to serve inthaMilitary; and Puerto Ricans have
served in the U.S. arined_forces since htrld War I.

U.S. civilian; continued to administer Puerto Rico.until 1947.
At that. point, Governor ThgWell resigned.and President Truman appointed
Jesus.Pinero the first t-pueria Rican-appOinted to the Ast.
In 1948 r Were held and NUn04arInixcamd the first
elected.gOmernOr,a,PUertO Rico on the Commonwealth (Estado-Libre Asociadd)
platforM.-. :Cceintmealth meant autonomous self government, maintaining
close economic'endTolitical:ties with the Uhitmd States:- in-1952, the
status of Puerto Rico was officiallychahgedfrOM that Of. "territory'', to
"coMmonmlalth.:" (See illustration of the present Puerto Rican flag.)

,

Statement-from the U.S. Govermndnt to the People of Puerto Rico

The following was the first official public statement from the U.S. Govern-
ment to explain its plans for Puerto Rico..

"In the proiecutiOn,of the war against the Kingdom of Spain, the pe8pleof.
the. United;Statea in.the CauskoflibertY,Austice,:andlhuManity, its
military. have,ca rerto occupy the Island of.puerto Rico: ,They come

li*I.bi'll01004989seekthe',7
-to.destroy*orcaptUrethOsewho,lare
the. fOsterimiyari*OfleilvitiOn' of-

,,, -,

"jibastiCe thia htirtivir 'to : all, thosi4 ,
,.. the; firet;.. effect :of this occuRitice ',Witt

aiiiiii li ::. and it is, ,
terIZtatia:',,,,,

ref
'4;

the
431;01.194Slil

1 ,tocyerthrowthea
Out of your beautiful `iiiihd

-1 , , '- - - ' .



the largest measure of liberties consistent with Chia military occupation.

We have not come to make war against a people of a country that for centu-

ries has been oppressed but, on the contrary, to bring you protection,

not only to yourselves, but to your property, to promote your prosperity,

and to bestow upon yauthe In unities and blessings of the liberal insti-

tutions of our government. It is not our purpose to interfere with any
existing laws and customs that are wholesome and beneficial to your

people as long as they conform to the rules of military administration,

of order and justice. This is not a war of devastation but one to give
all within the control of its military and naval forces the advantages

and blessings of enlightened civilization."

INDUSTRIALIZATION In 1947, the goverment of Puerto Rico began the industrialization of the

OF PUERTO RICO Island. At the tine, Puerto Rico was an agricultural country with an

economy centered primarily around sugar.. The country suffered from high

unemployment, and-the government believed that industry alone could provide

new employment opportunities and a solid base for economic development.

A program for economic develOpment called "Operation Bootstrap" attracted

hundreds of industrial plants to Puerto Rico by making certain benefits

available to them. These benefits were tax exemption for 10.47 years,

a large labor force, training programs for workers, and other facilities

sudh as roads, buildings, etc.

As a result, the ;government built new roads and law cost urban housing.
Electricity, water and sewage systems were extended to all parts of,the

Island, as was health care. Literacy improved from 69 percent to 83

percent by 1960. Yet unemployment remained a ehronic problem; 12.9

percent in 1950, and 19.9 percent in 1975 (unofficially estimated as

high as 40 percent). Although industrialization meant jobs for thousands

of workers, the decline of the Sugar industry resulted in trenvedous

unemployment and new industries could not absorb these workers.
Consequently, thousands of Puerto Ricans emigrated from Puerto Rico to

the.U.S. in search of.work.

The,following article from theleew York Times discisses in greater detail

Operation Bootstrap and its goals and accomplishmenti as well as the

economic situation in Puerto Rico today.



OUT AEI mac' los mane 2

David
bY

Vidal

The 25 years of industrial growth under "Operation Bootstrap," which same Observers considered
to have transformed Puerto Rico from an area of neglect into a success symbol, for the developing.

world, have come to'a °load..

In the operation's place has cos te alperiod'of uncertainty, economic contraction, record un-
employment, and a sobering..reassesement of future prospects of this camcnwealth of the

United States. The past, too, is caning under greater scrutiny.

"What has happened is that the Vulnerability of our system has been exposed," Gov. Rafael

Hcrnanaez COloni,a.39-yearvild gradOate of Johns Hopkins University's law school said in an
interview at his LA Rbortaleza Official`residence.

An etonOmy whose.gross product zoomed, almost 10 times foM $755-million in 1950.to about $7-
fiscal year 1975--at growtrates averaging nearly ten percent over the last 15

AmaisHmovedbadkwards,in fiscal year'1975 at a rate of minus 3.5`percent.
J.

HughBartPfl, an economic consultant here, .troubles in the, United States

paainland"aacenomy offer only a part of the explanations

"In the nirieteen4ifiiee the Government (of Puertb Rico) got the feeling that things were:
going, so well,that progress was autanatic," he said "But basically, there was no new

.0contmic thinking:done!agter 1960. Right now, a very serious reassessment of.the goals and
priorities of the Puerto Rican economy is going an.

ToUrism, manufacturing, and ponstructionhave been the outstanding symbols of the island's

...modern eponomid rebirth. The troubles afflicting these industries indicate the depths of

Puerto Rico's crisis . .
. , .

, . . .
.

Five luxury hotels are reportedlytn,the verge of folding, and rooms occupancy
ratein amawas less than 45 percent despite the previous closing of 600

.

tourist:hoteLrooms., .

k

Avera0 wages per hour in manufaCturing increased from $2.31 to $2.55, in fiscal

Yeai' 1975,i1PUt the numbercf-jobe was reduced by 23,400.

Conatructioniermite-fOrJiewprojecti fell almost.29 percent from last year, and
-,.employment in thatAnduStry.droppedbi'ilmost 23 percent.

. .

. . .

result: and other.economicdifficulties,. About:11.percent of the- 3.million

ted:Statea:Pitiaens on thiXonnecticUtsiaed Caribbean: island defienci on tH Federal
"Stamp Program` for survival. In the central town- of Zama, population.141000,.the

PuettO;Rida h L abar DePart*e4;;Iii6rtsi'thenOMPloynent rate:is a staggering, 96 percent.

haas never been anything Like this
EnciO4nennoundingawOffiaial..
Orpeivent1WhenigoCkizCmidefbil,

have, up 'aoOkinif,for work.

before, 'never," said Labor Secretary Luis Si).Va
Iessness level last Auguste of 19.9 perL-entabout

are not included in the statistics because



The at4istios mean that unemployment, is higher than it was before Operation Bootstrap began
ahifting to base of the OPODally from agriculture to industry. In 1950, unemployment
was :12.9 percent.

Puerto Ricans must import all the rice they eat and moat of the meat, the shoes they walk on
,and much of the clothes they wear--plus 99 percent of the oil needed to keep the factories
going. It is understandable, therefore, that the increased oil prices, combined ivith re-

, .cession and inflation on the mainland, have had a diaaatroup effeot hare.

Nonetheless, while poor economic conditions on the island inspired massive emigration in the
previous two decades, no similar phenarenon has occurred in this one. Instead, between 1970
and 1974, the Labor and Migration Division' of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico says, 21,000
more Puerto Ricans returned than left.

MgWT ON OIL crisis

Although the economy of Puerto Rico is closely tied to that of the mainland United States,
similar events can have dissimilar impacts. The most outstanding is oil. Puerto Rico lost
$500-million in its economy when'prices went up because its supplies come largely from
Venezuela. On the mainland, lower-priced domestic sources supply 80 percent of the oil.

The o il crisis has also meant an indefinite postponement of plans to use,a
'Petro-chemical plant, built between.1966'and 1972 and foreseen as the springboard for the
island's future economic development. There are indications of oil deposits off the island's
deep north coastal waters, but no wells have been drilled.

Plans to develop the first superPort oil rig under the United States flag, on Mona Island, j
40 miles of the west coast of Puerto. Pico are also stalled.

The superpert would not only. supply the island's petrochemical industry, but also stimulate
development of. additional heavy industries, such as steel and. shipbuilding, by making large
quantities of raw materials available at competitive priced.

The economy is already based on the processing of.,imported intermediary and raw materials
',for re-export. Industries. came here in large numbers after 1950, lured by total local and
Federal tax exemptions lasting from 10 to 25 years and by relatively cheap labor) two conditions
viewed as ensuring particularly high profit margins.

Direct private' investments by manufacturing companies, principally froM the United-States,
amount to A4.4-billion.

The island is the largest per capita purchaser of mainland United'States goods in the World.
'In terms of volume, it comes in siXth after industrial giants like Canada, Britain, West
Germany, France and Japan.

As long as the $40-million in monthly.Federal transfer payments continue in form.of the food
stamp Orogramin tandem with stopgap government measures to hold down electrical costs for
the poor through a direct subsidy and.to uphold price controls on basic consumer goods--the
feeling here is that the majority of the people will not have to th1nk much about the predica-
Ment their island is, in.

Behides, everybody here already knows the problems Puerto Rico faces in developing the economy.
A major one is the population density of same 902 persons per square mile. For the United
States to have a similar level, the entire world population of more'thanthree billion people
wouldbave to liVe within its borders.

Puerto Rico would rank'26th in population in canparison with the states, but fourth after
California; New York, and Texas in the.number of.citizens whoare poor.

\

The 1970 census foun d that 59.6 percent of all familiei here have'annual incomes below the
federally defined poverty level of $4,500,for'an-uxban family of four,. and $3,870 for a rural
one.



The island has lovely beaches and a delightful climate, in spite of occasional staun, but

is also 56 percent mountainous, making conventional or mmehanised agriculture difficult.

estimated $4-billion in low-grade copper depcsite and are nickel have recently been

termed worth mining, but environmental oeneidaratilona have held up attempts tontine than,

Beyond that, known mineral resources are scarce.

Narpmp STATE NOR NATICZ

This realisation convinced Wig Mums Marin, the island's first elected Governor, to lead

hie island to a status as neither r, state nor an Independent nation but acmethingin between.

This special relationship also provided the bileis of Operation Bootstraps first Attract

investments,, then supply the labor to the mainland industries that would provide the people's

incomes.

This arrangement came to account directly or ilndirectly for 650percent,of 411 employment.

Ironicall the very success of the planin r is g the standard of living (the annual per

capita in.. was $297 in 1950 and $1,986 in 974 -though still 40 percent of the United States

average $5,227 for that year) hindered ite'futtire possibilities.

An exanp e is the apparel industry,,, Next° Rico's largest industrial employer with about a

quarter f the manufacturing labor force.

In 1968 Puerto Rico supplied 30 percent of apparel imported by the mainland. By 1972, this

Share aAk'to 16 percent. Shipments remained at or below $370-million in this period while

those f lower-wage Hong Kong, Taiwan, and,South Korea increased from $313-million to $954-

. milli

MIN i WAGE BLAMED

ton= th leaders attributed this to an amendment to the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act

of 197 that ended the system of varying minimum wage rates with the ability-to-pay of different-

'indus ies.

By J nary 1, 1976, the Federal minimum of $200 An hour is to go into effect in all industries.

Min wages in Puerto Rico for the apparellindustry from $1.44 to $2.10 an hour. In June,

the average weekly wage in apparel factories prompted the Famento, the Economic Development

Administrations' was 072.93. The avdrage weekly wage in manufacturing was $96.26. Since

March, Fcgento has countered the adverse effect by offering new factories a 25-percent initial

wage subsidy: It.says it is too early to gauge results.

Inliscal year 1975, 110 Fcaenta-produced fadtoriOs closed and 168 opened; but between them

there was an employment loss of 4,400.

JOB -SEE[ EPS INCREASING

Profiti are not as high as they once were fon the industries the island needs to employ a labor

force of 884,000. Even in the best years of the eponOmic boom, unemployment hovered at chronic

levels of.10 to 13 percent. And the pctentiap, labor force e-is expected to'increase at an annual

rate of 28,000 through 1985.

Pimento's new effOrt is to attract industries reTtiring more skills, as in-its success-in

attracting PharMaceutical-and
electi6ic companies and to tap the economic recovery of Western

allroPle0017
stepping up promotion efforts there, Teodoro Soscoso Femento's administrator, said

,
Governor Hernandez Colon and the,Secretary a the treasury, SalvadorCesellas, have already

hinted that'trimmihg the Si* and improving the efficiency of a government bureaucracy of sane

i222,000 employees--double the current nurberpf employees in manefacturing--is a prime goal.
.

Ithas alreadY been labeled nCperatio Prcductmon. .

:o
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The failures in menufacturin9 haw lod to A Old OviV41 in NriOulture however, In 1150,
trsditional crops like sugarcane, Molasses, t APPIP, and coffee provideA 214,909 lobs, and ion
1974, 530000, But in fiscal year 1975 (swim tur41 yields rose 0,3 percent, providing a bx1444,41
Spot in an otherwise somber picture,

11The qovernment also has plans for a back-to,the-land drive by redistributing thousands of acres'
of land to families who would till them in a r.ype of hcologt°Adin0 plan.

lemmata changu hap also struck the fiscal area, cumonwealth government can no lonwor Italy
on bond issues as heavily am it had in the petit for financinq development, Alfredo ealasar,
executive vice president a the Puerto Rican povomment had been told it Wes "ooRlinQ to the
bond market with too much and too frequently,"

"It is precisely in these times of oriels that people realize the importance or ow Federal
relationship,". said juan A. Albers, head of the finance council and mecretury of state-, with
reference to the social safety valves such ea food stamps that the island hen because of the
commonwealth statue it has had with the Unites Statea since 1952.

But just as this status is held responsible for pght humehhom, Ho the now problems, highlight
its limitations, and there are calls for change.

CHANGES ARE PROPOSED

Last August a cOomittee composed of Pr tent Puerto Ricans and some Renters of the United
States Congress ended two years' of meetings with A report suggesting substantial changes
in the legal compact between Washington and San Juan.

The report Calls for the jurisdiction over immigraltion, minimum wages and environmental concerns.
to be shifted in part to the island.

It also urges that the island be oalPd the Fiee associated State of Puerto Rico, as the Spanish
translation of "ConimomeaLth of Puerto Rico" }as always held.

An* power to determine the applicability of Federallaws to Puerto Rico would, also be vested
in the commonwealth.

.

.

4.here have always been proponents of national independence or of becoming a state of the United
'States as the ultimate solutions to the island's oblems, and they are seizing the moment to
argU6 the greater worth of their sol tions.over the present status.

u ,

Senator Ruben Barrios Martinez of th Puerto Rican Independence party heads the leading group
group of splintered independence nweTrèIt. He proposes the establishment of a socialist
6emocracy. 4

The Puerto Rican Socialist party led' by Juan Mari Bras dvocates the esta0blishment of a
sovereign Puerto Rico goveted along Marxist-teninp.st lines.

--rMayor of San Juan, Carlos Romero Barcelo, is the leading proponent of statehood'with.the
ited States. He has already sounded the theme of a likely race against the incumbent in 1976

gubernatorial electidhs with a book entitled Statehood is for the Poor."

.
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TCDAYIS MEM RICAN FLAG

The leti.Of Puerto Rico

igolg the, flag is three re4VetrIFOCoolOarated by twoldliteatripes, anda4lingle

a b],u field. The eteeseYebOliare$ Puerto Rico; the corners of the tri-

' 006 104441 brooches ofVoverhment. The"three red

the blond t feeds thede three branches of government, and the two
kepreseot.the#00 of: man and freedom of the indiiiidual,

/



1.

rxiDULE V - ENCIVIES

U. S. War'Department, Militarx Government'of Puerto Rico from October 18, 1898, to April
30, 1900. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 1902.

2. Reprinted fran the New York Times, Octover 15, 1975. By codrtesy of the New York Times.

3.
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MODULE VI: THE MIGRATION TO THE MAINLAND:
THE DIASPORA OF THE PUERTO RICAN PEOPLE

1 hour

purpose

The purpose of this module is to increase awareness of the socio-economic

and political pressures behind,the Puerto Rican migration to the mainland

United States and, specifically, to New York City.

LEARNING Learning Objectives

OBJECTIVES
At the end of this module you will be able to:

List at least three lectors leading to the migration of Purrta

Ricans to the United States.

Identify at lest three.socio-econapic outcomes of the Puerto

Rican migration to the United States as reflected in the Puerto

Rican barrios of the United States.

DESCRIPIICN

MATERIALS

HISTORY OF
MIGRATION

Description

You will participate in a lecture and discussion session covering the

following areas:

1898-1900: The United. States - Puerto Rican. Connection

1900 -1920: The Early Migrants

The Jones Act of 1917 and the Internal Migrants in Puerto Rico

The Growth of "El Barrio"

Factors Affecting the Migration: The Industrialization of Puerto

Rico

The 1960's

The Migrant-Laborer

Materials

Included in this manual for this module are:

Brief background notes

Graph: The Net Migration from Puerto Rico to the Mainland

(1946-1971)

Table of number of Puerto Ricans in New York State according

to the 1970 census

History of Migration

Since the 1860's, Puerto Ricans have been coming to the United States.

After the failure of "El Grito de Lares," members of the criollo elite

established themselves in New York City and dedicated the:EWE/ata the"

struggle for independence of Puerto Rico. Numerically, more impOrtant,

were the thousands of Puerto Ricans who migrated from PUerto Aico in

search of work. in 1900, about 5,000,workers were at to Hawaii to

work on the sugar paantations. By 1910, there were about 1,532 Puerto

Ricans living in 39 states.
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11)6 Ply earliest Puerto Rican "neighborhoods; in New York City were a
settlement of cigar makers on the Irmer East Side.and a mall group

of sailors and their families in the Navy Yard section of Brooklyn.

3.920'. there was a growing internal udgration within Puerto
Rico the rural areas to the cities ands fixsa the Island to thie U.S.

p, Puerto Ricans were free to travel batmen Puerto Rico
and the thlii without delays and restrictions :locoed on other immigrant
grows. By 1920, there were 12,000 Puerto Ricans living throughout 44
states, At this time, a large proportion of Puerto Ricana roved into the
Rest Harlem section of New York known, as "El ligrio" booms -the
-venter of the Puerto Rican ansphity in the AtX7111e 4er readied
70,000 by 1940. After W.W. xi, the numbers of Puerto Ricans migrating to
the U.S. increased reaching its peak during the 1950's. 'Ibday there are
between one and a half million to two million Puerto Ricans living in the
U.S., approximately half of ewhan live in New York City.

The follading. graph depicts the fltichatial in the numbers of Puerto
Ricans migrating to the mainland between 1946 and 19714 reflecting the
ectormio situation an the Island and in the States at each point in thus.

. THE NET MIGRATICN FRCM PUERTO ,RICO, TO -THE MAINLAND
(1946-1971)4.

Thousands 'of

People
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0

-10
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'48 '50 '52 $4 '56 '58 '60 '62\ b4 b6 '68 '70

YEARS \
Lopez and AdalbertO offir these observations OC1 the gratiza of Puerto
Ricans to the United States.

Puerto' Rikans ad:grip:$*46 the United States in, large marbers primarily
hi:auks:their eccnotaip situation had teacee intolerable 'on the Island
and;the,'iralOstriAl'-;aties: of the mainland appeared" to Offer them jobs;
and a hitter; -teriAlAife. the, majority of theme who migrated were
Pmr-tinakil '''440',10441-vellr YouPg, aeldaalhaving, ante than a
of lelaraan 14d6tatien.' -, that these Puerto , Ricans utete`,attragtreC
to thit'tnatiaiiitaHbi title hope' of material ti., is illiastratet

. fact iOnst ,ittrtiiaes:of:Sconanic reoe.Sice in -the 1,14S:'''tlis 'rate orrill
dec 'anditSitrY_Ptietto Lace*, already' in the ,V ',410 ust0.2often,
first' to- be-74*d ritiring :stzif' recension .retUrned:,tal-thoi Is
the: 'ica03'etifoui 1.05358,7,and'thillearkt iiind4ate 1960 e
ratia'of 484 '`,ftek PtiertO didiVed; and th0
timber ofd, Ricaria,,returning to the island from the

may,1;t;-Of, culSr interest to residents Of Neii
Stab:1'i -%t Indicates, theinibera and places of .residersce "of Puerto
acrodiitlit State' eitiordincf' to 197011.S. census data.

4141 4 4
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Areas With
Total Populatian 50000+

Areas with
10-50,000 Tbtal Population
and 400+ Puerto Ricans

RI *Mt 155.

Binghamton
Buffalo 3,80

Beacon
Brentwood
Central /slip

617
1,600
1,666

leVittown 541 Deer Park 435

Mt,' Vernon 316 Dunkirk 678

Rochester 5456 Geneva 404

Syracuse (757 Glen Cove 589

New 1100011e 258 Huntington Station 455

Niagard' Falls 69 Lackawanna 657

Scheneotady 181 Long Beach 661

TtOy
Utica

114
468

Middletown 527
1,147

BOme"-, 108

...Newburgh

North Great River- 871

White Plans 343 Patchogue 904

YOOkers 2,630 Peekskill 579

New York City. 811,843 Wyandanch 531

The following table indicates some major population centers of the Puerto

Ricans on the U.S mainland according to 1970 U.S. census data.

California New Jersey

San Francisco 20,500 Camden 8,000

Nacken 15,500

--,'Connecticut Jersey City 15,500

Newark 45,000

Bridgeport 20,500 Paterson 25,500

Hartford 15,500 Perth Amboy 12,500

Minas Ohio

Chicago 120,060 Cleveland 15,000

Indiana: Pennsylvania

Gary 5,500 Philadelphia 45,000

Massachusetts Wisconsin

Boston 25,000 MilWaUkee 7,000



-1. from Adalbertoridi John Wiley and

a. source:, Wagenheim, 'Ka tWr
New York: Praeger Publ

MCDULE - =NOTES

and Petra, James (eds.) Puerto Rico and Puerto Ricans.
Sons, 1974, 14322).

of Puerto Ricans on the U.S. Mainland in the 1970's.
, 1975, p.
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MODULE THE EMPLOYMENT .SITUATION IN THE U.S..

1hour .

PUrpose

The pumpcee of this module is to inform you of the types of occupations

held by Puerto Ricans and of the factors.affecting.employment and

low income in the Puerto Rican minority.

tunNim Learning Objectives
CeOECTVES

At the end of this module, you will be able to:.

Identify atleast five factors affecting employment and low
income in the Puerto Rican minority.

Identify at Iseist three major occupational categories held
by Puerto Ricans, both male and female, from 1950-1970.

DESCRIPTION Description

You will - participate in a discussion covering the following areas:

Factors affecting employment and low income

1. Jab market

2.. Language as a barrier

3. Puerto Rican women female-he ededhouseholds

4. carttfication 10,. ems "of professiohals

5. Lack of work experience

6. Discrimination

7. Jobs and income

The 1960's employment picture and the migrant labor picture

Jobs and income

1. 1950's and jobs : males

2. 1950's and jobs : females.

3. 1960's and the War on Poverty

4. SourCes of income

5. Unemployment: a matter of definition

6. -The occupations

Materials

Included in thismmiuml for in this module

Graphs:



Occupetiqm(Status of Females in Selected Occupaticas,
by EthniC BaCkground, Nor 'York-City, 190

3. OCcupatian Cf Males Employed in Selected Occupations,
by Race, April 1970

4. Occupational Status of Males in Selected Occupations,
by Ethnic backgrcund, New York City, 1960

5. Unemployment Ratea for Puerto Ricans, by Sex, 1970 & 1972

6. Male Unemployment, by Ethnicity, 1950,(i960, 1972

o



OCCUPATION OF FEMALES EMPLOYED IN SELECTED OCCUPATIONS,

BY RACE, APRIL 1970

ru

Percent
of Total
Employed

45
40
35-
30
25
2

15-- 11.3

JO 6.5

40.6

35.0

'23.2
16.5

14,1

111N111

PrOfessiOnal, Clerical,

TichniCal'. Sales
.

,

PUerto Ricant in New` YOrk, New Jersey, PennsylVanii

Black ..'.

White

Operatives

OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF. FEMALES. IN SELECTED OCCUPATIONS,

BY ,.ETHNIC BACKGROUND, NEW YORK CITY, 1960 ,

69.7

',Percent
of Total
liniployed

25:9

21.8

15.9
15.8

PrOfetti one Clerfcal,

,TechnicaI "'Sales

..Puerto, Rican

Non;White

Adipieiff6k, StUtoi.Poverty Conditions in the New York Puerto Rican

CoMmunit'Y ew,York: Puerto Rican-Forum, Inc.,.1964,.p. 29.

Operatives
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Percent of

. 3.5
30

Total' 2 0

Employed 1 5

1 0

5
0

45
4 0
35

Percent ;.30
of TOtal 25
Employed 20

1S..
10

5

15.0

4.0 5-8 --
R\-\\r."7

Professional,
Technical

Puerto Ricans

Black

Ilhi to

NNW
ciad4r-

NMI

OCCU PAT ION 0 MALE EMPLOYED - IN, SELECTED OCCU PAT IONS
BY RACE, APR IL 1970

et

Clerical
Sales

in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania

Operatives

OCCUPATIONAL STATUS.' OF MALES IN SELECTED OCCUPATIONS, -
BY ETHNIC BACKGROUND, NEW YORK CITY, 1960

2.2

231
17.9

13.6 12.3

'5.2

1.11116,

Professional.
Technical.:

Puerto Rican

;Non White

: 'Other White

Clerical,
Sates

44.1

28.4

17.2

Operatives.

Adapted fromAStud Of PovertyConditioni in the Ne+22Lot1tPuerto Ricanew'oym 16c-, 1964. P. zv.



\ Percent of
\ Total of All
\ Ethnic background
`Unemployed

20
18

16'
..14,-

12 --
10

8
6
4

2
_0.

-RATES' FOR itIERTO R I CANS, BY SEX,
1970 AND. 1972

1960'
ages 147over 65'

U tiaie

ES71 Female

17.6

1972
ages 16-64.

MALE UNEMPLOYMENT, BY ETHNICITY, 1950, 1960, 1972

10'
8
6

Percent
4

of Total .
UneMployed

1950 1960 1970 9

Piierto Rie'an

Pr ages 16 = 64
6- 1970 figures not avai1a

PUER:c0 RICAN NON-WHITE.

10.6 9"
8.4

OTHER-WHITE

1950 1960 19709

Hon-White

le

1950 1960 19709

Other White

'Adapted Troint.'5tudt,Of-Poverty Cd ditions in thellew York ftuerto
Puert Forum., Inc.' 1964. p.,3Cand

,VSurvey,''of,,Pu to-HiCan on the U.S'.

Hthe';1970's.- New York:, Praeger,



MODULE VIII: ME IIISPAliIC ORIGINS OF/ THE Pun=
RICAN 'FAMILY AND THE AMERICANIZATIMI OF PUERTO RICO:

THE BROKEN FAMILY IN NEW YORK

1 hour

Purpose
P

The purpose of this module is to give you a deeper insight into the

personality dynamics involved in the Puerto Rican family in. Puerto

. Rico and in the continental. United States. An emphasis will be Tlaced

cn the changing roles of men and wuren' and their effects on the 'conteSce-

rary family in the United States.

!earning Objectives

OBJECT IVES
At the ,end of this modules -you will be able to:

Define the terms machismo and the virginity cult and discuss

the status of these value systeas in Puerto Rican society

and their impact on the Puerto Rican family in New York

City today.

Define the Concepts of the extended family and the c6aipadrazgo

system in Puerto Rican cultUre, and discuss their inc dence

in Puerto Rican life in,the q. S. today.

State some reasons behind the changing roles in the Puerto

Rican family in the U.S. .

State sane _examples of the changing roles in the Puerto Rican

family eyitem as indicators of assimilation of Puerto Ricans

into' the "American way of life."

DESCRIPTION. Description

g tom will, be through lecture and. Olscussionhe. ,follaain:
Historical roots

American imperialism vs. Hispanic traditions

The family in New York

Differential sex roles

1. Machismo and the virginity cult'

The extended family systIt

Hijos de Crianza and the Compadrazgo systen

The extended' family and birth

Position of the Puerto Rican woman

In .Puerto IFiCo

In the U.S.."'
I

The Puerto Rican faMilyin

:chi3n4d' arid Iculsequences'



:.91-0Wth,ofthe YoUth,langs: 1950 -1960

-Materials

inClOOd*in this menial for.Use in this mqdule are
o

Ccumantexmincaogy in the extended family systins in
Puerto Rico and New York City

Definition of maChismo and the -virginity cult,

*tee on "Puerto Rican Culture and Traditions"

An:article on "The *dem Spirit of Santoria"



,

CCW01 TERMINOIAGY USED IN THE =MED FAMILY SYSTEMS
IN PUERTO/RICO AND-NEW YORK CITY

I/

(old slipper) ,.A euphimistic word used to describe a newborn"baby girl.

twit, (old sliPper maker) A man who_anly sires females; appelaticn:.used in fluterous

O

e

"(male, 'masculine) A term appiied to, any activities ortraitss that are strictly in

of the male as defined; by the culture, i.e.,- great strength, valor, the ability
st a great' deal of- liquor w#thout, showing the 'effects - sec muY Macho 'bbo be, very

or display 'such behavior. ,.,:-, i .=
,

. .
' -e-

, .ct,

(miss)s e ) A term' used to. apply to an. unmarried girl. It subtly inplies that she is

(virgin) A young wernan who has never had sexual intercourse: Clean, unsullied.

innocent.

There is nolt as yet a translation for this term in Spanish..

(Mrs.) A married woman:,

..... ', ,

A . ..

1

(old A. term used fox any woman over. thirty who is not married.

(ben' one; unfit, ,sterile) eterilemah. The term* is (used .sparingly and ,

great')deel, of stigma' for a st female.
-

de:=PUte:' ', (son 'of, a . bitch, 1 whore)' ,Use_ should' be avoided Since most Puerta Rican New----- ,, ,.

may:regard ,thii as ,a 'Persona insult against their mothers:against 1

ina",Ort4. a r ,Cithetti' Wallin to . (ail 'CUbilie g lover) Terms used to describe a: female;'

married,. men. ,,,

,.:,- ,--,`,"', , , /
'o -,boiiCubinato:-BaStardos:/..(bestards; out of wedlock, love. "Children) Used to describe

'atatusol77di77=7.E.115ae cr-fwdelock.' ,

,
.

.,..{.,

aiiitilaar .:'(fOOter,c1-ii/ldren)"'Childien who are Part of any given. family or hoUsehO

y , may ii.:: 'liel,131Ood=ties:',.tic the 'family.- ., ..

rites',
' l ,

g (6,6i3017erititio6d) .1 4 A '; ritual' kin keietiOnship:inyolving the., bsptisimaI ritee43

c 'Chuich,"4hiciiihis'S: quasi ' reliqioUsr, sanctions , in Latino
.cultures. Pare-pf,:

", "family..:'systest:.- l'',, '', - ... , , '', ..r . .

! (godfather),, The male `corresiondent in the baPti.sirosi; rites.



C:cmsidre: (gcdnother) The female correspondent in the baptis ceremony.

Ahijado: (godson) --Male who is baptized.

,Ahijada: (goddaughter) Fernale'who is baptized.

TL: (aunt)

(unclel

Sci)rino: (nePhew)

Sabrina: (niece)

Primo: (cousin) Mile, pcimo-hermano (first cousin).-

Prima: (ansin) Female,.prime-hermena (first cousin)

Madre: (mother) Mother-with the right inflection' of the voice can be used- to curse your
mother. Other preferable terms are: lame; -papa; memi, papi iriejo (male), vieja (female)
-The laSt two terns translate to old man and old woman.

Abuelo: (grandfather)

Abuela: (grandmother)

Bisabuelo: (great .grandfather)

Bisabuela: (great grandmother)

6ugado: (brother-in-law)

Cuiada: (sister-in7law)

Suegro: (father-in-law)

Suegra: (rnother-in-law)

Tra (aunt by marriage)

Tro politico: (uncle by marriage)

Malcriado: (badly brought up, spoiled, bratish, rude

MUjeriego: Askirt chaser, watiimiier, roue)

So ltertin: (a confirmed bachelor)

Soltero: (single.male)

Soltera: (single female)

Casado:. (married male)

(married fernile)

(term applied to, girl)

Bebe: (baby). term applied to both male and female newborns.

Ecia : (age of the turkey ) .adalescence



Yerno: (son-in-law)

Verna: (daughter-in-law)

Pariente: (anyone to whom you are very distantly related

Pegar (le) lbs cuernos: (to put horns on) cockholded husband; a man whose wife has betrayed

RM.

Cabron: (he- goat). term used to denote a man whose wife has betrayed him, but does nothing

about it. Not to be used publically or said to a man, its use is considered very vulgar and

cause for a fight.

Ponerle una querida: to keep a mistress

Puta: (whore, prostitute, slut, bitch) a term used to denote a prostitute.

/°..
MUjer de la calle: (woken of the streets) whore, prostitute.

Cuero: (leather) an extremely crude and vulgar expression used/co denote a prostitute.

Should never be used in public or mixed company.

Divorciada: (divorzedfenale)

Divorciado: (divorced male)

Viuda: (widow)

Viudo: (widower).-----
,

/1

Molester: term used to refer, to rape of a female.

'w" term used to refer to rape*of a female.

'Hacerle el d.416: term used to refer to rape of a female.

,

\
.,...-.. .

-.

Madrasta: (step mother)

Padrasto: (step father)

Don: (a term of respect used fc r an older male. Used with the first name only - i.e. Don Pepe).

Dona: (a term of respect used fcr an older female, i.e. Dona Pepe)

SeriOr: (mister)

JOvencito (young man)

Jovencita: (young woman)

-1
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MACHISMO AND. Definition of Terms

=VIRGINITY
Machismo and the Virginity Cult are two of the most powerful socio-
cultural value systems that define and dictate not- only -the proper
roles a men and women but also the proper behavior between males
and f es.

Madhismo defines the typical macho (man) as the abtolute ruler and

source of authority in the family system. He is the sole provider for

that family and as such controls the money he earns. In turn, his wife

is dependent on him for allowances for food, clothing, etc. This all°44-

ance may come every payday or whenever the male decides it is necessary.
In relation to the children and his wife, he is the final arbitrator

of arguments and administers discipline - he is the ultimate threat.

In being the sole provider and in maintaining this family system, he is

entitled to'kespeto (respect) from his wife, his children, and society

at large, as un been padre (a good father) and un buen esposo (a good

husband).

Machismo implies that "men are of the streets" and "women are of the

hone." (El hombre es de la calle, la muyer es del hogar.) Thus,

machismo also emphasizet sexual strength and worldly knowledge as
badges of manhood. This implies that a man is entitled to sexual

access to other females brides his wife. Temporing this view as a

carefree Don Juan is thesbcietal expectation that he will conduct-

such actions behind his wife's back and that he will maintain the
household economically. :He also has the perogative of man's personal.
freedom - to came and go as he sees fit. Machismo thus encourages

and abets such behavior as gambling, drinking, cockfighting, billiards,

and dominos\as parts of those "rites of manhood." In addition, however,

it puts an. emphasis on the faMily "name" -as a responsibility of the

male to keep as clean as possible. TO ensure this, an elaborate system

of checks and restrictions has been set dawn for the behavior of

females of. the household, specifically, young virginsisO thht the

family is given respeto by the =Immunity at large.-

Machismo also views menas inherently superior to women both physically

and intellectually. It defines Women as having an inborn weakness and

being susceptable to.succuMbing to,teriptation As such, she is in -

need of a male to guarantee that she is protected at all times.

The Virginity Cult, on the other hand, demands that a girl be-pure and

clean in mind, that she be ignorant of sexual matte and that she .

guard her virginity until she marry a wiser, wordly ejmacho) who

will teach her about her sexual duties to him. To ins this the

young girl is sexually segregated at an'early age (6-7 ye s old) fran

the .company of ,boys and chaperoned throughout her courtship a male,.

family member or other older female:.

Upon marriage, a "good girl" becomes a "good wife" by making the for

of her attention and devotion, her home. This includes being a good

.and clean housekeeper, providing a role model for her children of

.absolute virtue, and by not resisting her husband's sexual. advances.

She is viewed as a model mother when her,children adore her (specially

the bOys) and she shows absolute obedience to her husband's dictates.

Clearly then, these two terms (Machismo and Virginity Cult) outline a

social order in which the self sacritice d the female is contrasted

With the male's freedom..

(See the end of this section for definitions of other terms in the

following discussion.)
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PUERTO RICAN CUI/TURE AND Timmons

by
Omar Bordatto
Particia Obeso

There are a variety of alternatives to which basic questions and challenges can be answered

in a given culture. Thete answers enable a person to define his cultural beliefs and simul-

taneously define himself. One can assume that within a given culture, life is lived'out

according to commonly accepted'patterns which give people a sense of unity. It is these

patterns that identify the group and its unity.

In the Pnerto Rican culture, the typical adult is raised in a traditional, firmly struotured._

world which is, based on respect for.4 supreme being, for the hierarchy in the community,

and for his/her parents. There is a prbmise of life after death, an established order among.

living men, and a strong belief that each person has his/her "place" in that sYstem.-'gpecifi-

cally, being at man' means having a keen sense of one's inner worth as an individnal, exer-

cising authority firmly over his wife and children at home, andreceiving-resOact from people

younger than oneself. It-is also fidelity to deep family loyalties, and a preference of

family over others, and dellonstrating mastery'over those types...of work which are.a:man's

responsibility: In a similar sense;; being a woman means being responsible,-faitbful, sub-.

missive, obedient, and humble.- Traditionally, the woman's role has been firmly-established

..around -the affairs of the'homeskehas been obligated by social.Oustam-to obey her husband

and maintain a subordinate role to,' his`. desires? Most Puerto Rican wcinenhave-be4ii chaStely

and religiously brought up, and while they are taught to seek, a ma:04hO.is*usrid" (serious),

they are generally told, that lcoe'and-sex are intimate and alMost unapeakablkabts governed

by God and man.

Keeping all this in perspective, one-realizes immediately thatSince;speCific cultural Values

are integrated into the thinking proceises of theindividual from.birth,,it'F-esents an even

harder obstacle for Puerto Ricans to overcome in the milieu.of the American culture.

Puerto Rican cultural traditions and custont fall within -the follOwing four major areas:

(A)the Puerto Rican Family (E) Family Values (C) Religion and (D) Migration, to the Mainland.

A. The Puerto Rican Family

Puerto Ricans firmly believe that, at thd heart of their culture is the family. The

structure of family life is believed to have been significantlrinfluenced by Spanish

colonization, slavery, and the anerican influence on the economy. Of these, the Spanish

colonialculture had the greateat-effeCt on family life resulting in the following

features:

1 Pre-eminence of the Family: The Puerto Rican is' conscientious about his role

in the family. Hebelieves in his importance in terms of his family role.

His world. consists, of a pattern of intimate personal relationships, and these basic

relationships are those of his family. Everything that makes him an individual, his

confidence, sense of security,- and identity, are Perceived in .relationshiP to
the

rest of his family. For he dominant, tendency in the PUerto Rican family

is to speak Spanish. Traditionally, the husband is the head of the family and



provider who is looked after by the wife. The parents have some say in the selection
of spouses for their children (though the American influence has taken away a lot of
this liberty). The father is respected by all, the wife is faithful, the son
obedient, and the daughter virtuous.

Other examples showing the importance of
is still considered much more a union of
sense of family obligation whereby one's
friends, and also in the use of "names,"
alongJwith-his giVen name.1

family roles are. in courtship, where marriage
two families than in the U.S., in the deep'
primary responsibilities are to family and
where the individual uses two family names

1
2. The "Machismo" Concept of Man: A second feature of the Puerto Rican family is the

role of authority exercised by the man. To be a "macho" (a virile male)2 is one of
the dominant values inculcated into the male child and which continues to be valued
in manhood. It is a trait supported by:permissiveneiS'in behavior and sometimes
narrowly' linked with sexual potency. It is believed that man is innately superior
to woman, and he expects to exercise his authority in the family. He often feels
free to make decisions without consulting his wife, and he, expects to,be obeyed when
he gives commands. It is important to note that in contrast to the role of coop-
eration.and companionship which women usually fulfill in American families, Puerto
Rican warren haVe a definite subordinate role (though it is in therpmecess of being
redefined because of an emerging middle class). The traditional role of women is
well dein:- and ordinarily maintained as subordinate to the authority of the male.

'For e, women until recently would not make decisiens regarding consulting a
doctor seeking medical treatment for the children without first obtaining her
huaban's permission.

Nonetheless, it should. be noted .that even though Fuexto Rican men hold this innate
superior position over their women, women still have subtle ways of influencing their
men. The influence of mether,over son is particularly strong in the Puerto Rican
culture.

Another example ofman's superior position is often reflected-in what Americans
call the "double standard." As in most cultures, fhore is a definite distinction
between a "good" woman(ale. protected as a virgin until marriage and then after
marriage as a wife and mother) and a "bad' woman (one available for man' enjoyment) .

Puerto Ricans express extreme concern over their women:. Both gathers and brothers ,

feel a strong obligation to protect them.- -On the other hand, a great deal of freedom
is granted the males. It is expected, and often encouraged, for a bey to have
'sexual experiences with women before marriage. A boy is raised and encouraged "to
be a man" and'to venture out, while a girl is sheltered. progressively within the
family as she matures.

3. ComPadrazgo: Another influence implanted by the Spenish,colonizers is the institution
of "compadres." 3 These are people who are °Companion parents with the natural parents
of thechild-(godparents). The man is the "cat Dadre" and \the women is the "coMadre:""
Ccmpadres are often relatives of the child. -They-constitute a network of ritual
kinship and' can be sponsors for baptism, confirmation, or maxi There are
occasions when intense friendships lead men and women to themr,Jves compadres
or comadres. Generally, they have.a deep sense of obligation, to ea:,:h other for
.economic assistance, supp,-rt, and encouragebent.

Just as Spanish colonization of Theertd Rico -influenced the Puerto Rican family as it
is today, so did slavery and the U.S. role in the economic develo pment of Puerto

Slavery,', as in any other culture, had a-devastating effect on family-W. The
instability and the *permanence of the slave'family-whieh was bought, soldnia ex-
changed with 'no regard for the permanent family union, created any broken fmilies.
Spanishcolonial-tradition drd proVide sane advantages to women and the resultamt--
children of extramarital relationships,. since Spaniards felt "morally bound" to the
responsibility] of caring an providing for those they consorted with.

Though overall,*the U.S. considers itself instrumental in helping Puerto Rico attain.
its. freedom from colonial. rule And achieve its autonomy, the influence of the United



States on thedsland's cultural development has had some negative effects. For example,

the educational system, was controlled by Americans after the annexation, and modeled

after the American system. The educational system was not surrendered to the Puerto

Rican government until 1948. During these years, Puerto Rican children were subjected
to teachers who knew little or no Spanish, and who for the most part had a total dis-

regard for the traditional Puerto Rican culture. Equally glaring in its effect was

the religious influence from the mainland. Although Catholicism was deeply rooted
in the Spanish tradition on the island, American Catholic personnel, Protestant
denominations, and Pentecostal sects implanted a strong American influence on the

religious life. This, coupled with Puerto Ricans returning from the mainland with
strong influences of mainland culture, negatively affected the family relationship.

A final note about the Puerto Rican family. It is important to point out that in
Puerto Rico, unlike the continental United States, no family is alone. Each is

widely extended and each supports its various members. The following four types

are commonly thought of within the overall structure:

1. The "extended" family: those families with strong bonds and frequent interaction
among a wide range of natural or ritual kin. Grandparents, parents, and children
may live in7the same household, or they may have separate households, but visit

often. (This type is the most obvious source of strength-and support.)

2. The "nuclear" family: the conjugal unit of father, mother, and children, not
living close to relatives and with weak bonds to the extended family. (In

response to social and economic development, their numbers are increasing.)

3. The "combined" family of other unions: ,among Puerto Ricans, combinations of father,

mother, their children and the children of another union or unions of husPand or

wife is a common phenomenon. One may know of many children with different names

'living in one household. The siblings Consider themselves just as related by

marriage as if by blood.

4. The "mother-based" family: this type, mentioned previously, occurs when the mother /

has had children by one or more men, but does not have a permanent male consort in

the home, or has several children by one sOouse.andas divorced.

B. Family Values Aspects,-Influences, and Meanings

There are so-called "official" values that have, long beeh attributed to Puerto Rican

society,.and they inClude:. at strong emphasis upon respect and dignity, a fatalistic out-

lOok, an assumption of male superiority, and a humanistic view of the world. It is said

that some.of the consequences of these values have resulted in Puerto Ricans having a

tendency towards being individualistic, easy -going in-social affairs, hospitable, loving

and tolerant of children, and willing to break small rules in order to do favors for

sentimental reasons: Some-aspects of these values which make up Puerto Rican family

life'and that have influended'their development have already been mentioned. Because

of the broad range, only the outstanding values will be discussed.

1-__Personalismor- This is the-basic value of Puerto Rican culture.- It is the belief in

the innate worth and uniqueness of each person, and is a form of individualism which-

focuses on the-inner importance of the person and his goodness or worth of himself.

It is the value that allows each Puertolican to feel "dignidad" (inner dignity).

In a two class society where little mobility wes Possible, a man was born

into his social and economic position...he defined hisvalue in terms of

the qualities and behavior. that made a man good or respected in the social

position where he found himself.4

There are different aspeOts of "personalismo" and One readily allows a Puerto Rican

to trust. his destiny to the judgment of Some other strong - willed "father figure" who

is more dharismatic than he Thieatpect allows a man to demand obedience from one's

:inferiors but also permits the "master" to they his superiors.. This creates a tendency-

to rely heavily on persons in authority 6s-well as faith in person-to-perscn'obntact.



Puerto Ricans agree that there is no substitute for a face-to-face meeting.

2. Res to: A man, or for that matter any person within the Puerto Rican society, is
ought to be worthy of "respeto" (respect), but the element of "respeto" which is

usually communicated in a very subtle way, concerns the person's basic right to a
self. Using this universal ritual idiom, all Puerto Ricans may make statements to
each other concerning their ceremonial and moral worth as social persons. Although
at times, representatives of different segments of society converge upon one another,
the elements of "respeto" and its associated ceremonial order is one of the number
of ways which allow Puerto Ricans to "tune in" upon a common network. In Puerto Rico,
men treat each other with more formality than one finds in the U.S. Any "falta de
respeto" (lack of respect) towards another violates his dignity. Perhaps due to the
values of respect and dignity, Puerto Ricans are a sensitive people, who avoid direct
confrontations if someone's feelings may be injured.

3. ilmanismo: Humanism is another trait linked with Pueito Rico's roots. In Latin
America, nations have been led by either:strorig armed military caudillos (the macho)
or eminent intellectuals (the humanist). Puerto Rico has traditionally prized the
man who combines "dash" with "intellects:"

4. Sentimentalismo: Puerto. Ricans possess a sentimental quality which is strong and
visible. This does not mean that Puerto Rico is a paradise of soft-hearted saints,
but there is a sentimentality that ameliorates personal conflicts and makes many
small favorS possible.

5. A Sense of the Spiritual: The Puerto Rican. generally has a spiritual sense, and
believes that the soul is more important than the.body. He tends to think ofaife in
terms of ultimate values and spiritual goals, and expresses a udllingness to sacrifice
material satisfactions for them.

6. Fatalism: Associated with the spiritual value is the deep sense of fatalism. It is
a belief that life is controlled by supernatural forces, that one Should be resigned
to misfortune, and, that one should rejoice to good fortune. This quality leads to the
acceptance of many events considered inevitable,' and softens the personal guilt of
failure.

I

7. Sense of Hierarchy: The Puerto Rican has always-accepted the concept:of a hierarchical.
society. Part of this is a result of the two-class system, where its members never

. conceived of a world in which they could move out.of the position from which they
were borh. The hierarchical concept contributed to the belief that a person's worth
was distinct from a person's position in the social structure.

C. Religion

Religion has played a focal role in Puerto Rican culture and has affected the experience of
immigrants who have.come to the United States. There are three religious ideologies that

have come to the United States. There are three religious ideologies that have influended

most Puerto Ricans: Catholicism, Protestantism; and Spiritualism.

1. Catholicism: Like all of the Spanish empire, "Raman Catholicism" was brought to the
island with the conquest. To a Spaniard, the Catholic faith was the one true faith,
the most ;:important thing for which a man should live or 'die, and the most important
gift he could give to another. The conquistadors were as determined to pass their
religion on to the indigenous people of Borinquen just as they were to colonize the
island and incorporate the Spanish language into their liVes.

Being a Catholic in the Latin American sense is different from being Catholic ih the
United States. In the U.S., being Catholic is a personal choice or commitment, but
Latins believe there is a sense of identity based on their religion because it is--
part of the community of which.they are part. Two impOrtant observations need to be'

made About, the sty] of Catholicism found in Puerto Rico: -First, Puerto Ricans perceive,:
.of their religious life in the same sense as:they dO their family: that it consists

of close', intimate and personal relationships. In this instance though, the relation-



ships are with the saints, the Blessed Virgin, and various manifestations of the Lord.

They pray to them, light candles to them, build shrines in their houes to them, and

they expect favors and protection from them in return. But this perSonal relation-

ship with the saints often takes place outside the organized structure of the Church.

,Catholicism penetrates their lives. Even if there were no organized Church to attend,

the relationship more than likely would continue.

Secondly, Catholicism and the:,Spanish culture were never completely absorbed by all the

natives of Boringuen. Many of the indigenous peoples retained remnants of their

"pre-Discovery" religious kites. In addition, African rites brought by the slaves
during the early Colonial years were intermingled with some of the folk practices of

the Catholics. As a result, there are practices within the culture that have un-

Catholic elements-of_worship, but.ere_s#110151 considered another variety'ef devOtion

spiritualismonitas, and santerismo).

It is important to note that after the annexation of Puerto Rico to the ynited States

in 1898, the steady increase of American priests and religious personnel became'.

noticeable. The effort resulted in the establishment of a Puerto Rican Catholic
Church that had a definite American character. .There was no longer great\emphasis

on the sacraments, and the development of Catholic schools based on the AMerican nodel
occurred - characteristics of the "folk religion" were obliterated, whilothe religious

personnel, who spoke little or no Spanish, neglected the Spanish Cultural traditions.

2. Protestantism: In 1898, Protestants came along with the influx of American Catholic

religious personnel. Originally, the different Protestant groups agreed among them-

selves to'avoid ccireetition in their efforts: They proceeded to divide thejsland'into

territories, each one assigned to a particular Protestant denomination. However,

when the Pentecostal sects arrived and began evangelizing, they disregarded the original

.agreement, and consequently penetrated all parts of the island. It seems that because

of the-econcmic changes of the island which occurred with its:industrialization, a
social and. psychological vacuum was created in many poor Puerto Rican families. The

Pentecostal congregation Compensated for the loss of the traditional style oflife

through its ideology, and reinforced traditional moral and cultural values.

3. Spiritualism: Another aspect of religious life in Puerto Rid° is, the interest in

spiritualism. Spiritualism is the belief that. the visible world is surrounded\and

influenced by an invisible world which is populated by spirits. The practice is,

.based on the belief that man can establish contact with the spirit world and use

the power to influence the spirits either to the detriment of another or through a

favorable action. The beliefs and practices of spiritualismare distributed throughout

the.scciety and are most often. interwoven with social life to dispel tensions and

anxieties.
, .

The " espiritista" (the spiritualist,,who most often is a woman) has a wide knowledge

of folk practices in medicine. She reccmeends herbs, potions, and folk remedies\for,-

all kinds of phyeidel and mental illnesses. .Almost every Puerto Rican. barrio ha S a

"botanica," a store which sells herbs, potions, prayers, and other devices reccunended

by. the "espiritista." The spiritualist is 'often the substitute for the doCtor, and

has the camplete confidence 'of her clients since what she recd tends is familiar,

simple, and traditional. It has been suggested that spiritualists serve as psychiatrists

and that spiritualism fundtions as an outlet for nental'illness. .
What a psychiat4st

might diagnose as mental illness is need of institutional,care, a

as suffering froM.evil spirits. In this way, with the spiritUelist's help, the

indiVidual can cope with the spirits,that are troubling him and remain undisturbed d .

functional within, his own &Immunity.,



THE EFFECTS OF MIGRATION ON dULTURE

The migration of Puerto Ricans.from the island to the U.S. mainland is unique. It is such for
a variety of reasons, but for our purposes here, 'it is unique because of the effect it has had
on its traditions, customs, and values. The focus on this report centers upon the identity of
Puerto Ricans as a group. It is this identity first molded by 400 years of Spanish ,colonization
and then by almost,80 years of American annexation that has been most'affected. ,Although we
have shown that the Puerto Rican culture is deeply rooted in the Spanish tradition; it has been
extremely affected by American standards since the turn of the century.

A number of factors contributed to migration, including population increase, economic pressure,
accessible transportation, and the fact that there is no legal or political restriction on
migration. For whatever reasons, their institutions have undergone a great deal of change due
to the migration to the mainland. What has suffered the most from Puerto Rican migration has
been the family.

Puerto Ricans are from a warm, friendly island. Family and neighbors are important to them.
In the cities, they have scmetines found people to be cold and alien. They were misunderstood
because of their language and custans, and they were discriminated against.. The smallneSs of
island cities nourishes the individual and keeps him from being anonymous. The lack of
anonymity has tended to reinforce traditional custans and conventions. The,mass migration of
. Puerto Ricans to U.S. cities, where they live in slums and housing projects, has caused serious
social problems for them..

It has long been recognized that Puerto,Ricans migrate as nuclear families. When family
members moved to the mainland urban centers, the destruction of the "extended" family concept
began to take effect due to distance between them. The supporting network upon which the
family could always rely began to weaken.

Another serious shift in.family life occurred in the traditional,roles of husband and wife.
Because yen were either not.qualified for available jobs on the mainland or simply were unable
to'find-employment, Puerto Rican women frequently found a larger and easier marketplace for
their-domestic skills. Even more disturbing to some men, was the fact that women often earned
higher wages thanthey did. The women in many families, same for the.. first time, were able to
supplement the family income until their men could be gainfully employed or maintain an economic.
independence. Having their wives support them and their families was more than same Puerto
Rican men Could accept. As a result, many men left their families in disgrace. It was obvious
that the impact 'of American culture on the traditional.roles was. devastating, and the'dignity
and pride. of the men was even further threatened by the new role of Puerto Rican women in this
country.

'Additional family problems plagued the Puerto Rican migrants. }Since they came from a' country
where children were expected to respect and obey their parents without question, Puerto Rican
adults living on the mainland found it difficult to accept parental permissiveness towards
their children in the mainland society. 'American children were taught to be self-reliant,

,aggressive, and competitive, while the Puerto Rican child was more submissive. The gravest
problem of control became giving unmarried girls the same kind of protection they would have
given them in Puerto Rico. To allow a daughter to go out unprotected, for any reason, was
something the men in the family_ considered immoral. Thetensions created between parents and
children were extremely difficult to manage. The parents tried to teach Puerto Rican culture

in'their homes, but Puerto Rican children were being brought up in American schools and were
enjoying their new found fre7edam. Theyre:belled against the old-world attitudes of their
parents.

_
It was against this backdrop that drug addiction became one of the major problens affecting
inner 'city Puerto RiCan families. As the disintegration of traditional values and customs
began to take place, the increased use of narcotics became more apparent. The Puerto Rican
family was in noway prepared to.faceyhat seemed like:insunnountableeconorric, vocational,
educational, and lingdistic pressures. Ad a solution to escape tAe acccapanying social and
psychological problems,-many. Puerto,Rio4ns joined the ranks of drug users.

...Although drug addiction_is a major problem in the Puerto Rican community, reliable statistics
as to.their exact nubers are not readily available. Until recently, standardized formats
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Were,not Used in collection data systems end, consequently, the number of Puerto Rican users

were being verged into the Black, White, and Hispanic groupings.

iprug literature on Puerto Ricans is scant, however, ewe of those articles attempting to

identify and examine causes of drug usage and possible solutions for its treatment are

included in the Advanced Reading Assignments.
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SPIRIT OF SANTER1h

by
Luie Oalamea

This is a reprint of an artiola that appeared in "Nut:Intro" Magazine., a national magazine for

4atinos., in Marsh l9?8. The ariti(40 wan Written by Luis Zalamea.who in a Colombian-born writer

that speoiatised in travel. He has also had a novel, published in Engliah and four book°

,pkliehed in Spanish.

Perhape it was the bountiful nature of a sunny, yet crisp, February morning in Florida, or the
frozen daiquiris we shared at a small bar in the heart of Little Havana's Eighth Street., But
a.etrarAge bond. of comradeship began to develop between nself and this troubled 'Cuban businessman
whose first name was Hector. As the branch director of a construction company at a time when
that industry was hurting in South Florida, Hector was being browbeaten by his board of-di-recto'

to the brink of resigation. So he had finally agreed to take his wife's advice',and turn to
the mystical religion ,of santeria for help. He had already followed a few preliminary in-

.structions fran the santera, or priestess. Now he was about to meet with her to proceed with
his own exorcism.

Exorcism made its way fran Roman Catholicism into the santeria'ritua-1 long before William Blatty
wrote 'The Exorcist._ Indeed the interest in the occult that is graving IA the U.S. is something
Ilthat is taken thoroughly for granted among thousands of Latinos. Far from being a fading
vestige of the past,( santeria - Like such distantly related practices as curanderismo - is

getting more and more poptilar.. And the values expressed through mysticism are being taken
-increasingly seriously by the'practitioners of such "cooler" ,sciences as medicine and psychology.
:Des to ;. history and growth, I was largely ignorant of the details of this mystical
--religion all around se.

. .

So 'when a frisnid offered to introduce vs to Hector, I accepted. Now as his P.m. appointment

with the santera grew near, he admitted he was apprehensive and asked ma to cane along. I
had heard that santeria, unlilce Haitian voo -doo, accepts the curious with no distinction fran
the faithful. Reassured on this point, by my newfound friend,. I agreed to go.

'The temple was a handsaw 'ranch-type residence in one of the quietest streets of 'southwest
distinguished:,fran neighboring hopes only by a discreet gold star over the carport.

The whole .placei, especially, the ibner roans, had a strange and peaceful coolness which con-
trasted with the afternoon heat. The santera, :a handsare and lithe rnulata in her early forties,
acknowledged 'My presence'with a. friendly smile ,ancl a flowery greeting, then gaveher full
attention to'Hector as She led him to the first of several altars consecrated to the °riches,
the most,powerful gods .and goddesses of santeria.

,

Several plates were filled with candy, pieces of white corn cake and'coconut neat.. "These are
the favorite foods of the Orishas, and it's a way_of obtaining their intervention and help',"
the santera explained to Hector -..Who we looking strangely white, with tiny traces of perspire-

on on.his forehead.. Then ,she si.gnaled for us to follow her to asnaller roan in the back

theilhopse and motioned Hector to sit in .a straight chair. I edged, my way into the_ gloom

otFner, leaning against the wall, and she made no further reference to my presence

t she tea( four smallsmall`.pieces.o coconut: rind, which she tossed to the floor. Sate landed
the white side .up, others with the skin on top. This divining system, she told him,

`1-priests and'priesteases -to asktheir saint-guides to answer any questions their inquirers
.



may poSe, and also to provide solutions te their immediate problems. The slight wcman studied
the rind a and then said gravely; "Everything seems to be disintegrating in Your hands. I see
much troOble in your work. %bars are five men who are against you,"

Hector had a five-man board of directors, I could see his skepticism turn into uneasy respect,
His posture egged her on,,and,she threw thUie rinds once more. Again she diagnosed; "I powerful
enemy. ,A spell has been cast." Her small mouth turned to a reassuring smile; "Our religion is
a positive force, though, only to do good.1 So we will exert this force to neutralize the evil
spell, 'OiS will need the help of the most powerful Orishas; Obatala, the all-mighty God of
purity, when we shall invoke to rid you of evil influences; Eshu, who has the key to every door
and is the guardian of every road and whose permission must be secured before obtaining the
help of other Orishas; and Chango, god of fire and thunder, who will give you strength and
cunning for your struggle."

Hector now looked relaxed, as if suddenly he had yielded up s problems. And even though the
santera left us alone while she went to prepare various items for the exorcism, he said nothing
to me; he merely stared at a far corner smiling sweetly. Mel she returned, she spread a white
hat in front of Hector, and placed on it acauldron with kniv s, a few small implements, a
dish with tiny dark stones and a large machete with a red handle, which she placed ceremoniously
against the wall. Then,She set several thidk,candles around the edges.

She bowed several tine S and poured a sweet.lsmelling perfume into his cupped hands, then
annointed his forehead with it, saying, "MY son, with the permission of your Guardian Angel,
I pray that your hands, your ears, your eyes and your nose - in the name of the Father, the
Son and the Holy' Spirit - shall not touch, see, hear or smell evil. linow,cast away any evil
spirit that may put difficulties on your road to good. And lastly.anthmostspecial, I pray
to your mouth against any potions that may harm your good state of health, detain your progress,
Or make you obey the_will of others." .7

I had an enormous sense of relief that this was the end, but then she motioned him to kneel at
the mat before the cauldron, and,' disappearing briefly, she brought back a live red chicken,
which she ceremoniously "presented" over his head, chest and shoulders. The santera commanded
in a voice without inflection, "Take the chicken and offer it to Orishas." As if in a trance,
Hector reached for the sullen bird which, OrObablY'drugged, did not offer resistance. "Now
make your request to the gods," she Added.

He remained for a long time clutching the chicken: Then, without warning,, she produced a
small, sharp knife and deftly cut the chicken's throat; Hector held on as if glued to the
.contracting body. ,Leading 'his hands with her own, she aimed the flaw of busting blood from
the animal's neck to bathe the cauldron, the machete and all the other implements.-- I felt
somewhat nauseated, and .was seizedViii0Twonder that the two of us - educated, 'responsible

"men - were 'in this situation. But the womaWs.voice,,,which nbw was deeply guttural, =livened
his allegiance as she spoke in a strange tongue:. "Xengo mani cote Xango mani cote.olle'masa
Xango mani cote mani cote-alle mesa Xango an bari cote Xango....-." " .

He Wtched, fascinated, as She poured honey over thesblOcdy cauldron and machete and
covered the sticky mixture with feathers plucked from the dead chicken. Then' she remov

the mat,.carefully cleansed the floor of any remnants of blobod fran the sacrifide, and motioned
him back into the Wooden chair. This time, she prepared a paste of white corn, coconut meat,
and deride oil, again annointed his hands and forehead and sake in the strange tongue: "Illa

oro illa mi ile oro vire ye yeyecyo,ya mala ye'icu oche ocho...." Then she took a

drink of rum and spat it out, spraying the candles and other ceremonial objects, and .finally
threw the coconut rinds again. They 'all came up on-the white side.

"A very good oiren, mySon," he said. "Now you will vanquish your enemies'and their evil

'designs. The Orishas are pleased with your sacrifice." , She shoved the enamel plate closer

to him, and he put into it an envelope which he had obviously prepared beforehand. He did

not tell me howimmhwas in it.

,Three days later1 Hector, flew to Tampa for a special session with his five-man beard of

.direCtors. In his pooket, he carried a necklace of red and black peony beads and a/ small
crucifix made of the ma'ic wood of the ceiba tree; the :santera had .given it to him earlier as
a talisman. At the meeting,he delivered an impassioned speech defending his policies and.:



and received a strong oanitment from: he majority, With it clamp a new contract.

!ve seen him onceAgAin, and we spoke only briefly of the experience. He theoriwoi tat the

le thing is psychological, that the powers of the =tore are nothing but the paychlo

which can be transmitted frau cne being to another, and be traneformed ^ aa in hie

j)erEcnal case - into self-confidence and positive` action.

He is on top, right now, and attention to the Orishae 'is relegated to hie wife. nut I auppoae

At his next reverse he will return to the sentare and once again place hie faith in her awer

as millions of others have done in the past and will continue to do.

me



MODULE RINDNOTES

my tip it is oalled, general mane that two family woo are ueed together,
iethe name of Rdbertolo father's father;

e name o s mother s ether. (If the man in to be addreeeed by one

, the first name is used, but not the oecond.) The wife of Hater4P writee her

Mari .,Rivera de Garcia. Oho retains the family name of her father% father,

verlanee pfuseally with the "de," the first name of her husband, Garcia.

2, In tie Velasquen Dictionary "Macho" ie defined All being among other thinges "1. A male ,

imel, in particular, a he-mule or a he-goat. 2. A masculine plant...11. masculine,

goroua, rdbust male." The noun "macho" in related to the verb "machacar," "TO pound,

f rmly,and strongly... to believe in trod firmly and sincerely," and the verb "maohetear,"

koget more males than females.*

3. It.im possible that this oust= could have been reinforced by the Spaniards since the

diens had a similar one called "guaitiao." Two people became related by blood by

guaitiao. They made a mall cut on the wrists and crossed both wrists ea that the

blood of one mixed with the blood of the other. In that way they became guaitiaos or

"food brothers."

4. Pit;Irick, Joseph P. Puerto Pican'Americans: The Meaning of Migration to the Mainland,

tice-Hall (0), 1911, p. 90.



VATERIALS

WJLE IX: THE NUYORICAN: ASPECTS OF THE
DEVELOPING CULTURE IN THE U.S.

1 hour

Purpose

The purpose of this module is to increase awareness of same of the

latest cultural developments in the Puerto Rican;- Latino communities in

the United States.

Learning Objectives

At the end of this module, you will be able to:

Explain the cultural and linguistic meaning behind the term

;salsa.

A Identify at-least three socio-cultural problem areas for

Puerto Ricans as depicted in the "Puerto Rican Obituary,"

by Pedro Pietri.

Description

This session is composed of the poem, "Puerto Rican Obituary," discussions'

surrounding the "divided nation" issue and a presentation on Nuyorican

development.

Materials

Included in this manual for use in this module are:-

"Nuyorican Aspects of the Mainland Puerto Rican Culture" by

Frank Espada

Transcript of the poem, "Puerto Rican Obituary" by Pedro

75.
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NUYORICAN ASPErl'S cP THE MINIM .PUERTO RICAN =lute'

Frank Espada
November, 1978

Although most _first generation immigrants never really "left" the Island, that is, they always

'believed that "sane day" they would return to their beloved "isla," this was certainly not the

case for-tw5 other groups within the New York Puerto Rican community. The first group became

'known as the "bridge" generation -=:those who although in Puerto Rico, migrated early in

life (usually under 10) and were raised an4 educated in Iw York. These individuals had the

tftioUS advantage (over the old folks, who were already du1ts when they Migrated) of being

truly bi-lingua,1 and hi-cultural t I they had ,exptrienced/Island traditions and culture and they

OnderatOod and, in many ways, a .Anexican modes: /The importance of this "bridge" genera-
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Nuyorican has, in 4, m.rbant.waysbecnme a state of mind rather than place, for it symbolizes
the new, aggressive; r sourceful, stubborn and hardy new breed of Puerto Ricans who have shed 77
characteristics in the culture which are inimical to survival in this country while retaining
sane of the Island culture: -Personalism°, dignidad, respeto, compasion - invididualisrn,
dignity, respect, compassion. The "ay bendito"1 culture has spawned the "viva yo"2 genera-

But, they face old problems as well as new challenges. The pressures are immense, sametimes
impossible: the Puerto Rican adolescent has the highest suicide rateof any comparable age
group in the country; the rate of drop -out (or push-outs) fran high school is the highest of
any age group; many became addicted (10 times as many as mainland whites); many die premature,
and violent deaths.

But they also overcun : they are the backbone of a purely Nuyorican cultural expression:
salsa music, which has achieved national acceptance (in the west coast they publish a salsa
top-ten list); they are becoming prominent in the arts, the theatre, the law and the human
service field._ And they are slowly rising to positions of leadership in politics and civic
affairs.

This new, generation, however, has undoubtedly drifted further away fran the Island culture.
Samellave begun to talk about a "divided nation." There is little doubt in anyone's mind that
there-are significant differences in perspective, in approaches to issues and in values be-
tween, say, an Island -born and educated lawyer fran a "good family" (middle or upper class),
who had nothing to worry about except passing grades in school, and a Second generation ghetto,
Puerto-Rican, who had to struggle just to survive and who made it through college and law
school on sheer strength of will and determination. The fact of the matter seems to.be that
this.ig'the usual pattern rather than an isolated case.

The caning issue, the dialogue which many feel must be joined, is the one examining whether or
not we have a divided nation, whether in fact the chasm is irreparable. Many feel it is, that
another generation will finally cut the last final strands to a beautiful culture that could
not survive this hostile land.
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TAPE SCRIPT

Puerto Rican Obiturary

Puerto Rico Is A Beautiful Place / Puerriquenos Are A Beautiful Race

Pedro Pietri

They worked
They were,always on time

ey-were:never late
They never Spoke back
When they were insulted
They.Worked
They never took days off
that were not on the calendar
They never:went'on strike

IiiitboLltte4almiSsion
They worked
:len days a week
AndUere only paid for five
.They worked

01105rWarked
,TheYWOrked
ifAnd they died

'YtheY.died broke
1tieY:died Owing
They never died knowing
.What the front entrance
of the First National Bank looks like

Juan
Miguel
Vilagros
Olga
Manuel
All, died yesterday today
And will die tomorrow
Passing their bill collectors
on the next of kin
All died
Waiting for the Garden of Eden
TO open up again
under new managesnent
All died
Dreaming about America
Waking than up in the middle of
the night
Screaming: Mira! Mira:

' Your name is on the winning
lottery ticket

',Forme hundred thousand dollars
All died

Hating the grocery tores
That sold them make-LbelieVe steaks
And bullet proof rice and beans
All died waiting dreaming and dating

Dead Puerto Ricans
Who never knew they were Puerto 'Ricans
Who never took a coffee break
Eton the ten =amendments
To KILL KILL KILL
The landlords of their cracked skulls
And communicate with their Latino souls

Miguel
Milagros
Olga
Manuel
Fran their nervous breakdown streets
Where the mice live like millionaires
.And.the people do not live at all
Are dead and were haver alive

Juan
Died waiting for his number to hit

Miguel
Died waiting for the welfare check
To came and go and came again
Milagros
Died waiting for her 10 children
To grow up and work
So she could quit working
Olga
Died waiting for a five dollar raise

Manuel
Died waiting for his supervisor to
drop dead
So that he could get a promotion

'Is a long ride
From Spanish Harlem

Where they were buried
First the train
And then the bus
And the cold cuts for lunch

N



WelknagiNIMIC spirit is able
`Death is not dumb. and disabl
RISE TABLE RISE TABLE

JUan
Miguel

Olga
Manuel .

411 died yesterday today
And will die again tomorrow

:,Hating -fighting and stealing
Broken.WindoWs from each other

"..Pr4tidinga. religion without a roof
The*Oldtestament
The new testament
According to the goppel
Of theInternal Revenue
The judge and jury and executioner

_:Protector-andLinternal_bill collector

Secondhand shit for sale
Learn how to say: C4M0 Este listed
and you will make a fortune

They are dead
They are dead
and will not return from the dead
Until they stag neglecting
.The art.of th6ir dialogue .

for broken English lessons
to impress the mister Goldsteins
who keep them employed
as lavaplatos porters messenger
boys

Fadtoryworkers' maids stock cierks
Shipping clarkaassistant mailroom
Assistant, assistant, assistant,
assistant

Tb the assistant, assistant lavalpiatos
and automatic smiling doorman
for the lowest wages of the ages
and rages when you demand a raise
because its against the company policy
to promote SPICS SPICS SPICS

Juan
Died hating Miguel because Miguel's
Uaed car was in better condition
Than his used car

Miguel -
Died hadintMiiagros-because Milagros
had a coio=:':;eleVisionset.
and he Could not,afford,one yet

Died hating Olga. because Olga .

made five dallarsmpre'on the same job

Olga
Died hating.,-.Manuel.because Manuel

Had..hitthe-nuMbers miCre'times-than
.

ihe,had_hit the numbers
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Manuel.
Died hating all of i-1.4an

Milagros
Olga
Because they all spoke broken English
More fluently than he did

and now they are together
In the main lobby of the void
addicted to silence
Off limits to the wind
Confine to worm supremacy

In Long Island.. cemetery
This is the goovy hereafter
The protestant collection box
was taikiog so loud and proud about

Here lies Juan
Here lies Miguel
Here lies Milagros'
Here lies Olga
Here lies Manuel
Who died yesterday today
and willdie again tomorrow
Always broke
always owing
never knowing
that they beautiful people
never kncMirfg
the geography of their complexion

PUERTO RICO IS A BEAUTIFUL PLACE
PUERTORRIOENOS AREA BEAUTIFUL RACE

and the flowers
that will be stolen
when visiting hours.are over
Is very expensive
Is very expensive
But they understand
Their parents understood
Is a long non-profit ride
from Spanish Harlem
to long island cemetery

Juan
Miguel
Milagros
Olga
Manuel
All died yesterday today
and will die again tomorrow
Disaming
Clean-cut lilyWhite'neighborhood
Puerto RicanlesS scene..
Thirtythoueand-dollar.hame
The first,s0ice(011::theblodk
ProUdito belongbo'a'cOmmunitY
ofvringoa*ho,Want'them-lynahed
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'proudtitiDe be a long distance away
phrase: Que Pasa

Oheee'dreaus
lhay, empty dreams .

1Acom-06 believe bedrocms
is left than

ate.thevdterreffects
Of teliviSich''programs
gthOUt the ideal
White American family
'th black maids

and latino janitors
!.,Whbare well trained

to make eVeryone
and-their bill collectors
laugh at:them
and'the people'they represent

Jon
died dreaming about a new car

Miguel
died dreaming about nea anti -

y programs
Milagros
died dreaming about a trip to

Rico

!..taga-
"died:Areaming,about real jewelry

'Ual died, dreaming about the

4#44 Sweepstakes .

$.1heY-.all died
0,=,:like-:.a!herosandwich dies

'in the garmentaistriCt
at twelve o'clockin the afternoon
social security_nuMber to ashes
union dues to dust

ibey.knew
they were borntb:Waep
andikeep,thsamortiCians employed
as long.asthey pledgeTallegiance
,to'the flag that wants than destroyed

They:....eaw.'their:namesjisted'
in. the telephone direotOry of destruction

They*re.trainedto'turn '
'

.thd.tothercheek by newspapers

,thatmispelledmispronthiiCed
'andoiSunderStood their:names
and.CelebratalifAhenrdeathoaMe

- , _ ,

Thejlaera.born.dead
and they died dead

. .

IS
to.ViiitSister Lopez agein

thOUMber.one-heiier':
iiiktfortUne Card dealer

In stiff,Hazlett

irfaii#446:relatives
3ieligooabwfe6 j

ia guaranteed

Rise Table Rise Table
death is notumb and disable
Those who love you want to know
the correct number to play
Let than knaalthis right away
Rise Table Rise Table
death is not dumb and disable
Now that your problems are over
And'the world is off your shoulders
help those who-you left behind
find financial peace of mind .

Rise Table Rise Table
death is not duMb and disable
If the right number we hit
all our problems will split,
and we will visit your grave
on every legal holiday
Those who love you want to know
the correct.number to play
Let. them know this.right away

If only they
had turned off the television
and.turned into own imaginations

if only they
Had usedthe white supremacy bibles

for toilet paper purpose
and made their Latino souls '

The only religion of their race
If only they
Had turned to the definition of the sun

After the first mental snowstorm
On the summer of theirSenses
If only they
Had kept their eyes open
At the funeral of their fellow employees'

Who came to this country to make a fortune

And were buried' without underwear

Juan
Miguel
Milagros
Olga
Manuel
Will right now be doing their own thing

'Where beautiful people sing_
And dance and work together
Where the wind is a seranger
To miserable weather conditions

%Imre you do not need a dictionary
To-cammanicate with' -your_hermanos y

hermanas.
Aquise,hable espanol all the-time
Aqui you salute your flag-first .

Aqui there are no dial soap commercials

Aqui everybody smells'gcod
Aqui TV dinnertdo not have a future
Aqui the man admires desires
And never gets tired of his woman

Aqui Que Pasa Power is what's hapPening

Aqui to be called negrito.y negrita

----:-Means-to-be-called 10/8

,



TIME

PURPOSE

navrax;prbuLE: RACISM IN PUERTO RICO &
THE UNITED STATES

Flexible, inserted at an appropriate point in the program

reconuended time: 15-30 minutes.

Purpose

IsThe purpose of this module is to explore the myth that there Is no

racism in Puerto Rico. The module will also describe the "shade

discrimination" on the Island as opposed to the "institutionalized racism"

of the United States.

LEARNING Learning Objectives:

CEOECTIVES
At the end of the module, you'will be able to:

-Explain the existence of the myth that there is no-racism

in Puertollioo-______

Identify the different racial classifications in Puerto Rico

and their origins.

4 4 Give a reason why Puerto Ricans tend to identify with ethnicity

ratter than with race.

DESCRIPTION

vgdzaras

Discuss the question of racial vs. ethnic identification in the

United States.

.Description

This module consists of a mini-lecture and discussion on the following

topics:

Historical roots in Europe

Historical roots in Puerto Rico

"Negro" as love token

s Color and religion

.

Famous Black Puerto Ricans

$ace as a social and persqpal issue

Materials

Included in this manual for use in this module are:

List of racial terms used in Puerto Rico

"The Prejudice of Having No Prejudice in Puerto Rico".by

Samuel 11-stances



RACIAL ..LERFUNOLCGY USED IN PUERTO RICO ..

The following listing of popular racial expressions in Puerto Rico, when properly understood

and explained, can quite accurately define racial and class attitudes (pelo malo, pelo bueno;

cocolo; mejorar la sangre).

"Some are pejOrative in nature; most are at least uncomplimentary. Certainly, they contribute

to the efforts to explode the myth of a Puerto Rico without racial prejudice, for they reflect

the society's concern with the-complicated issues of race and class.

AMMO: Dark skinned black

BEMBA: °
Thick (negroid) lips (also: BEMBON)

LANQUITO: A light skinned individual, usually associated with position and money.

MINO: Asian featured (usually slant-eyed) individual'

CCcOLD: Pejorative. A very black individual (also PRIETO)

GRIFO: 3/4 black - cross between a mulatto (see below) and a full-blooded black.

Also termed: PASO ATRAS - a backward step (see,sejorar la sane)

INDICW2 individual with some "Indian" features:, brow..

straight black halt.

,TTUGUENO: Swarthy skinned, olive complexioned individual. Utod'to

great variety of skin shades. . ,

.1,, high chee.1-.. bones,

MANCHA DE Lit.: Plaintein stain - denotes any trade of African ancestry. '

PLATANO RAJA DE'NEGRO' (a slice of black")

L MT NO =ENE Lit.1 He,who'doesnit have'Dinga, has Mandinga - The Dings and Mandingas:'

DINGA
.MANDIGAi:

VARENO:

PEIA BUENO,
PELO MAID:

I<AE'REI

A

were,Nest'African slave tribes. A reference to the universality of black :

ancestry in Peerto4lico. . ,

-, ,

.

,

,

Black. 'In N-------------i-97' Ycii.rk C ty-coemon'irefer-153 Mainland blacks AlsO,:4.

MIAETO (pejorative) used as a racial elur. ,','_ y

Lii.:!, Good hair, bed:hair. Straight hair, considered good as opposeditO

"bad" hairjkinky,''African).
,

.

Cheap, worthless person event or object. ''Thought to originate in the

African "KBAE1R;" ..

i ' ',

A lightekinned'individuclawith some traces of black ancestry but who cn l.,

aimpst,"p0e4drubite.

c ' .;r
;_

e3",or;V:



Light ekinned,"light eyed individual but with kinky light brown hair.

MESTIZO: Almost obsolete. Denotes individual of White /Indian ancestry.

MPLATIO: Black/White ancestry.

PIZAMBIqUE: Pejorative. Lit.: A crow.- Used to denote a very black individual.

MPORAR LA Lit.: -"To improve the blood." To "step up" in racial mix by marrying
SANS: someone lighter than you.



'THE PREJUDICE OF HAVING NCFPRP.OUDICE-IN-PUEP/0-10a7-

by
Samuel Betances, Ph.D.

'INTRODUCTION

The issue of identity' as it relates to race and color in Puerto Rican life is very important.

This article will focus.on race prejudice in Puerto Rico. The myth that Puerto Rico is a kind

of human relaficns paradise-where racism is nonexistent has to be exploded. Wherever ex-

-plbitation existsTricism-also-exists.- Race prejudice-is-a tool of those who would-exploit in

order to justify and blame the victims for their condition.

To suggest that Puerto Rico.is free 'race prejudice is to ignore reality. To insist that

one should not tell the awful truth found in Puerto Rican culture is to want unity at any cost -

perhaps influenced by the notion of "my country right or wrong."' 'Unity based ono error is not

lasting. Truth must be made available to the masses of people.

-

Titsuggest that it is irresponsible to,d05ate with other Nert6 Ricans, at the risk of racist

)linericans eavesdropping, the truth about our own hang-ups, is to:take:an elitist posture not

HocoduciVe to trusting the will of those who depend upon us bpi informatics on which our

cOlinnmuitYmust dedeci a common fate.

As with all of the ,islands in the Caribbean, Puerto Rido has-a history of slavery, discrimina-
.

'tion, and race prejudice all its own. The puporse of this article is to put into perapective

why'it,is often believed, by Americans and by:Puerto Ricans theinselves, at there is an

absence of,race prejUdice in Puerto Rico. (Tlleviewthat Puerto Rico do not have race

'prejudicephas been,heldlwmany.students of the Island to the-detriMeni of ,solving real and

growing problems in Puerto kidan life.) A review Ofthe relevant literature on the subject

will reveal race prejudice in the context of thePuerto Rican sociocultural experience.

Several factors account for the mistaken attitude thatno race prejudice or discrimination

,exists in the'Isiand:-,(1) the notion that Iberian slave laws were more liberal and humane

than, alave,laws,ofOther nations, thus influencing, the Latin Caribbean. Islands
to be more

Mumaneand liberal' in'satteraoftacerelations to this date; (2),,the belief that the absence

'.'ofjiccessiye violence and cruelty in the history of Puerto 'Rican racarelitions also indicatesT:

an,absendeaf'*acism injiaerio'Rio (3) ,the' belief that racial factors are not signiticant4h

*0701.40OCialandtolaSsAiatternSjof'disoriminatiOnL (4):the belief prejudice

i".4e=0-1t0.14"anCe',CannOteiciat.'s4suitai?sOUsly in the sane family or culture the C it ' Of

miXecVmatriages irf:PUertb,,RiOo:.ai!evidenCe-of:anabsende
of race.prejUdice; (5), 'the lack'of

analYsis'by:Puarto:RicanariterafOrreasons'all.their own, want to believe that'a
problem

of race,prejudiCe dtei,hOt:axibt:in'BOriniquvri; '(6)-the,effort ofAmerican-writers
Puertb;,PlOpanYaXamplaof*OleOL7.410.i.e2Pribblems-between the races have been solved;

faCt that canstaht.o?mOariaonbY'sOdiOlOgiCal.writers
of-race relations in Puerto Rico with,'

race relations:4n' the United States leads to faulty cOnclusics.'-'';

Each-Of thesaallegations.will beconsideredaeparately to"-
explain'had they have supported the. .

Myth for the absence Of race prejudice in Puerto Rico. '
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Geoige-Fiinteri-'ioearly-etudent Of the slave experience'in'Plierto Pico (1832) did 'a lot to
spread .the belief that the liberality of .slave laws in Puerto Rico was responsible for the
peaceful way in.which slave and nonslave residents lived in Puerto Rico..., 'His books, one in
English; the other in Spanish, developed. a -theme which woad latdr be incorporated,
-intowhat is known to students of 'slavery in the (i]estern Hemisphere. as "Tannenbaum's tneory:-
Tannenbaum believed thatthe degree of, iberalitY or cruelty in systems of slavery .is
determined tainly by favorable or unfa'orable influence of laws-in a society.1

Unlike the slave laWs of non-Iberians,\it was believed, by Fi.inter and made popular by TannenbauM
that-the slave system of the Spaniards rotected the "moral and legal'dignitye,c the slave."
If and when "kindness, affection, and uiderstanding between master and slavc"2 occurred in the.
southern United States, for example, eribuam explained that such expressions were "personal
and with no standing in-the law. Legally, there were no 'effective remedies against abuse and
no channels to freedom."

Liberal slave legislation in Puerto,RicO did not -keep the Negro slave in therIsland from.
experiencing a miserable existence. DoCuffents of the slave eXperience in Puerto Rico re-
peatedly point to the blatant disregard for laws designed to protect the "morals and dignity"
of the.sleve wheneVer it'suited the needs; of the slave owner. Luis Diaz Soler and other
students of slavery in Puerto Rico documnt the existence of "haciendas" which _gained a

''r-071tatiOnTfejr-the "tattling" of-rebellious slaves. Gordon reports "slaves were branded, beaten,
ourned, revished, hung, shot or had their hands, arms, ears, or legs cutoft, depending
upon the_offense and the punisher" The author of the basic work concerning.the slave
experience in Puerto Rico indicates "some nesters forced slaves to eat human excrerrent."3

.

The role of the .Catholio urCh in relatidn to the hypothesis that Spanish laws were liberal
must be brieflyConsider also. Acdording to law, the clergy had the responsibility of
attendin to the spiritual and educational needs of th" slaves in Puerto Rico. In both of
these r ponsibilities the record indicates that the church was derelict, except as an agent
Of.the s ve.system. "Conversion-of the Negro to the faith of,the Spaniards was a necessity
in order to establish a fOrmula which would create a feeling of obedience, confrirmitv.
humility and sacrifice, which was to contribute'in making slave life tolerable."4 .

Not only was the education of the slave."abandoned by the,,eclegiasticos,s but the Catholic
Church became a slave owner in,Puerto Rico. The leadership of the Church took initiative with
civil authorities and other slave owners in causing Negro slaveS to.."marry"flin efforts to
ssincrease the slate population with having to pay the cost of importing slaves fram,Africa
and Europe."f

.

.

. .

.

In the area of race relations, the Church in Puerto Rico maintained separate baptismal records,
segregated on thebasis of "black" and "white "; the clergy issued certificates on the "purity
of the blocd"giving assurances'that in the veinsof a citizen flouted no flack or Indian
blood. The Spaniards, noted a British critic, related to slavery'in their' possessions so'as
not to let "their spiritual aims-.----; . interfere (with) their secular enterprises."

Some have'argued that Spaniards had'extensive experience with slavery prior to the New World
experience so as to have developed a "moral" philosophy which in turn carried.benefitsto the.
slaves. However, the history'of the Puerto Rican slave experience found that "the introductian,,
"of:Africans in the discovered lands found anabSence of legislation as to punitive or corrective,
Methods which' in turn authorized slave masters and slave caretakers (mayorales) to make their
own laws, causing in instances brutal and extremely inhuman puniehment."6.

1

r

It becomes clear, then, that (1) Spanish slave laws and codes in-Puerto Rico were ignored or
:enforced with the welfare of the slave master as -a point of departure; :(2), the "channels Of
freedom" were more directly connected to the economic situation of'Puerto Rico than to.liberal

-Under_pressurefram the abolition moVeMent,in Pderto Rico, a lot of liberal codes and
.regulations were put in the law books of the Island for "public consumption" as "propaganda,"
but in actuality established the myth that lit-rat )pw= ?++ o.-ant Immipnm tr-..!et7ent oR-slaves.7.
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ABSENCE CeENCESsIVE VIOLENCE
\

kiNhi.Le Puerto Rico has not experienced segregated neighborhoods,,tacial lynchings, race riots,

Ythurch-bonbingsvpolice brutality in the form ofracebeatings or other forms of interracial

violence as\one finds:record ofin the United States, the conclution that one might reacn

concerning tie absence of race prejudice in the Island might be Mitleading.

Historical e deuce, past and present, indicates the presence of violence and race prejudice

in Puerto Ric . Exploitation has been the social reality in Puerto Rico and "race" the tool

which makes h beings "inferior" and thus "justly" exploitable: the Negro as slaVe

suffered much Puerto-RICO, as has been indicated above. He continues to suffer in Puerto

Rico,s, joined other exploited poor ("low class" and "nonwnite"). But his badge of "in-

-feriority" keep the lowest rung in the social ladderTfor himself.'

_Eduardo Seda makes a notable analysis Of race prejudice in Puerto Rico. when he calls attention

to the "social h risy which has come to'drown in a conspiracy of silence the possibility of

,:a frank and heal y discussion'of the prOblem.9 A:barrier:it() "frank" and "healthy" discussion

of the problem ha been'the belief that a.laCk of American-style, racial violence., ndicates .

an absence of rac prejudice in PUerto Rico. Seda maintains that Puerto Rican's have a "head-

----in-the4and" atti de toward the race prOblem Which in the final analysis is "childish" and

mitigates against fforts to resolve, the problem.
°

. - . .

,

While there might b some truth to.the assertion that violence:of
the kind, or perhaps in .

some instances to'-the degree fcmnd in the United States; is not as_rampant in Puerto Rico,

violence inspired by\racism is present in the Island.
,...._

,

.

i
One type of.raCe7violence has speCial psychological implications for Puerto Ricans. It s

defined by RenzprSereno as. "cryptomelanism,"
Hedefines.t.heooncept as it relates to the mental

,turmoil that some Puerto Ricans go through as they make "constant effOrts to hide the existence

'of the coloriproblem uwthin the self." There exists in the Island "cob= insecurity," a

drive to,be non-Negro dpr completely White.
,

... .
,

..,

The hottile drives
deriving from such 'insecurity are not externalized, becaute of lack pf

'. definite targets, but are directed instead against the self: The efforts toward disCrimination

and:segregation, are (a) an attempt -at relieving self-destructiVe drives by establishing

Categorical racial differences, thereby making possible hostile drives against external

'targets, and (b) an attempt toward a rational belief that the self- -is wholly and perfectly

'non- Negro,-or perfectly white. 'Neither of theseattempts is successful because both are

eMotiOrially..and rationally unacceptable to the telf.10-
..

':Anothei* suPports the thesis that racial prejudice is present in Puerto Rico, despite,a lack

Otexcessive interracial violence. ,Juan'Rodriguez Cruz re rts: "Those who have obserVed

-'the huMble man from thecduntryside have noticed that many amongst them claim a pure lineage

of Spanish/descent. These.countryside foIk express cont t of the black'fellow countrymen

and they oppoted to the idea that a son ora daughter should contract marriage with one

of theirs 113
,

-.

..._____,

,.
.

. .

.-,

..The ques on'of conflict and violence has-another import t.dimension which merits at least

brief:co ideration here. If ViolenCe and conflict,beca e of race prejudice is often

internal ed:by Puerto Ricans rather-than being externalized, what are the implications Of'.,

such beh for on the ility,of Puerto Ricans to solve the problem or face,prejudice/in the .

Island?.01he.fact is t'veryfewPuerto Ricans at all are taking issue with therracial

dlitcr ation in Puerto Rico, least of-all Black and other nonWhitet. Is.cOnflict and,

perhaps viplence'neCessary to tolve aproblem of race disbrimination?
1

If con list is ,a necessary ingredient for.a society on the verge Of attempting to solve problems

of raC Al discrimination,.then Puerto Rican society is.in Crisis,. With few exceptiOn have 1:

,Membe ofthe scholarly commUnity dared put the issue!of race relations, before an Islandwide

:;!forum'; The Overnment though it carmitsioned a study in ,the early 1960s, has not moved
i i

towazt fulfillinganY Of-the reeommendations.. Students at the University of Puerto Rico have

:not dethejigght of the poor (white and nonwhite) part of their social concern. The problem

°o'n.10

Of racial - discrimination has not
been,publiciy'espoUsed y milattoi, and "the most African-like

sectors of the population keep themselves frdffi becoming lic activists on guard or against -;"
.,...--

/ ---r
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As One.faculty neuter itthe University of Puerto Rico put it, ."not only is it impossible to
find a:blaCk Movement in action in PuertO Rico, the fact is that such a possibility has not
even. been scontemplated.'."

The lack of interest in things "black" and the fact that in PuertoRico there has never been
"any concerted effort or interest" in probing or studying the magn icent African contribution
to Puerto Rico has been described by Thomas Mathews as ."deplorable "12

SOCIAL AND. CLASS DISCRIMINATION 7

Jose Celso Barbosa is.an important figure in the history of Puerto Rico. As a Black man he 't
loecamethe first of his race to rise to prominence in the affairs of the Island. Celso
Barbosa wrote a lot about his beliefs and unlike other prominent black Puerto Ricans, he spoke'
out on racial issues. One important reason for examining the aspect of "class" andsocial".
discrimination through the words of Celso Barbosa is that he is often used and quoted as the
'classic example by Americans and, Puerto Ricans who hold the view that there is no prejudice
in the Island, simply "social" and "class" discrimination.

As far as Barbosa was concerned, Puerbo Rico did not have a problem of color:
1

The Prob A of oolOr does not exist in Puerto Rico. It does not exist in the political .

life; it doeS not exist in publicA.ife. If a line does exist and it is logical that it
should, it is more or less found in the,social life. Not having,-then, a probleth Of.'
color in public life and since the colorelement,has never attempted.to-cross or to
erase the social line, the prOblem of color does,not exist in Puerto'Rico.13

I

His formu4a was simple, "if you stay in your place, you will never,have a color problem." °Hie
_i .

newspaper articles elaborated further his stance. He warned blackPuerto*Ricans, "never try
cOnfuse social questions with tho'e which are, public and pOlitical." Again, he wrote that
Blacks impuerto Rico must never try "by tolerance or by favor" to break the "social) line
ofdiVision" which existed at that time.' -

Celso Barbosa was inconsistent in his, views concerning-the proble4:of race and Co or.in PuertO1 i

\

,

Ridan life.\ While 'he said that there was no probleMOf color, ,he ften Wrote about ways of
"Solving" e problem of color in the Island. He envisioned a solution to the rade problem
in Puerto 'cothrcugh intermarriages between Whites and nonwhites. It seemed 101401 to
him that if le who occupied the lowest. rung of the socialNnd economic ladderlwere
there because they were Black and nonwhite, the solution was simply to make them, %lite,
or at least, less Bi,adk.

1

, . ',.\
,

.. . 1

. . . . ,
, .

The solution was already on the way since, according to him, the '"blabk race-hadbeen losing
itself with other races." He believed that a men'of color in Puerto Rico had three types
of blood in his veins: "Each man of color in'Puerto Rico is ecOnglameration,Of"hlue blood
(royal lineage), Indian blood and Africanblood." Evolution was the key to -the racial .:

problem -of Puerto Rico. The "black" Puerto Rican would become "grifo," the "grW/WOuld.
become "mulatto," and the "mulatto" would evolve and become "white," and the "bladk, black"
(negro, negro), would disappear. The eVolution will continUevand the problem will be rl.
solved." '

.
.

,

,

.
. I

The belief that there is no race prejudice in Puerto Rico, but simply:social or, class
discrimination has at times weakened scholarly efforts at interpreting the Puerto Rican.
socio-historicarexperience. /Such is the case with the basic work on the history Of slavery
.

in Puerto Ricoi by. Luis Diaz/Soler. The author gatherstogether in one volumemore than
enough sources 'to make a first rate\analysis, :F.Cmehow convinced that rade prejudice is
fOreign to the Puerto Ridan experience, he Very selectively chooses a qUOtetion from Celso
'Barbosa to'close a final chapter of his book on slavery.

. i

.

!

.
!

,

Although Celso Barbosais own words indicated a willingness "to accEPt his place," though he
equated "white blood" with "blue bloode" Soler gives credence tochis assumption by presenfif4
.BarboSa as the mouthpiece for Blacks, -in Puerto Rico. Sdler writes:-

I'
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TheIcertainwordvof Dr, Barbosa are worth to close the history of slavery in-Puerto

Ricci. 'A people which maintained for a peri ,of more than.three hundred years an

ihs4tutionof that nature as an integral-part of its social and economic structure,

nevertheless offered the:exslave the..tunity to live in equal plane with their

fellow oitiiens.enjoyng all/the tight', ',..;,::Jrging to free-altizens.
..,

2uerto Bilcans-are insulted if told they are racist. Such an accusation will, if not carefully.

.

'defined, place them in the same category as -the Americans'in tn.. rilAiy.- In 4-.1,:e T:lhitecl

Allierican life'after slavery. Such occurrences have not. taken place in Puerto Rico. Thestates, have been passed to deliberately exclude Blacks from full participation in

paradox that exists for the Puerto Rican Nano' is insulted by an accusation which claims he

is racist, is that while he denies that he is racist, he is confronted with the social fact

,Eof BlaCkS.and nonwhites in PUerto Rico occupying interior positions to Whites in Puerto .Q,

Rico's economic, social and public life- --

in Puerto Rico, oimel.rer; is not the result of deeply inbred prejudice or cif,

a-deeplyiseated conviction of racial'inequality; It is a social pattern, automatically

followed; which tends to be institutionalized along American lines. Butit lacks the

'personalIelement,of conviction in racial inequality which is part of the Axre;:i.c.72-1 picture.

!1.5 there is nota'program,or plan designed topenefit Whites at the'expense of nonwhites

in ,kkl.iert RiFoand other Latin American regions, why d6 it that Whites are to be Zound on

top.of the social, economic and political pyramidAand nonwhites at the bdttam?

BecaU4e Whites in .Puertd Rico did not try to compensate the. Black Puerto Rican after

abolitibn y making him aware'of his cultural background which the slavery experience hadj

'mutilated d deStroyed,. the Whites unwittingly set up a' ystemWhich worked against'Blacka

''and fav ed.Whites. 'men though, now, Puerto Ricans speak of "social and "class" discrimina-.

tiqn at, pposed to race discrimination, the fact remains that the system set up:y Whites

ap much avors tbem-As'oppased,to the Blacks that the term "upper class" in the Island. is

s2nonymo with "whie," while the term "loWer class" denotes lolackness.,"' .

.

,

In'his ic, Los Derechos Civiles En La CultUra Puertorriquena, Eduardo Seda studies in

de th problem of race prejudice 4ythe Puerto Rican culture: He focuses on the issue

of pcia and class status:as it relatea 'to race:
,.

If/racia.tv.disdrimination was not, a factor in Puerto Rico,., we could reason
that Puerto Ricans

t

dO nbt.t cognize.or claim for themselves identity-er social status that. is based on racial

faCtoryNevertheless, we find-in our,studl/that nbt one single person categorized as

!'nOWhifeY claimed membership into:the upper social' stratum, while the proportion of

'people of 'eolor,who identify themselves'as members of the-low social class exceeded our

staaStial expectations. (50P-

[
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IWJLE X: SPECIFIC ITIEMS & ISSUES IN
DEALING WITH THE PUERTO CAN SUBSTANCE ABUSER

1 hour, 45 minutes

PURPOSE Purpose

IZARNING
OBJECTIVES

/

DESCRIPTION-

MATERIALS

The purpose of this module is to introduce yOU t6scre of the problems

involved in the treatment of Puerto Rican substance abusers. Specifically,

it should make you more aware of some of the socio- cultural problems

that are unique to Puerto Rican Abusers as alsub-group of the substance

Abusing population in general. These problems will be discussed to deter--

mane the implications for: a) contributors to substance abuse;, b) impedi-

ments to treatment opportunities; and c) indicators of appropriate

treatment goals and activities.

Learning Objectives

By the end of the module you will be able to:

List five problems specific to the Puerto Rican substance.

Abuser.

List five problems Puerto Ricans share with substance abusers

in-general.

Discuss somelo2.: the implications of these problems in terms of

appropriate and inappropriate interventions for Puerto Rican

clients.

Description
, .

This session involves discussion.on,the cultural factors that impact,

o& Puerto Rican substance abusers.. The d-.-.A.Issicm is based on the reading

which you should -have completed prior tc ::.:.cang to the program (see pp.

) and on the material in this manual.

Materials

Included in this manual for use in this module are:

History of drug abuse treatment in the Puerto Rican community\

Charts outlining some of the cultural factors impacting on the

counseling or helping relationship. The factors discussed arc:

- Dignidad and Respeto

- Confianza

- Traditional Male and Female Roles

- The'Extendea Family and Carpadrazgo

Race

- Language

- Religion

- Attitudes Tbwards Authority Figures and Institutions

- Attitudes Tbwards Drugs.

Each cultural factor is discussed-in terms of:
0 4'
4
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- an explanation of the cultural factor

- the impact of the factor on client behavior

- the appropriate'worker response in the face of the factor

- comalwarker mistakes concerning these factors

- intervention directions taking into account these factors

° Li 0



HISTORY 0 DRUG ABUSE ME4DIENT IN THE PUERTO RICAN COMMUNITY

by
Omar Bordatto

In the fifties and early sixties,, the family was the main support system dealing with drug Abuse.

in the Puerto Rican =immunity. The .addict's family would send the drug abuser td relatives in

Puerto Rico where it was hoped the change in environment would arrest his condition. If the

individual became involved with the criminal justice system, one of the few avenues of re-

habilitationrwls-the federal7hospitalin Lexington, Kentucky: -Oddly enough, most of the Puerto,'

Ricans treated. there were referred frOm the Island since the criminal justice system in Puerto

Rico haC, little resources of experience in dealing with heroin addicts. Lexington had very

little. .1.1ccess treating Puerto Ricans. _Almost all returned to drug abuse upon discharge.

In- the oarly irld mid sixties a few Protestant congregations and a handful of Catholic clergymen

began a.leades of religious programs designed to aid the Puerto Rican addict. These programs

used reliclic as a Sul:Tetitute for .drug addiction. Addicts had to detoxify "cold turkey"

with armnd the clock assistance framthe_ohureh members (most often family members). An

e2ampie of such a provam was Exodus House in East Harlem. These prograts, however, also had.

a..low success ratio.

In 1961, ,Dr, ,71::cm,Damirez, a Puerto Rican psychiatrist, began working with addicts, in SISLA,

p-we-tal insd.tui.i.on which used a wing-of a hospi'.al for the treatment of heroin addicts in

rto Vi co. Dr.'Ramirezbelieved that addiction could not be successfully treated-without

rebuilding the client's character. -With the help of Piri Thomas, author of "Down These Mean

Street," a---e a product of a religious program in New York, Dr. Ramirez instituted a' self-help

prOgram osivi4 ex-addicts as corelors ond role models. The program was quite successful -

with a YeJ.a rate of only 5.6 percen',.. au opposed to 'nearly 90 percent foraddicts,in federal

institutions. The program was so surf,wsit'ul that in 1967, NeW York City's Mayor John Lindsay

apv)inted Dr. Ramirnv*, as the first !:ommi:isioner of The newly formed Addiction Services Agency!,

Di. ramin:ez foundeJ 'how-nix House, u0eled after SISLA -
and it became the model for most

therapeutic rarrnunities in the east mst.

Even, though most programs in the late zixties and early seventies were modeled after Phoenix'

House and Puerto Rican addicts in the mainler4 still maintained a high rate of failure.

These prayrias were not geared to dear' with language al:-! (1?.1tural difference of Puerto Ricans -

it was against program rules to spcsk Spanish and nAtive were never served - there were

few, -4,Try, role models which clients could identify with their culture. The drop-out rate

forPUeetd Ricans from drug treatment programs during, this period was over 95 percent.

In 1965, prank Gracia, a, Puerto Rican-exaddict, founded Services for the Education and

7hisAses the first bi-cultural drug re-

.,
habiltion pftgram in the nation. S.E.R.A. provided counseling sessions in both Englisti--

an4.131anish, the client being free to participate in the language with which he felt most

comfortable. PuertdRiCan foods were served on a regular basis arc' the majority of the staff

were Puarbo Rican_exaddictsA4o-served as excellent-role Modele._TOrther, tbe program pro-,

videda.hostof ancillarrserviCes such as education, manpower counseling,. vocational re-

babilitationand'eXialSerVices; for the founder believed that the Puerto Rican addict

neecbd educational:and employment- skills in order to survive udihout:drugs. SE.R.A. had an

OcelIent,retentio6.rator Puerto Ricanswith:over 60 percent successfully completing the

program. Most either returned to schoOl or secured gainful employment.
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After 1972, the S.E.R.A. mode., ...aplicated in other =enmities with significant Puerto
Rican populations. Senior star_ ..cirbp.rs of S.E.R.A. founded similar programs in other cities,
and in most instances S.E.R.A. staff members trained the staff of these new programs. S.E.R.A.
graduates are found all over the nation working in different areas'of the human services
delivery system.

At about this time, under Dr. Ramirez' leadership, Hogares Crea began toVerate in Puerto
Rico. The program was modeled after SISLA and Phoenix House, adding a concept of self-
sufficidhcy. In order to successfully break the cycle of dependency, maintained Dr. Ramirez,
the treatment program must set the example of self- sufficiency. Hogares Crea, with over 55
locations in Puerto Rico and 6 in Santo Domingo, - is currently serving over 3,000 clients,
and is approximately 60 percent self-sufficient. They have accomplished this by establishing
and managing several business with all profits benefiting the program.'
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TREATING PUERTO RICAN CLIENTS
A CCUNSELLOR'S GUIDE TO DOS AND DON'TS

The Counselor's Guide is addressed at drug abuse workers whose client population includes

Puerto Rican drug abusers. the guide was developed to provide the user with culturally
sensitive responses and techniques which reflect the subtleties of Puerto Rican culture. The

guide is conveniently divided into sub-sections dealing with specific cultural characteristics

suchtas machismo or the-cmpadrazgo (Godfather) system.

Each section is further. subdivided into the following sub-sections:

(1) Traditional Roles

(2) iImpact on Client Behavior

(3) Appropriate Worker Respcnoes

(4) Carron Worker Mistakes

(5) Dire8tions

Under "Traii.ti-41 the user is given an explanation of. the cutlural trait being

analyzed.

The second sub-ze,tirn, "Impact on Client Behavior," contains information on how this cultural

trait could affect client b.havior in different situations. In "Appropriate Worker Responses,"

the user explores different counseling techniques which have been known to work.

Further, the counselor is advised on certain techniques to avoid when counseling Puerto Picans

in the sub-section "Common Worker Mistakes." The section on "Invervention Directions,"

suggests methods to e.tract mnstructive responses from the client.

-It-ts-hoped-that this guide willbehelpful to drug abuse counselors and others in dealing

with Puerto Rican clients.

DIGNIDAD AND RESPETO (Personalismo)
°

These arethe-ba.eio values-of-the Puerto Rican culture, and reinforces the belief in the innate

worth and uniqueness of each individual in that society; his/heeself-worth.

It allows for all Puerto Ricans to feel di 'dad (dignity) and as such, any person is thought

to be worthy of respeto (respect), regardegardlessoo his station in life. It allows for Puerto

Ricans to demand obedience from one's inferiors (wife, children, etc.) but also permits the

t'

"master" to, obey his superiors.



Impact on Client Behavior

A tendency to defend or address real or imagined insults to his dignidad or
respeto

An avoidance of new behaviors which may depreciate dignidad (learning English,
reading or writing English)

A iensitivity and avoidance of confrontation when his/her or someone's feelings
may be injured

Resistance to someone else's opinions or suggestions through passive non-
cooperation rather than total rejection (falta de respeto). (Falta de
respeto also indicates a lack of respect for the person who, is giving the
suggestion.) A direct negative reply to some request is also avoided if possible.
Rather than les and no, a will perhaps say "maybe."

A possible tendency that clients'will trust their decision making to the
therapist who is an authority figure

A preference for face- to-face meetings rather than telephone arrangements

A tendency to hide or glossover'personal problems that impinge on his dignity.

Appropriate Worker Response

Build a, strong bond of confianza before delving into highly personal matter
which may damage a person's dignidad or respeto.

Avoid direct confrontations of client with his problems. Allow the client to
express problems when she/he feels sate in her/his interaction with the therapist.

Explore the client's fantasies regarding her/his responsibility as'well as your
role in the helping 7 Lationship.

Initially, avoid close physical proximity to the client and avoid too intimate
a reference (first name) to the client until it is asked for by the client.

6

Cannon Worker Mistakes

Direct confrontation of client with het 'his problem

Criticism of the client's ladk'of understanding of,.English

Requiring that the client inmediately recount her/his problens and personal history
to a receptionist or intake warder, a psychologist, a psychiatrist, or dsocial
worker

Ridiculing culturally acceptable folmo of treatment (spiritualism)
_

PrObing, questioning and in demanding clear cut answers to questions when
client may not be willing to do so

Acceptance of initial verbal commitment to treatment without exploration of in-
fluence of authority figure.
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Intervention Directions

.Establishment of confianza between you and the client

Sow and careful exploration of the problem to allow the, client space to salvage

her/his dignidad and respeto

Careful exploration of what the client will do for her/himself and not because

the therapist (an. authority figure) has dictated that behavior

Praising and acknowledging the client's efforts to rehabilitat- her/himself no

matter how small the step (initial attempts at Englidh, keeping appointments on

tire, etc.).

CONFIANZA

Confidence and a sense of trust are essential to the treatment relationship. Without that,

time is wasted and you may lose the client from treatment.

Evidence of confianza is:

Direct rye contact

Close proximity (spatial) of persons

"Relajo" - kidding, jesting'is exhibited

Exchange of intimate feelings.

Impact on Client. Behavior

41

Until confianza is established, client may be silent, monosyllabic, cast eyes down-

ward, avoid issues and be generally non responsive to you.

When confianza is established, begin low key exploration of more intimate areas,

AppropriateAppropriate Worker Response

Until confianza is established, do not confront, probe, intimidate the client.

\Allow time/Space (physical).

Respond to. feelings and use empathy once oonfiania is established.

Common Worker. istakes

lb probe, confront without confianza

To touch too soon can imply lack of respect:'

e- TO expect (or insist) initially that the client look at you while -your are speaking

(especially if a negative comment is being made)

TO assume that the client is not listening or is being evasive' or rude or disrespectful

if she/he is not looking at you.

Intervention Directions
%

Use confianza to establish the Most open and honest interaction Possible.



TRADITIONAL ROLES

I. Males (Machismo)

Traditionally it is the male who is the head of the family and the provider who is catered to
by his wife. The male is respected by all; the wife is dutiful, the son obedient, and the
daughter. .virtuous. TO be "macho" or virile is a dominant value attached to males. It is a
trait abetted by permissiveness in behavior (drinking, gambling, going out, etc.).

It is believed that man is superior to women and as such she is to be superior to an and
as such she is to be subservient to him. A male is'free to make all important decisions and
to be obeyed at all times. There is a high value placed on male children over females as
males-maintain the family name. Males generally tend, however, to house a deep rooted attach-
ment to their mothers and place them near the Virgin Mary in context.

impact on Client Behavior

Besitancy,to listen to a women therapist in an authority role

A continuous vigilance by the, male over his manhood, his dignity and respect

An unwillingness to discuss personal problems that may diminish his sense of manhood
(such as_a rebellious wife, uncontrolable children, lack of a job, inability to deal
with drug addiction, etc.)

A continuous viailance over the significant female in the client's life

A fatalistic acceptance of problems, not because the male is passive or has a defeatist
attitude, but rather because it is Unmanly to whimper and whine

fa A general tendency to see females as superfluous, and to see female therapists as
not capable of doing their job.

Appropriate Worker Response

Establish rapport or confianza with the client so that he feels safe in divulging
highWpersonal and perhaps painful information or preblems.

Give the client a clear explanation of the role of the therapist as a helper and outline
the role and responsibilities of the client. This is especially important with female
counselors.

Explore the labels to be used in the relationship (first name, last names, etc.).

Explore the language to be used in the relationship.,

Avoid confrontations that call for the client to defend his dignity and manliness,
(ie. why don't you get a job? Speak EngliSh'and make mistakes - that is okay.)

If the client is a very traditiOnal Puerto'Rican male, be careful about issues'around
"feminism" in regards to problems with his wife or daughter. (These could be over
his-wife-or daughter-going:out_updhaperpned in the U.S. while he would 'not permit
that behavior on the Island.) ti

Be-Very-careful to_maka_anY remarks that could be seen as personal insults.
(See confianza in this section.)

t.
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Common Worker Mistakes

Direct confrontation of the client because of lack of knowledge of English,

lack of a job, problem with an addiction, etc.

Taking too many persona). liberties (ie. using the client's first name, putting

your arm around a client, etc.).

Assigning a Latino male client to a non - Latino female counselor

AsSuming the client can speak Ehglishti, or assuming that the client can speak

Spanish when it may not be the case

Discussing issues related to sexuality, or husband - wife problems, etc. without

establishing confianza with the client

Ridiculing the client's values he bolds with regards to his image of being a man.

Intervention Directions

Whenever possible, have a male Puerto Rican counselor work with a male Puerto

Rican client.

Allow the client to use whicheverlanguage he feels most cOmfortable with

Do not explore sensitive issues such as Marital problem areas or the client:'s

deep feelings until after confianza.has been established or the client volunteers

the information;

Accept the client's attitudes and values with regards to male roles and re-

sponsibilities.

Carefully explore the client's need to model these attitudes and values,. while .

reinforcing the client's dignity and respect.

TRADITIONAL ROLES

-II.""4.Females CMarianisnr0

Traditionally, being a female in Puerto Rican culture carries the values of responsibility to

husband or other significant male (father, brother), being faithful, submissive, obedient

and humble. She has been clearly assigned a role within the home (hogar) and i .6s been taught

over the generations to submit to significant male figures, and to defer to them in all .

decisions.
.9

Puerto Rican women, traditionally, have also been raised chastely, and religiously. On the

one hand, they are taught to seek worldly wise men (serio) but on the other hand, are generalli,

taught that sex and love are' extremely intimate and taboo subjects that are governed by God

and:men.

_Most Puerto Rican females prior to industrialization and.the migration were never allowed to

work or to g6 on to higher education. 'Her fate ana the decisions about-her life were in

the hands of the males in heefaiily.
.

Traditionally, she was expected to guard her virginity until marriage, and to keep to herself

and to her children in her home once married. Permitting strange men in her home while her

-laidxinerNms-not present was a serious lack of respect and was not allowed.

a housewife she generally had no; say over important decisions (ie. going to a cons4tation,

birth control; etc.). Sexwas thougOt as a necessary evil to be tolarated.because it was

our duty to your husband and was an act to beget children. Discussing sexual matters wie

ur husband was considered taboo.



Sir= the industrialization and migration, the Puerto Rican woman has begun t.o, work for herself
and'earn a measure of education that was unequalled before She also had the option r)f divorce.
In New, York and Puerto Rico the traditional role of the submissive, passive, lung suffering
female is undergoing tremendous changes. No longer do women totally fit the typical female
role. There are a great number of females in.the workforce, leading households, going to
college, getting elected to publiciagice and generally doing their own thing.

Impact on Client Behavior

PUerto Rican women may be reticent to discus:. cexual or intimate matters with a
male. counselor.

4 There will be,a tendency for Puerto Rican females to be influenced by a husband,
father, or other si ificant male to stay away from treatment since this will
indicate her condition to neighbors and cause her family shame.

FeMales will revert to "other" treatment avenues (spiritualist, friends or relatives)
rather than go to a formal treatment agency.

Males in the client's life may be suspicious of other males in the treatment
program with regards to the woman.

Her attachment to her home and children can.cause her to be reticent to come to
a time in treatment because of Cultural expectations that she take care of her
home. .

Because of the traditional passivity and submissiveness of the female in Pe>to
Rican culture, she may be more susceptable to male authority_figures-Andrfollow.
their directions although she resents doing to...--She-Vill7not express these
feelings becauSe she might offend the authority, figure (respeto) -.

While she may have rebelled against the cultural expectations for Puerto Rican
women, she may still expect males to treat her as a Puerto Rican female.

Her self concept (respeto, dignidad) may ve suffered a severe blow because
of her substance abuse. She may feel th she has become'a woman of the streets
and a :fallen woman (no longer, a virgin e good daughter, the good wife).

She may have let go of her hug be the head of the household, but she will
probably expect her children to the traditional values of respect for a
significant male.

She may have lacked proper role models and be confused about her place in society,
thus she might resist assimilation of new behaviors more vigorously than females
of other ethnic groups/(eg. feminism)..'

. There may be a significant male who may influence her use of drugs (her use or her
i/cabstinance),

She may have more educational, language and job handicaps than her male counterparts.

Appropriate Worker Response

At the start of treatment, ask the client if she would prefer a female counselor.
a

Before treatment begins, ask her if there is a fathv, brother, or-husband who ,

should be, consulted in the treatment phase.

Have a female staff member, prefereb1:2 a Puerto Rican, do a medical wlor

Allow a longer period of tiMeto ert1:-
are a non-Pterto'Rican and a male.
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EStablish her needs with regards to her he* 1 e, her responsibility towards her

children, her schedule, etc,) ,

If you are a non- Puerto Rican female counselor, be careful that you in no why put -

down the traditional female roles and responsibilities that your client may hold.

Common Wotker Mistake'

Assume that all Puerto Rican female clients are passive and 41.amissive

Assume that all Puerto,Riban female substance abusers are or, have been prostitutes

Beginning trealeane without consulting.the significant male(s), in the haw who may

be in the position to hinder treatment, /

Suggesting that a Puerto Rican woiren put her children up for adoption

Discuss intimate details of her sex life or her marital problems prior to establishing

confianza (this is especially crucial; if you are a.male counselor)

Assuming that the substance of abus*for the client is heroin

__Assuming-tIlat the substance' abusing Puerto Rican woman is dependent on a significant

male(s)

Intervention Directions
-

Allow for more all-PUerto 'Rican fethale groups and to/allow for more Puer Rican
-

female staff members to be seen. as role models. .

,Provide support and empathy towardsthe tratiOnal role of the female while encouraging

more independenckin personal decisions.

Interviewing the family, especially the significant males ,ho-may.enhancelor hinder

treatment.

Referral to an outside source for the substance abusing female to keep her children--..

if her marital relationship is not intact. .In'this way, she will have a home '

(hogar) to return to. :
I

Provide more vocational and.scholastic opportunities and training to assure economic

independence upon reentry.to society. '

Providing Puerto Ri,:.an cultural-studies to boost theucean's self concept.

IMCTENDED FAMILY AND THE COMPADRAZGO

GODFATHER. SYSTEM
(7"

Generally, Puerto Ricans look towards the family (hogar) as the heartbeat of the culture.

EVerything that makes her/him an individual, with a sense of.belonging, cenfidence,

iden4tyv pride, etc.eare all encompassed in the family structure and impact on her/his

interpersonal relationships in that unit..

There is an emphasis on the use of the family to solve problems internally. There is

also a great deal of power given to males over females in a traditional Puerto Rican

tfamily and no.decisions are made without thellueband'slpermissiemi. Spanish is almost

_LsiwaYsthelanguage spoken in Puerto Rican families, while English is used more by the

yOunger,generation.. !

's
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mpact onClient Behavior

In seeking help, there is a tendency to,' Pt,orto Ricanwto firat approach famaly
members, frienda, neighbors, shopkeepers, campadre, or acquaintances who are at
home; semeone who is an authority or has expertise in the area of difficulty.

The second group Puerto Ricans may approach for hulp include teachere, olorgymen,
or educated people who are neither in the client's own extended Nullity or'i,n the
network of informal relationships.

A person far down on the list of helpers would be the local apiritualiat.

A tendency to give over the problem person to an alency to (. ,ku coy of, but
not give any suppoit to that person from theAfamily.

A tendendyqo use the outside authority to serve as an 6-
problems.

u( family

Appropriate Worker Response
.

,s

When'dealing with a Puerto Rican client, especially w-mm, cinre the family
support for the cliemti.streatment..

Explore the family's place of residence (the Island, the .C. or both).

Explore the family's expectations regarding the treant process.
. ,

i

Explore whether the blidnt has been raised in an extended family, a-nuclear family
or broken family..,

1 A, .
,

Explore whether the cli4t has ever been institutiOnalized.

e
Explore whether there is'i.a
role is being assumed byte

Common Worker Mistakes - 1

central male figure in the family, or whether this
female.

,. t,

from the family
.

, ,

pressure from the family for the .client to continue or

central female or male figure in the home

ce of residence of the.family (Island or mai4and) .

counseling without establishing confianza.

Dealingwiththecliervjnisolation
t

, .1

Assuming that there is n9
dropout of the program

i

Presumethat there is no
4

e Failing to assess the pl

..,'

MOvifig right into family

Failing to assess the di
referen& to traditional

Failing to exercise auth
family.

Intervention jDireetions

,:
1

°

ferent roles of the individual members ofthe family with
jroles and values

rity or'a paternal role depending on the status of the

. k

Establishing informal at .hare
confianza

-L

tingswith the family to d4velop'rapport an
. ,

.

AsseSsing the roles of the dividual members of the familyparticularlywith /
reference to the use or non use of traditional roles .;

/

/ 1,



. In Uding the male Authority 'figura of the family in All important deoieionN

.Ra f0reing female headed householda I accourridation of neW roles and viLuen

Aesaueing the support or thenop-support of treatment by the family, and tho willing

no g to participate in family counseling

De 04rining the dominant language used in communications within the family (f3paniahe

En 4jUh, or both)
,

40 Am easing the need for outside resoOrZ:en for the Clmily (medicaid, foodatewpo,

we fare, dentalcote.).

I 1
Most Puertk Ricans view themselveL ethnically,, e.g. not as black, white, yellovq, etc., but

as Puerto Ltcan. Among Pue p Ricans, the racial distinctions may occur in tern of shades

(degree ofJ skin color), Hopi economic status, and on the Island, geographic distinctions

between oae growers and CO ee growers, etc.

ct on lient.Behavior

C ientmayadapt certain behaviors, such as speaking Spanish, to insure that he/she

w 11 not be identified as Black.

Or the other hand, the Puerto Rican client may identify with the Black corsatunity as

away to more easily assimilate into mainstream American society (to alleyiate the

i entity crigis)./

'Appropriate Worker Response

Understand and support the identification of the Puerto Rican client 'with other
..,

-Puerto Ricans.
..

,

.

Be aware of the racial identity crisis and the stress that American racism puts on
,

the Puerto Rican who is dark skinned.

Be aware that the Puerto Rican Trspective is that the lighter skinned quality is

re deSjrable. y.

..
/ ,..,

.

.

-discrete when-addressing-the*abial issues'

/

CarmoniWorker Mistakes

that ataond, blue.eim&Puerto Rican will identify as a white person.ass thatat a dark skinned-Puerto-Rican will identify as a black person - and

i
conversely,

Intveniic .i Di: ..tions
,

.

.sure to address:the issues of rape as they affect the client' in everyday life;
:.

,...g.!. interpersonal relationships, *discrimination, forming identity groupS1, etc..

/ 1

LANGUAGE1 . 7.

ishifor the Puerto Rican ccirmanity As one of the more salient bending element of its

societythrough the language are tran 'tted the tubbil of cultural values and traditions-

that e-up the Puerto RiCan people.
,

Client Behavior);./

')1...4.4.7:1 .

4

If the client s s Spanish primarily, there may ID( a:*lucl:ance to speak any

English --eve0Cbroken English is spoken. '

/ -1 ,.! . CI 7

/ 1. ' 0 7
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If the client is bilingual, the client may choose to speak in English, or Spanish.

Appropriate Worker Response

Spanish speaking only:.

- Speak Spanish or get a

If translator is used,
the client, especially

Eilingual:

translator.

interact primarily with the translator but do not ignore
if the client understands English.

-.Ask the client which language she/he prefers and then proceed based upon that
preference.

Canton Worker Mistake

To assume that because English is understood, English is spoken

To assume that the Puerto Rican, client does not want to speak English due to laziness
or inability to learn

To force the person to respond in English; this may destroy the person's dignity
because he/she fee/g that he/she will be seen as "stupid"

To assume that the Puerto Rican client is fluent in English and/or Spanish

ateredtype the Spanish sur-named person as. only speaking Spanish

Intervention Directions

Ao Let the client know that you respect and admire his/her effort to speak (and learn),
English - that you will not make fun of the clients. efforts.

AD Allow and.encourage the person to use Spanish, but caution him/her to be aware of
the impact of using only 6panish in an English - speaking environment.

Help the client. to use English more frequently if that is appropriate (refer to
English as a second language (ESL) classes, etc.).

'RELIGION

The Puerto Rican person is usually deeply religious, with a belief in the after life. There
is also a degree of fatalism; e.g. "If.this is the way things are, then it was meant to be

by God." (acceptance of things as they are.)

Religious beliefs fail into three major categories:

- Spiritualism
The belief that the physical world is subject to spiritual influence.

- Ca tholicism

- Protestant'
An increasec,of number of Puerto Ricans are embracing this religion. It involves .

ultra-traditional dress (10 adornment, no cosmetics); deference to authority, rigid
and restrictive environment.
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Empact on Client Behavior

Among more traditional persons (first generation), a tendency toward passivity and

toward disowning responsibility for problems - accept hardship and l'give up" on working

to change (on the part of the client as well as of the family or other support systems).

On the other hand, a second generation or more assimilated Puerto Rican would be more

apt to attempt change (dealing with crisis or problems) and overcome the fatalistic

attitude. ("ay benditorn And perhaps to be relied upon by others as a person who

can cope with diversity.,

Some clients use spiritual resources; e.g. persons in the community identified as
spiritual leaders or engage in rituals that are designed to call upon the spiritual

forces before using institutions, drug programs, etc.

Strong religious identification - therefore, there may be strong guilt feelings around ,

such things as premarital sex, abortion, etc. The client may tend t2 act based upon,

what he/she believes he/she "ought" to do; e.g. get married.if permarital sex occurs.

Potential for conflict between religious doctrine and peer group behavior.

Problems may be taken care of in the family vs. in community4gencies.

A client in treatment may be experiencing a much greater sense of stance (and

potential guilt) from family - especially the female because traditional roles are

so strong.

Appropriate Worker Response

Explore the religious conviction and affiliation of the person and how he/she actually

spractices his/her reli4ioUi beliefs.

Maintain a non-judgemental acceptance of client beliefs (e.g. do not accuse person

of being "superstitious" or imply "weird" beliefs) if he/she subscribes to spiritualism

or Santerismo.

Common Worker Mistakes

4 To ridicule the client's beliefs

To'label the client with psychopathic terms e.g. schizophrenic, based upon descriptions

of religious experience (e.g. "my guardian spirit spoke to me last night and told

me to come to treatment.")

To overlook dietary considerations and religious holidays such as Three Kings Day

To suggest problem solving directions or "right" ways of thinking that are insensitive

to the client's religious persuasion, e.g. abortion, birth control, premarital sex

To assume that the client adheres to &scam-only accepted practice; e.g. going to

church every Sunday, etc.

To assume that all Puerto Ricans are catholic.

Intervention Directions

A

Where appropriate, incorporate and use the potential support.of the person's religious

community. For example, a client may choose to seek a spiritual counselor for what

she/he considers spiritual problems, and to seek a mental health/social service

resource for what she/he consider a "physical" problem.
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Be sure to address and explore the potential problems of the client stemming from the
conflict between his/her actual behavior and his/her religious beliefs about what
he/she "should" do.

Where needed, get help distinguishing between instances where further psychiatric
assessment is needed and where it is not.

Help client understand that he/ihe can gain control over many aspects of his/her
life.

ATTITUDES TOWARDS AUTHORITY FIGURES AND INSTITUTIONS

The Puerto RiOan client will exhaust familiar and secure avenues where he/she has established
confianza before using social service agencies, treatment programs, etc. Informal avenues
of treatment are:

Extended family

Godfather (canpadrazgo)

Priest, spiritualist.

The government services have become a part of the more familiar and used agencies (e.g. welfare),
but there is a reluctance to use mental health systems because they are:

Unfamiliar

Have a language barrier

Fantasized as viewing clients negatively (looking down on their poor English, their
dress, the:economic situation, etc.).

Since service deliverers in institutions'are seen as authority figures by virtue of their role,
the puerto'Rican will have expectations consistent with that authority.

NOTE: Beware that for a middle class Puerto Rican, reluctance to come to treatment may be
related to not Wanting to be negatively stereotyped.

Impact on Client Behavior

Suspicious of'the program - it is an unknown.

Sees self as having less worth for having to come'to the program; this may be
exhibited by:

,- being very shy, submissive, doing and.saying what is believed to be expected
rather than what is really needed or felt, or

acting out to cover up insecurity - showing control but not feeling it (especially
males), or .....

- saying "I feel nervous," whibh is scnetines a reflection of underlying feelings
of aMbivalence toward being in the program. May be demonstrated further in'for-
getting appointments, delaying, procrastinating, looking for excuses, etc.

Appropriate Worker Response

Build trust by:

1

- using Spanish

ing with a Puerto Rican worker if possible
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taking lots of thine to expipre treatment expectations and the client's expectations

of, you (begin at a very lowkey level, be indirect, touch on general areas and allow

client to gradually build confianza). : ,

CondUct an initial interview in the client's home (if possible). A home visit is

best'if the worker is bilingual and Puerto Rican. (See also family issues under

Traditional Roles.)

Establish aluome like atmosphere in the program, especially in.the waiting room and

intake areas. Offer refreshments; be hospitable, etc.

2ommon Worker Mistakes

Immediate confrontation and expectation' that the client will start out stating

prOblems and feelings 4.1

To assume.that the Puerto Rican client is owning true feelings when it is simply out

of respeCt for you as an authority figure

To forget.,how much authority is invested in you and how literally you may be ..ken

(especially where this may conflict with cultural norms).

Intervention Directions
. '

Initially, use the authority invested in you by virtue of your role as a tool to

shape and guide the treatment/intervention process - but move toward a more equal

relationship where the client can be honest, confront issues, clearly state his/he;:

needs, etc.

ATTITUDES TOWARDS DRUGS

Traditionally (for the Puerto Rican parent) and for the lay person, "drugs" means'heroin,

marijuana, and illicit drugs.

To the young person, "drugs" means heroin; marijuana is not considered a drug.

'Drug use and'abuse is frowned upon - seen as destructivet,o the family unit. This is

especially severe in the case of a female using drugs.

Alcohol is not viewed as a problem - it is more acceptable for a man to be seen drunk than

a Woman. The woman is viewed as a "woman of the streets" if seen drunk publicly.

Prescription drug use is not questioned since a doctor (an authority figure) has condoned

the use.

Impact on Client Behavior,

Puerto Rican female clients may tend to show more remorse and guilt around their

drug abuse than males. 'UNelmwill be more likely t6 shy away from treatment.

A young person may resent being labeled a "dope addict" for marijuana use or use

of drugs other than heroin.

Treatment for alcohol abuse is rarely sought unless there is physical illness

associated with it, such as cirrhosis.



Appropriate Worker Response

Make sure to specify drug use you wish to determine (beyond herdin) when you tart
your relations with the client.

Common Worker Mistake
I

To label the Puerto Rican as an "alcoholic" when alcohol use is not considere la

problem by the client

To label the Puerto Rican as a substance abuser before the client has cam to in
awareness of his/her drug use as a problem (thereby turning off the client)

Stereotyping all Puerto Rican clients who care to treatment as heroin addicts.'
_

intervention Directions

Especially with the young drug abuser, assist the family to understand the nattire
of substance abuse.

A Especially with the female abuser, help her to get a realistic perspective on the
relationship of her drug use to her self worth.

Educate the client about alcohol use and abuse and the potential dangers.

.1
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PURPOSE

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTICtl

MODULE XI: SAMPLE CLIENT CASE STUDIES &

INTERVENTION STRATEGIES

Part T: 1 hour

Part 2.1/2 hours

Purpose

This module is divided into two parts. Part > will ass ist you in incorpor-

ating the socio- cultural and historical information you have learned

.
into a greater understanding of your Puerto Rican clients. The session

will also help you in formipg more appropriate attitudes towards Puerto

Rican clients.

Part II provides you with an opportunity tb apply what you have learned

in analyzing a sample case study and preparing a strategy for intervention.

The practice gained in this session will provide useful guidelines for

your own work with Puerto Rican substance abusers.

At the end of this module you will be able to:

Identify the central issues, 'problems or factors, seen in

a sample case study, that may be related to the client'a

addiction and seem to have paxticolar significance in light

of the client's Puerto Rican background and culture.

Prepare appmepriat o. intervention strategies for the client

in. the case study,

Discuss to xlqative merits aril disadvantages of different

intervention approaches andactivities.

Match the factors, issues, etc., identified from the case

studies to the related socio-cultural problem area(s) that

contribute to the substance abuse situation.

Descriptial

Through individual and small and large group work, you will have the

opportunity to apply what you have learned throughput the program

to case studies of Puerto Rican clients. You will be asked to identify

those factors in the client's case study which might be re1C.,43 to the

client's addiction and.which.might inpact on the type(s) of intervention

strategies to-.be used with the client. YOU will- then be asked to identify

:some possible:intervention
strategies for use with the client, taking

into consbleratiai all that you have learned in this program.

AWERIAIS !"atexials

IncAded in'this manual for use in this module are:

List"of some potential problem areas for the Puerto Rican

substance abuser

Instructions to trainees for client case studies actilitty.

o, Case studies.

1. Maria

2. Carlos

r-3. Carmen
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SOME POTENT/AL PROBLEM AREAS FOR THE PUERTO RICAN SUBSTANCE ABUSER

ProblemArea

1. Language

2. Shuttle
Culture

3. Employment

4. Family Ties

5. Changing
Roles

6. Sexuality,
Machismo and
Virginity Cult

7. Rade

8. Environmental
Factors

Examples

Inability to read and write clear English and/or Spanish; sub- standard
conversational ability in English.

Culture shock; ambivalence in the areas of language, culture and
identity.

Lack of skills, discrimination in hiring and employment practices, unable
to express oneself clearly in an interview.

Breakdown of extended family and its related support systems such as:
lack of supervision of children; family authority structure; dignity;
broken home; restrictive upbringing in conflict with American customs.

Parents dependent on their children to interpret the English language
and the U.S. society in general; increasing female assertiveness; marital
roles changing.

Male jealousy and distrust of females; double sexual standards; female
expected to be submissive /passive; extreme importance placed on
virginity; female negative self-image.

.Identity conflict (U.S. white vs. black categorization vs. Puerto Rican
ethnicity); shade discrimination within the Puerto Rican community;
racial prejudice from the external community.

From rural upbringing to urban envir onment; reliance on spiritismo ys.
medical science.

PUERTO RICAN HISTORY g CULTUFEE
CLIENT CASE STUDIES ACTIVITY

INSTRUCTIONS TO TRAINEES

You have been given: (1) a sheet that lists Some potential Problem, Areas for the Puerto'
Rican Substance Abuser; and (2) a Sample, Case history.

1. Read your Sample Case History carefully. As you read, underline the hey phrases that
indicate central issdes, pr lams or factors from the history that yot think may be
related to yeur"client's addiction and seem.to have particular significance because of

. your client'sPuerto Rican backgrautglardoulture.

. Now look at theist,SoMe Potential Problem Areas for. the ruerto Rican Substance Abuser.
This list describes eight key socio-cultural problem areas that Puerto Ricans living in
the. U.S. may face. and that may lead to and/or compound a substance abuse situation:

a. Which of these problem areas do you think are related to your client's problem
(cauies, contributing factors, present problems, etc.)?

. Write the number(s) of-the related problem area(s) in the column marked Response
beside each issue that you underlined.

In the Comments column, add any extra'remarks you'd like, for example, to explain your
answer, or-------r-

points you , d like to clarify in discussion.
o ,

Small Group Activity

When every member of your group has finished, discuss your answers with each other. See
if you can agree on the key factors and related problem areas affecting your client.
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Discuss possible treatment plans or interventions you feel might be appropriate for your

client. List some goals an4 activities you would reoomend for this client.

up your group's responses on newsprint for presentation to the rest of the program

participants. Listbrieflys

the key factors and problem areas

b. your treatment/intervention goals and activities.

7. Select someone to speak for your group to present your case and discuss your ideas.
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Marta Rican History & C4lture.

CAS, Maria Reeponse Comments

The following is an excerpt of an interview which

took place between a Puerto Rican ex-addict and a
clinical psychologist studying drug abuse among
Puerto Ricans.. It is not a therapeutic interaction.

Maria, now succeasfullFiehabilitated, is reflect-

ing back on some,of the reasons for her involver-

vent with drugs and her experiences growim up.
What insights can you gain from this woman's view

of the socio- cultural factors affecting Puerto
Rican drug abuse? What specific"treatment plans

might you have recattrended for Maria when she was

a drug abuser? (M = Maria; I = Interviewer)

Maria, let's talk about why you think Puerto
Ricans become involved with drugs.

M: Okay, but I must say one thing: I'm not really
speaking for any group of people; these are
my own individual theories, my own individual

thoughts.

Why don't you fiist tell me how you got into

drugs.

M: Well,. I started using dope when I was twelve.

I: What kind of dope?

M: Everything. Demies, speed.

I: Why?

M: That's a weird question. I was put into a

girls' have when I was twelve. The girls

were smoking dope, smoking ci arettes, drop-

ping pills. They did it I did it.,

I: Why did they do it?

M: To-get loaded.

I: Why did they want to get loaded?

M: I don't know all of the psychological reasons,
but I can tell you sate .' he other reasons.

We were locked up in a c.' holm, The fact

was that somehow we had hem rejected by our
parents or captured by the state.

Why did you get into doing heroin?

M: I didn't start shooting.heroin until I was

21. By then I had been through all of the.

..Mchedelics.and about a thxee-year run on

.1



CASE; Maria

MethamphetaMina, which ended ne up in the *

nuth0=0, really totally out of it, I wee
living with a guy and another couple who were
dealing heroin and cooaine. New my thing,
up to that parity had been speed and if they
'hadn't mixed it with cocaine I ly never
Would have triedoit because I d dn't like

" downers.

Coolants

Is Why did you like ;peed?

Ms I think I was basically really lazy and I
liked to accomplish a lot of things, and I'
like speeding. I liked all of that.

I; It made you feel confident?

Nh Yeah, and I didn't used to be confident. I
was really most of my life battling against
being lazy, lethargic, I was also kind of
heaVy and peOple were always teasing me, so
the first drug I:ever took was diet pills
(because my sister was trying to get me to
lose weight). I discovered that in addition
to taking my appetite away, the pills helped
me to do all of those things that I had to
do that I never felt like doing, like wash7
ing the dishes and mopping the floor.

But back to heroin. My-husband was a musi-
cians he was on the road a lot . . . While
he was gone I discovered that I could get
loaded on heroin and I wouldn't be think-
ing about sex so much. And I was'really
being faithful to him because I wasn't
really turning tricks. My hustle then was
selling weed and pills and that kind of
thing. Until:I became a prostitute, I really
believed that prostitution would keep me from
enjoyingsex: with my old man. Then I dis-
covered I'wes*ongi

So you kind of .just drifted into taking
heroin?.

Yeah. The couple living there wocld say
"You want some?" and I would say "No."
Finally, I said "Yes." It was kind of a bad
time in my life, but I don't know if that -had
anything to do with it or not: I-don't really
know.

.Like if you hadn't been exposed,-to it, you
might not have used it?

Well, I had been exposad to it all of, my life,
but bed always said if, I-ever dhot dope,
'Ida be the biggest dope fiend in.town and I
didie,t,want,to 1 ic
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4. W111
Maria

Response omments

Ii Thin what made you start when you did?

Ms I doo't know. My old man WAS gone a lit, I ''

NOS alone; I wasn't working much of the time !

Is What ware you doing?

Ms was a codktail waitress. My husband had

'taken n' sop. That was a big responsibiliti,

that was taken away from me. All of a sudden

I didn't have to be the 24 hours a day. I

could relax sometime0. With my.pon there I

couldn't get.loaded because X had the

responsibility of a small, child. Then when

he was gone it, was a little harder to leave

it alone. Once you get used to getting

loaded, once it's okay, it's pretty hard to

place a period on what you used to get

loadedt "WeIl, I will take this and I won't

take that," etc. Unless you try it and

don't like it. BUtIlve paver gotten loaded

on anything that I didn't like. Prior to

1969,0everyt4iPg that I ever tried I loved.

People say you don't feel, any anxiety when

Ohu re on dope. You don't think about

ything?
.

'

Nh Yeah. You feel anxiety, "poll' I'm going, to

be out.sick. . ." But that'sPalL

I: When you're loaded, you don't even feel that?

Mt Of course you don't think about it when

you're loaded, because you're loaded, right?

One time I went back to diugs because I was

in a lot of -pain fran an unhappy relation-

ship., I knew that medication would get me

through. .It never occurred to me to go into

thestpv..= to take tranquilikera or take

transactionalanalysis. . .1 want back tomy

old system, the'systewthat was familiar

with. can reombervery vividly thinking,

"Nbmeh 1410.

don't shoot dope and go through

this mess with men are insane." went

badk and didn't even try to stop for two

years., 1 just want be tranquiliOd:

rdidet want to feel-nOthing'fOr nobody.-

Let *tell yOu-a:p that:I ran across

that ;really hadn't pOiod attention to before.

In New York, there are a lot of Working adr
Theyssaintain a job through their

whole life, and then maybe fix on the weekr

ends..

Andithat's it?

.

44.
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Mph Maria

Ms

I;

MI

I;

Ms

Yeah, The firs
life had a job.
that worked all
wasn't a matter
trolled it.

fiend Z over mat in MY
three of five I met after

the time dealt depe, so it
of hustling, but they con-

Well, why do they get loaded?

Because it feels good, It fade bettor than
aloohml, it feels better than weed. Boma
people get off of work and on themeskends
all they do is eamke weed and party, right?

Right.

Well, some people -1%. with atuff and can
handle4it for year mtwenty,years.' I
couldnit believe -1 wasn't that kind of
addict, But they re out there and there's
a lot of them. was really even shocked
one time to one program person say that
every fix mon he's got to get loaded.,

I; Maria, do you think that maybe Puerto Ricans
use drugs for different reasons than Anglos
use drugs? '

-77Mi I think so.

YOu're made to feel very ino4equate in this
society as A PuertoRican, First of all,
you dont speak the language.pcoperly.% Sec-
ond of all, you're never given, the kinds of.
jobs, or the job skills, or the education.
And the only time that you can feel adequate
in this society, which judges you c* hbw much
money you have, is.whenyou hustle., And
that's the only outlet you-have. So Puerto
Ricans, if they do use, not only feel Ade,
quate through the drug but feel adequate
because they have a hustle. Whether it's a
good role or a bad role or whatever you want
to call it, they maintatin their manhood.

1: ;Let's talk more about the feelings of
inadequacy. Mat about language and edu-
cation?

It's. so 4ifficult to get the barics with the
_languagercOofUsion that Puerto Ricans have
a 50"Tertenth4Ch:sohool dys.vout-rate today.
And bilingual education is a new idea. If you
-.'don't have the000adia..it makes it literally
iMpeesible:toompete id the school systan.
If you car0,t4eed;,lbliCanftlOake:"it past'
the seventh, eighth, or the ninth grade.

-'*,7,14004',4-.fthat,b4Xian-YstUff isn't inIour,head
g0044'.it!ihard.*
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Every day ycxi speak bath languages

ding on whom you're talking to. In ay

f you two languages in every

sentence. The onlwittntifea that we ever spoke

only English was there was sonebody in

the house that couldn't understand Spanish.

let's go back tO the traditional role i-.)f the

Puerto Rican. 'roe. traditiellal attitude

toward bet. ,What were you taught to expect

when you greW, up?

I was raised to believe that I should get

01,11.?ecif .Pave children, keep my house clean,

.; of my kids, .take care of fly bus-

my. husband cane hane / should

on the table for him. My family

&pad be my whole life. And the t.liought of

a -Oareer, or of goi.ng to achool, or having

anything outside of my trine should always be

,setonclary. In my neighborhood mown didn't

even telong to the -PTA. '11Y were hcee:-.

ktoking, sewing, and cleaningtheir bouse
ana not watching T.01. either. 'That's the

kind of role I was brought up. to eXpect. By .
'the U.06'1 was 'eight I could cock for my

Whole family. Those kinds of things were
what waren 'were taught and that was their

le. . .

sou were taught to obey your father and.your

brother. And when you got. Married you

listened to_brotheri-in-law, hncl in many, many

that's still in there, In many 'Ways

still feel the need to have a significant

person I can lover, give to, and take
Oa* of and wt lo will be screarne I can obey.

It's .weirdr but it'S true, Although I can:
fight it and I'm vary independent, and I

"dOrilt live With anybody and nObOdy tells ma'

what to do Very Ofteri, I sti3pand think about

its thatAttild *aka ma Bee
ecteehtivi3Or a when it0e, Olean up you want

id. 40 back tO being and that nar% wee-

thing It aoea&t

ØtI Witt YCitt 15Eleiti , doing, ar4 most of the

tine it doesn't tem a dare& because ,that, a

Apart of Your uptitif

ttlean you're all of a en
be y ti-' or taking

and. nine tines out
hatie Jades:, Of 'bidden: you've.,

O4ritMentevyOUt**40t-0-find--&s' here
1114 OU're
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Response

picking you )44 And taking you someWhereeor
staying home: All of a smdden.you've got to
really be a superperson. And that requires a
lot of confidence -and initiative-and Ability.
YomeVe got to became self-activated to pick
up the telephone and dial the transit infor-
rnatior out how to get there
on the bus. You got to know that that's
What you do order to get somewhere and ybu
can't unit around for people to take you
places.

Or having soMeone take care of you, too?

MN Yeah.

I: Do you see any changes taking place in the
role of the Puerto Ricanmeen?

M: There's a change happening because the Whole
society is changing and it's affecting 'all of
us. It's:not just affecting women or
Black women, it's affecting the Puerto Rican
culture, too. Whether we like it or not,
part of the change is the new freedom that
women are feeling and Puerto RicanS are being
touched. .

I: What kind of new freedom?

M: Well, when the money changes hands and it
gets spread and more people have more money,
women are edonondoally independent; they
automatically have a whole lot more freedom
than they've ever had before.

I: How is this affecting the Puerto Rican man?

M: I think they're feeling very threatened: I

think they're feeling insecure. I'm afraid
we're taking away the traditions and the values
and we have nothing of value to replace than
and I don't like that.

0

I: The women are becoming more assertive.- .?

M: They have always been assertive and taken
care of business and been responsible, and
they've always done a lot of work, but recent-
ly they've beams:rpm:verbal with it. Before
it was just, &big it "that counted, and now
they're starting to =vete. And that's not
always as easy life to live. It gets to be

_ pretty lonely.

Why dbes it get to be lonely? People don't
associate with you? Men don't want you?
Why does it get to be lonely?

NU That's right. Ybu become a threat. You



C&SH:' Maria Response Ccenents

become Confideikt, you become confident, you

become verbal. . .I don't really know. I

know that when I first started working in the

drug abuse field, I saw around 15-20 pro-
fess/coal Puerto Rican =en around working
in all different fields. And they*bad an

.
association of LstinFinerlicanWaven and we
got together.and we talked about several
things like'why:most of than are married. to

Angle men, whyfibaY aren't married to Puerto

Pican0 :And...I was scared because at that time

I was Married.andl didn't want to lose p6
marriage, which eventually I ended up doing.
I was really concerned with why the few ones

tha w01177-marrbtd-imml-marrigkL__Anglos and

-the rest of. them ware divorced. And my
first questions to thealwere, ''What'
happene&hereorman? How come you're not
married to PUertO Ricans? lbw come you're
all divorced? What is the'phencnenon
that's going on?" and they were saying that

it was really hard to get throbqh the
traditional role. that you break when you

become a professional and become confident
and still stay with a Puerto Rican man.

I



SAMPLE CLIENT CASE HISTORY

Puerto Rican History & Culture

CASE: Carlos Response

Carlos is a short man of Puerto Rican background;
his face is somewhat puffy and sallow. He affects

dark glasses and looks tense and troubled. He
first became addicted through his older brother who

was a drug user andllad many "fine" friends. One

time Carlos threatened to squeal on his older
brother (who was sixteen at the time). In order

to prevent being exposed, the older brother decided'
to involve Carlos in his addiction'. Carlos looked

up to his brother and,his friends; they were like

idols to him. They affected an aloof manner and
since

it was something new and "cool."

Looking back now, he can single out the first

invitation caning from his brother, but the rea-
sons fok continuing with drugs were related to

complexes developed during puberty. Carlos felt

very uncanfortable in the "cage of self" and was

not at all sure of his image as a man or %roan.
He became preoccupied, even obsessed, with the

question, spending long hours before the mirror.

He was worried about his body and wished he had

hair on his chest and other kinds of proof that
he was indeed a man. Being with the older boys

and being accepted by them helped allay sane of

his anxiety.

He was a chubby boy, and-this annoyed him because

it was associated in his mind, with femininity.
He was also bothered greatly because he felt that

he had a small penis. Furthemore he felt his'
breast nipples were enlarged, and &is4 too, was

a feminine trait. Strangely enough, he said he

looked at homosexuals, noted that sane of them

had muscles and no nipples, and he envied them.

It is interesting that Carl should have singled

cut homosexuals as ths of admiration or envy.

ge said he wished he had been created differently,

not so chubby, anclim:44dered why God had not given

'Wm a body like that of these homosexuals. (Was

he' perhaps, confusing haw- and heterosexual?) He

went to extremes; he bought barbells and spent
long hours trying to develop his musculature and

physical appearance to, a more masculine image.

In discussing his prinary family (which I pointed

out he had blocked out in his discussion), he

thought his mother had contributed to his addiction

unknowingly. Although he covered this up, it was'
apparent that he' suffered fran Oedipal conflicts.

,Hut he was unable to consider such a possibility

and binned his mother for being "secluctive." He

i pointed out, for example, that after his brother's

16,
I25
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CASE: Cario-s Response Ccrmients

death, she left $5.00 around for him each morning,
''.4100wing that he would use it to.. get of f on drugs.

He Austified this on the basis that she UPPI afraifi
he miabt aet arrested. wind up in iail . and dip 1 ikp
bis brother did before him. (He'd overdosed in
iail.) There was evidence that she was over-
Protective and covered UP, for him in relation
to his father, as well.

Both parents were ignorant of drugs and unable to
cope when they first learned about their sons'
use They reacted with anger and sadness, and
the father once said to him, gLet,me try it so
I'll see what you find in it." Carlos said he
told his father that there was no way of
generalizing about how anybcdY becalms a drug
addict; it's ,very individual." There was no way
of telling how anyone gets off on drugs, either,

-since-this,-tool-2!is-unique-ar4-4ndividual "

Prior to this, his fibther-hsztponsistently--blocked---
out any knowledge of their drug use, although all
the signs were right under her nose. Carlos
said he felt especially related to his father and
SOB his favorite; while his brother was his mother's
favorite. His father was a rather strong person
who worked in an unskilled factory occupation.
He drank a great deal and could be termed a semi-
or complete alcoholicalthough he could stop
himself when the occasion. demanded. His nerves
were not always up to par as a result,* and he
frequently argued with his son about his use of
drugs, although he failed to see the similarity
in his an use of alcohol.

Althibb 6arlos is not an overt homosexual, many
thing . in his 'life have diminished his sexual
driver and to a degree, have made him vulnerable
to the kind. of street life he's been exposed to
since lue cane 'fran Puerto Rico as Si .young bhild.
lie .1,44 great difficulty learning English,. and
,generally has very little understanding of the
American-scene., He tends to fall, asleep when
things get too carplicated for his and they
'often do! Though he went to high 'Whoa he can
barely read English and cannot read'Spanish at

I overheard two older addicts insist once that he
stop using drugs because tie just d.W t hgre the
caliber to be an addict: They inf&ma him in
no uncertain terms that he was just too stupid,
Weak, -.and eawardlytuand they argued that if he
had any , sense at all, he'd Stop using drugs.
Carlos is the 'sort of person who will get a jcb,
and when he cares lxine with the pay on Friday
night he will be juzped by addicts and forced to
give 'up part or all of his ntoney. He will bluster

threaten, bat no-cne Still take him .Seriously,
Usk of all if.,

126
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CASE; Carlos

At home nowadays Carlos finds that his father
is down on him and scornfully regards him as an
inept nuisance who may steal the family tape
recorder or his father's watch and pawn them
rather than steal on the outside where the chance
of wing "arrested is much greater. The ferher
will rant and rave and threaten to have him
'arrested, but in the end be dissuaded by. Carlos'
motherieho has always ,(as.he says) spoiled him.

Carlos describes the procesi of becoming an
addict as one of being gulled into a. pattern he
.knew nothing about by someone who played upon his
desire to be inporbant. Nobody thinks Carlos is
important; and he's found that, at most, he can
get a small measure of respect from a girl by
using his goad lookd. But even that's gotten

him into trouble. It once ended up with an
unexpectedpregnancy, and to make things worse,

like-his-----

dark color and spread around scanialous rumors
about him.

et i

'After a number of trig::;, Carlos stayed off drugs
for several months, first wader the: pressure-. :of
the laviihd later under the influence of a

.girlfriend. However, when she left him, he ended
hiS period of abstinence and started the down-

':'Ward spiral again.

woo
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SAMPLE CLIENP CASE HIM-aY

Puerto Rican History & Culture

CASE: Carmen

According to Carmen, she has been a drug addict for

five years. She has two brothers, both are drug
addicts, but the younger has not Led drugs in two

ireirs and has moved Out of the state to get away

fran the drug scene. Her parents are. living

"together. They are aware of their children's use
of drugs.. The mother is very passive, yet very

.
strict:, The father, formerly a boxer in Puerto

Rico, is noW a long;horeman. Fifteen years ago,

the mother-worked as al garment sorter; butshe.
hasn't worked since then because she is illiterate

and cannot speak EngliSh. "She is a typical Puerto

Rican housewife " as Carmen puts it, "All her life

she's teen in the hduse, taking -care of us children.

7-Sher -been Tbrought0p-Oat-way,_inhouse."
Herrother has beennarried four times. She had

:three daughters by her former husbands., but all

the children died. .kith' ,she -has

borne threeHhoys, all of Whom died as babies. The
:twobtothes-she n9w(clalmS are from another woman

..:when her behind.in Puerto Rico

Many'yeareago before he could join hiswife and
baby daughter (Carmen) in New York.

wing up, Cprmen waea beautiful young wrsen. :
-

Her father was afraid to send her to the local .

hi41 school because he feared her good looks
woad get her into troubleend she'd. lose her

virginity. But he agreed to let her go, because

'she had been a good girl-and knew how to protect

herself. (He'd taught her haw to box.) Carmen

.began to. hang Out at lunchtime in the corner candy

store, and meet other young pecplew- Two boys her

age beganto court her,, but she'repulsed that

advances at first,' because they were white Puerto

Ridans (she is dark) and She wanted to. finish

school. MOst important, she said, "My fithericuld

.kill me if he .knew IWas going out with boys."

JOhnnie,-.the leaderof the group finally convinced

Cardento go steady.. Sibenllernother found out,
she saw this as:athreat to Carmen's virginity,
and:IcecamellysteriCal, Slapped her several times,

And told her shelmas acting like a puta

(whore). .CarMenimaS4leverelyhUmilia After

that,:;sha4aS onlY.allowed to gee Johnnie under

the strictest COnditiOns

Response

They ccmtinued to see each other secretly;

Johnnie went to work and bought Carmen a set,of'

wedding rings. When her father found out, he made

kI her mother, talkative away and scolded her in front

IF-,oftall her peers. carmen reacted by cutting

school. She talked Johnnie into having inter.-

course with her, thinking that then they would

,have to get married. Her meow caught then/.
329
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CASE: Carmen

in the stairway and a melee resulted. Carmen came
to blows with her mother (a mortal sin in her eyeb)
and ran away with Johnnie.

After they were married, Johnnie and Carmen went
to live in a hotel room with a friend of his who
was hiding out from the police because he'd just
finishal."cutting a man's face." He liked
aohnnie very nuch, and he didn't want Carmen's
father to find:: out about him. So every day he
paid five dollars rent for the hotel room they

-were staying in. . .. plus ,providing most of their
food.

Johnnie went out and found another job in the
garment center. He was only making $50.00 a week
and he hated the work. He also didn't want to
4aave Carmen alone in the hotel with his friend.
Ha- didn't trust-him; he told Carmen that his
friend Was4. sex maniac and that he was "looking

*.z.) ao orw -a--
Cuban woman that his family knew and they frayed
---is-withLher '

I "

Carmee.felt the CUbaslady likes her very.--much,
But, as she put it, "I was ashamed, because I
was the:Only dark one inaide her apartment.
Everybody else'Wes white, including Johnnie and
Vwes.:dark,campleXioned,..and.T.felt eibarrassed
and ashamed of myself, because lives very
ignorant:at'the time. .I didn't know that white

..,people can really.. care fordark,,pepple. I thought
they didn't like us:"

.....BUtafter a wbile,-Johnnie:got restless again
and they moved in With other friends. They were
:using drugs. . .and.Carmen learned later they
wereselling too. . the hard way. They. were all
bUSted-one'night. They took Carmen in tour they
didn't believe she teally,waS:innOcent and as

:.surprised as could be. Jail wasa,hUmiliating
experienCe.for her. It was,daysliefore She was
out. .Apparently.itwes.like.that for atong
time-- roving from one place to another..pick-ing up whatevermork dame along. Finally,Johnnie
got d'.regulaejOb,in*.warehOtise loading, freight.

Carmen continued her story this way:

"We' hadbeen married for five years,'.and I was
toentli..6ne when,I.Iwent'..tordoPe.,:It.:Was after the
1466nd Childmakbord: SoMetiflet4Ohnnie would .

cane hoine4kairi..,,i0Cdc.happli,:andlmonetirtiei:,he would

start 'a fight: with And I 'd Win. back.
lheri he'd hit . and I'd hiavback, becatitad
that's.: one thing,..I.hever stecid.''for: getting hit.

:".Steetirnes ftotightbeciuse was very
4jealous4 Just the,week tUebbr-I had Of teesond child



Carmen Response

got out of the hospital, we needed more money
and I went to work at a photo st.Idio in order to
help him out. I don't know why he was jealous of
iie He:ipa..no reason. .I never went out with
other .men. I want to-wo.rk early, and as soon as

_#4.shed. '1 ,would cane hane to ntr. children.
After my secald.child was bOrn,--Lnrxred into the
Lillian Wald Projects. I'll never ,forget 'it,
because: l'had an apartment of my own for the first
time in my life. That'e, why I went to ,Work, to .

have 1,everything, i neededbecause--I've,.always
*antèd to have 'everything expensive and good for

'one day Johnnie accused ire. of making a date with a
boy he saw me talkin4 to in the street. The boy
only. -wanted a .job at the place where I work. I
said, 1S3oddannit, Johnnie, you're always fighting.
. .you're always jealous. Maybe if I do the wrong

happy,--you'd-Zust--becausWaid_______
-tbat-,.7he-slapped--11114-4n-the_faceLAmi wim, baby,

I let him have it:I rj5got mad and punched me in
the stanach. It wasn't even forty days since I'd

fr had my baby, and I had to bend dawn', because I
't even breathe. When I got up, I kicked

in the middle of the legs. He started
screaning and throwing everything 'around the house.
He tore -off 1-(Y:clothes, so I had to run thrdugh

ow the street in .my slip to get to my father's house,
four blocks away. I was bleeding from my stomach,
cars were stopping, but I just kept 'on running."

Jo,

1

.h

l
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CASE: Ramon

SAMPLE CLIENT CASE HISTORY

Puerto Rican History & Culture

Response 0z:truants

Ramon, a pleasant-looking rather chubby, twenty-
eightyear old man, had come to the center for
drug abuse counseling.

He began by saying that he came to this country
from Puerto Aim when he was still a baby and lived
in the "Barrio" at 110th Street and Madison Avenue.
This is a very rough neighborhood; but his parents
had nO- choice, since-they were quite poor at the
time. Men Ramon was ten years old, his father
passed away and 'life becalm doubly'hard. He
missed his father, with whom he had been rather
close. His mother, had to spend her time working,
so he had nobody around and little supervision
for rost of the 'day. His mother paid another
woman -12dce care of-liinTbatlizartrre-tixa-sh-e--------
dint ` show up or she let,him do whatever he

r Whet he was twelve, a crisis occurred for him when
"he learned for the first time that these were not
4his real parents, but rather a maternal aunt and,,

husband. l'his aunt had been unable to have
of her own, and his natural parents had

,,,Aiiiirrende.red him to her "even Before he was born."
'4)c Rarnon's natural father had been a Nationalist in

Puerto Rico and on the run all the,time, so that
it was inconvenient for then to have a child then.

T-Later, however, they had two children; but they
made no effort to get him, which he resented.
He thought that're must have been a bastard, 'or
at leabt.unloved, for then to have given him
away When he was born. When his natural parents
moved to NeW York, thei found it necessary to
live With the aunt for a while. The-conflict
grew in Racoon's mind while they were in the sane
house. He looked to his aunt as his real mothe_r.
. . but he was uncanfort.able about it.4

psychiatrist suggested that: RamOn,.had felt .

abandoned, 'and this might be a laator in his
addiction. But he was no sure this was true.

-Rayon' reported that he began using pot because'
it gave him a "social feeling."

Una4ervialad and on .his Gan so much 'as a boy, ,
,wanted especially to be identified with the,

rolder "heroin toys, to be part of,. and 'actepked
them.'. They were infortant,:"respected.

had:the clothes and the girlfriends.

high school, Ramon entered the Navy. He
an getting into drugs more' in the Navy- and

eventually got busted in a 'drug-related scrape.
Hts e, nav'aj'4 career ended, he returned to New York
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where his troubles multiplied. Ramon tells it
this way:

"Seems,like I couldn't get used to workin' on
shore, b.-use I was so used to sailing for five
years, and`that was all I knew, how to work at
sea. And now I find myself working eight-hours,______
$ day over here, and the demand on me` was so
strong. . and I wasn't getting paid enough money,
and I don't see no consideration from the _bosses.
Maybe I was vtorkin' for the wrong people, I
-don't Icnt7W. Ariliway, at that tine, if you're span-

ient and there' le a Job oPen for. Your you're.... /
ho work the fingers to the bone. .

rio consideration like if you was .a work horse,
or something! And I noticed this attitude and
bein' that my fender. . .uh. . ."citizens". . .

Us. . (laughs) . . arty an Spanish-speaking
people we wEsre bein' treated in such a way--
they cOuldn't say "boo" because they didn't even

-

wdrked; for;''quite""a-feW factories' 'that had people
that :cams:, fran Puerto:Rico and different 'places

lie 1 J. ND

isorkin' for feW' dollars', they wasn't getting paid
half the. tinie.,;... Actually, the type, of product
that :theY6ane.rotit with, they wasn't getting paid
, as ,they shOuldI.dcn't think it was fair.

1. I'm not' used to working like this,;eight .hcurs
and notmakin' enough money. On board ship I
w as Makin' encxigh. money: I 'Wan' t workin' eight
boars eithei. "I was gettin' consideration and I
was even had retirenent. could forekee
retizeirkint"if,'I, had stayed' on,.at twenty yeare

just like ,othar:civil working, errployees. I had
those benefits orrsoinethiri. joand now -I find

-ntraelf 'that ,I'mesiied-,u0 my record.' I can't go
back to- the sea;''; thee anny!,base didn't,want me
either. /; sent%an application - when I'oane Out

- of Riker" Ieland the last tine, and they,' send it
leak L'"ScOrrY, 'VAS, dor.,11;t' have: Sny place, open. :. .
.fOrirouzytYpe,Of'..mork'. Please trytO:'.find emplOY
'ment Politely:they tOld me' they
didn't want n e''and' they narked, dSsi ,:ori" qr.

airalls,arOtind the ques-...

tier=' that says: 'Save, "YOU beeri,,iireeted?'j' and they
on the sO they..

'-!.on!t,taketriej,iiiir, more. j"- e out the gone n-
mehtAi'Out';'.:'-,I took rior_retirernaritPay,*wh
WI

ich'
there and that'"did 'it. I'm. not '

-ii:7:1644e* with the ai:Thy'base. 'Wm I have to
shift °vet: here', with the city,-and I have to
Cape with ,city



MODULE XII

MAP-UP, ASSESSMENT, EVALIATION, & CLOSURE

1 1/2 hours

Purpose'

The purpcses of this session are:

To wrap -up the dismission of the material and explore any

areas that were not covered in the program

To give the final assessment

To have you evaluate the program in a written and /or oral

:Danner

To say farewell to all participants.

Description

Wrap-Up: Through discussion, any areas not yet,explored can becove
and the main points of the program can be gone over.

----------____Eaf_tillalAssessmeie_neternt:You will have an opportunity to check your understanding

o .31.41f_t_11.412T5F12 a written form.

Evaltiation: You 411 have the opportunity to give
and/or oral feedback on various aspects of the program and its

.00



APPENDIX a
.0

REFERRALS, I'MFERaCES iik2tunstis

PUERTO RICAN TREATMENT AGENCIES.

Only recently have Puerto Rican conceived and operated programs evolved in the carmunities

withsubstantial numbers of Puerto Rican drug abusers. These programs, although slow in

developing, eventually came about because of a realization that standard programs, regardless

of theirtschniCal "modality," failed to meet the specific needs of Puerto Rican clients.

'ally tailored programs now exist in mow parts of the country. Except in areas with

heavy concentrations ofo,Puerto Ricans (such as New York City), these programs are not

exclusively,Puerto Rican, either in staff, orientation or clientele, but there is a dominant.

'Puerto Rican presence.

.The se pxogrameunderstand the cultural differences of Puerto Rican clients and incorporate

them into their treatment milieu. Program personnel, 'understanding these cultural-nuances

can ap0eal to them or point out prdblems inhelamt within them. These programs offer a broad

range of support--counspling, family counseling, job pldcement, etc.--ell within the client's/-

-chasm environment.

Rican-orienied programs provide a wide

*recently been a tendency to curtail methadone

ylartype of programs are available in wgiven
,program is available at all, will differ from

range of tre,W.humnt modalities, though there has

maintainance or other chemotherapy. What particx

locale, or even whether a Puerto V.can oriented

city to city.

Thefollowing is,a listof: Puerto Rican-oriented programs throughout the nation:

lima= RETURN
443 Park.ANenue South
New York, N.Y... 10016

NORTH END ABUSE
2344 Main.Street
Springfield, Mass., 01107

BHGENIX HOUSE
`253.:ist' 73rd Street

'.New york . N.Y. '10023`

PRIMERA. PARADA.
19-A Ripley . Street

''"itmceeter,:i'Mass. -01610

06.7ECT CONIACT-PRIDE
.STTE

,
37I(East 10th Street
New York,.N:1 10009

401 44zabeth Avenue_
E 07206

.

P.R.O.M.E.S.A.
1776 Clay Avenue
Bronx, N.Y. 10457

PUERTO RICAN HISPANIC YOUTH
216 West 102nd. street.
New York, N.Y. 10025'

RENAISSANCE PROJECT, INC.
482 Main Street
New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801

ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL
DETOX PROGRAM
Amsterdam &,114th Street
New York, N.Y. 10025

111403IN HOSP. DEIOX PRO.
349 East 40th St.
Bronx, N.Y. 10454

TASC PROGRAM-COOK CO. D.
1439 S. Michigan Averule

Chicago, ill. 60605

'UNITED BRONX PARENTS
810 East 152nd Street
B.rcox,, New York .10455

TASCERDGRAM (COP) DADE,
1321 N.11. 13th Street
Miami Fla. 33125

EXODUS HOUSE
309 E. 103rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10029OArberiOak Place

Hera ,Cenn. 7,06106"



3.821..-rsth

p.c. ;20009

BAsT A )-

-728 West ):7th Place

60613

CIO
3067 24th St.
Sap. PranciOdbf':Cal. 94110

CENr110 PAIA;
520 -htet, 'gh Avenue -
Phila- ia, pa.° 19133

caciajo4IUMAN SERV-.
65.6' Massachusetts Ave.

Boston, :Mails. 02118

CROSSROADS,' INC.
,48_11cige4txeet

''':Haven,' Conn:. 06501

75 LiiicOln ParkC
New k, -N:J.

i;liti§C)=Atiataitxv Achoo
.21=-27 'PhilanderSt.

RochesterT. Y.' 14605'

E.SPADX,

219 E. 115th Street
New York, N.Y: '10020

HOGAR CREA, INC.
14 E. 60th Street
New York, N.Y. 10022

HOGAR CREA, INC.
St.. 848 Fm. 09. Box '547
Saint Just, Puerto Rico

JOINT DRUG_______4303MM

1028 S. 9th Street
Milwaukee, Wisc. 53204

LAKE SHORE CORP. Iv
1104 Maryland Street
Buffalo, N.Y. 142Q1

LAS VEGAS FANCY ABUSE CTR:.
3929,Chang Street
Las Ve§as, Nevada 89110

LATINO DRUG COUNSELING CTR.
612.West National Ave.
Milwaukee, Wisc. 53204

LATINO YOUTH DRUG INTERV.
1800 S. IcanistStreet
Chicago, Ill. 60608

met= COM. 2-41ENTAi mum
281 East 140th St.
Bronx,.. New York 10454.

MORA NARCOTIC REHAB. FUND.
1230, Park Avenue
New. York, N. Y:: 10028-7-s--

ENIER, INC.
254 E. ,112th St.
New York, N.Y. .10029 `.

SICtsi COMPREHENSIVE DR..
2040 Bram
Evanstal, /11. 60201

GAUDENZIA, pr.;
39 E. School House Lane
Philadelphia, Pa. 19144'

-

O

."',.

. ,
, HISPANIC AMER. COUNCIL INC.
313 N.W. '35th St.
Miami, Fla. '33).27

HISPANIC COALITION OF FE A. .

553 .N.W. 35th :St.

j3127

,`.HISPANIC CC:UNSELING C.
Street'

Herrpsf.ead, N.Y. 11550

7



BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
PUERTO(AICAN SOURCES

%NOME TIE PUERTO RICANS?

1. Alegria,Ricardo Discovery, Conquest and Colonization of Puerto Rico: 1493-1599.

Translated by Kal Wagenheim and Luis Munoz Lee. (San Juan: Colleccion de Estudios

Pkiertorriquenos, 1971) .

2. Diaz, Solar, this M. Historia de,latEtclavitud Negra en Puerto Rico. (Rio Piedras:

Editorial Universitaria, 1965).

3. Events in the History of Puerto Rico, VOL I. (New York: Research for Urban Education,

Inc., 1967).

`4. Figueroa, Loidar History of Puerto Rico. (New York:- Anaya Books CO., Inc., 1974).
)-

5. Isla Y Pueblo Division de Educacion de la Commidad. (Depth. de Instruccion Publica,

Puerto Rico, 1968).

6. Lewis, Gordon E. PuertcOqico: Freedom and Power in the Caribbean. (New York: Monthly

RevieW Press, 1963).'

7. Lopez, Adalberto and Petras, James (eds.) Puerto Rico and Puerto Ricans. (Cambridge:

,ZJnft Wiley. And Sons, 1974).

El' Lopez, Alfredo Puerto Rican Papers. (New York: Huai and 1973).

9. Maldonado-Denis, Manuel Puerto Rico: A Socio-Historic Interpretation. Translated by

.Elena Via lo. (New York: Random House, 1972).
.1

20. Pietri, Pedro- Puerto Rican Obituary. (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1973).

11.: United State's Commission an Civil Rights. Puerto Ricans in the U.S.: An Uncertain Future.

'(Washington, D.C.: A Report of the Commission, 1976).

12. Wagenheim, Kai Puerto_ Rico: A Profile. (New York: Praeger Publications, 1970).

13. Wagenheim, Kale, With Jiminez de Wagenheim, Olga (eds.) The Puerto Ricans. (New York:

Anchor Press: 1973) :

'14'. Zenon Cruz, Isabelo Narciso Descubre Su Trasero. Taro I. (Hum co: Edutorial Fur'

1975). .

THE REIM RICAN MIGRATICN TO THE UNITED STATES

1. Centro Taller de Migracion Conferencia de Historiografia. (Centro de Estudios

Puertorriquenod: Abril, 19/4).
,

. Chenault, Lawrence R. The Puerto Rican in New York City. (ITA, York:

Ptess, 1938).

. Cordasoo, Francescoed.) Puerto Rican Children in Mainland Schools. (MeAmehen,

Editorial Timm Contemporaneo, 1969).

Columbia University

Lopez, Adalberto and Petras,.James (eds.) Puerto Pito and Puerto Ricans. (Cambridge:

John Wiley and Sons, 1974).

. Maldonado-renis, Manuel Puerto Rico: A Sopio-Historical Interpretation. Translated by

Elena Vialo. (New York: RandomHouse, 1972).-



6. Silen, Juan Angel SIB, the Puerto Rican People: A Story Of. Oppression and Resistance.
Translated by Cedric Belfrage. (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1971).

7. Study of Poverty Conditions in the New York Puerto Rican Conmunity. (New York: Puerto
Rican Form, Inc., 1964).

8. Wagenheim, Kal A Survey of Puerto Ricans on the U.S. Mainland in the 1970's. (New York:
Praeger Publishers, 1975).

9. Wagenheim, Kal Puerto Rico: A Profile. (New York: Praeger, 1970).

10. Wagenheim, Kal, with Jiminez de Wagenheim, Olga (eds.) The Puerto Ricans. (New York:
Anchor Press, 1973).

Articles:

1.% Gray, Lois S. "The Jobs Puerto Ricans Hold in New York City," Monthly Labor Review,
1975, (98), 12-16.

2. Miranda King, Lourdes "Puertorriquenas in the United States," Civil Rights Digest,
1974, (Spring), 20-27.

3. Vidal, David "Puerto Rico Seeks Way Out As Econanic Woes_ Mount," New York Times,
Cctober 15, 1975. .

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS ANDISSURS OF THE PUERTO RICAN DRUG ABUSER

Articles:

1. Ball, John C. "Marijuana Smoking and the Cmset of HeroimlUse." in Cole, J. Drug Abuse:
Social and Psychopharmacological Aspects. (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas,
1969, pp. 117-128).

2. Ball, John C. "Onset:of Marijuana and Heroin Use Atong Puerto Rican Addicts," in Ball,
John C., and Chambers, Carl-D. (eds.) The Epidemiology of Opiate Addiction in the
United-States. (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. -Thomas, 1970, pp. 167-177).

Se Freudenberger, Herbert J. "The DTnamics and Treatment of the Young Drug Abuser. in an
Hispanic:Therapeutic Community," Journal of Psychedelic Drugs, 1975,.7 (3), 273-280.

,
.

4. Lander,'Bemnard d Lander, Nathan "A Cross - Cultural Study of Narcotic Addiction in

'Min
New York,":- Voce onal Rehabilitation Administration, Rehabilitating the Narcotic
Addict (Washin , D.C., U.S. GovernMent Printing Office, 1967, pp. 359-369)e:

5. Pzeble Edward "Social. and Cultural Factors Related to. Narcotic Use Among Puerto Ricans

2)

.in New York City," international Journal of the Addictions, 1966, 1(1), 30-41. °

. Ramirez, Efren E. "Drug Addiction is not Physiologic," Medical WorldlNews, 1968,
9(34), 55-57.

7. Zahn; Margaret A. and Ball, John C. "Patterns and Causes of Drug Addiction Among Puerto
Rican Females," Addictive Diseases, 1974, 1(2), 203-213.

If you have difficulty in finding these bCdcs in the library, they can be purchased at the
following bookstores:

Libro Libre.
200 W. 14th St.
New York i

Macondo Bookstore
221 W. 14th St.
New York, N.Y. 10011

Puerto Rican Heritage Publications
157 W. 14th Street`
New York, N.Y. 10011
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APPENDIX B

GLOSSARY OF TERMS FROM DIFFERENT LINGUISTIC BACKGRCUNDS

Vocabularly and Common Expressions that can be Traced to the Indian Heritage

aji tropical chile or red pepper

Ponerse 'CCM un aji - to blush
ser nes bravo que el aji - to be brave

anamu wild grass

atambor drum

atol corn flour mush

ausubo

betey

batea

bohio

baiju

a tree of excellent hard wood
duro comb el ausubo - as hard as the ausubo

backyard, patio

tray, tub

Indian but

a variety of fish
nes flaco que un balaju - as thin as a thread

barbacoa barbecue

batata yam

batatita a cinch
con su batatita - with his sure deed

batatero someone who takes advantages of a situation

bejuco

bija

a large, climbing plant
errbejucarse - to'allow someone to creep up on you; to creep up on

someone; to bind

(achiote), a special kind of tree; the seed is used as dye or as a

condiment
embi arse - to paint oneself

Boricua a Puerbo Rican

Borinquen,
Boriken

The name given to the Island of Puerto Rico by the Taino Indians

borinquena . a Puerto Rican

(borinqueno)

bucare a shade tree that has vivid flowers, native to the Island of Puerto Rico

cacao chocolate

cacique chief of the Indian Tribe
cacique de barrio - boss, chief

3.41



caculo a species of insect

caculear
' to flirt; to be a party hopper

caney an Indian cabin; a house

canna , canoe

Caribe Indian from the Caribbean region

casaba cassava,

ceiba a variety of large tree

mai Indian idol

coa a primitive hoe

cobo mollusk

caoba mahogany tree and its wood

corozo native tropical palm covered with thorns
estar camo un corozo - in sound health

chicha fermented beverage made from corn, or fruits
ni chicha ni linona - neither good nor bad

cita receptacle made out of the Indian fig tree

enagua underskirt or petticoat

encabullar to tie with hemp cord

desguabinado , one who lacks elegance, untidy, messy

guaba tree used for shading the coffee shrub

guacamayo macaw

guanabana custard apple

guaracha Caribbean' dance

guares twins

guayaba guava (tree and fruit)
quegmayaba! - what a lie!

nedicinal tree
.

\grater\

coger un guayo - to get drunk
arle el duco, - to scratch Sareale, to demerit

guayacan

guayo

oUrdAlsed:as'a musical instrument
empty- headed



hayaca a food made with grated corn and meat and cooked wrapped in corn leaves

jagua crab
jaberia - a shrewd act

peasant, hillbilly
ajibararse - to acquire peasant customs
para un tibaro otro jibaroy para dos el diablo - for one hillbilly

another hillbilly, and for both of them, the devil

jibaro envuelto - stuffed plantain dish

'irootea turtle,

jobo a variety of fruit
comer jobos - to play hooky
come jobos one who plays hooky

juey land crab.
come jueyes - a native
hacerse el juey - to play dumb

mabi a beverage made from the bark of a tree

subir comp la espuma del mabi - to be successful

macana club cudgel
macanudo - in excellent shape, groovy

maiz maize, corn
es ca echarle maiz a la agua, a cinch

maicena

mamey

mangle

mush made out of refined corn flour

a kind of tree and its fruit

mangrove tree, a kind of shrub that grows in swamps

maraca maraca, a musical instrument

marota mush

mime a variety of insect
caerle mimes - to be annoyed bothered

funny imitator

flea

mona

nigua

papaya

piragua.

pitirre

papaw, pawpaw, papaya

crushed ice with fruit flavor; Italian ice

a bird
cada pitirre tiene su zumbador - everyone is bound to meet his match

cada9uaraguao tiene su pitirre - everyone no matter how big, has his

enemy

guenepa honeyberry

sabana grassy plain, meadow

soruca fight, brawl



tabaoo .tobacco

tabonuco medicinal plant

taino Taino Indian

tayote chayotei'a variety of fruit
esta jincho como tayote - to be very pale
ataOtao - sick looking

tiburon shark

yagua

yautia

,yegua

yuca yucca

huracan

VbOabularly That Can.Be Traced to The African Baritane

royal palm
.E1 qua esculca (Immo) yaguas, Nienas, siempre encuentra cucarachas -

He who doesn't let sleeping does ie Will surely be bitten

a, variety of tuber plant

mare

. hurricane

aMbcobao

Angola

bemba

cachimbo

calalu

callajabo

dandungo

Carabali

cocoricco

cocorcco

cogioca

putrid sell-biWateror any liquid

*a slave from Angola

thick lips
bembudo, bonbon, bembeteo - gossip

smoking pipe

foOd of the old slaves made of different vegetables with salt vinegar
are lard

A variety of medicinal plants

container made with the mariMbo fruit

Black fran-tha Calibar coast

an ugly person (said in a witty or humorous tone)

an important person, a big shot

graft,,profits Obtained through dubious means
estar en la cogioca - to he on the take,: to take bribes

. .

Congo Black from the Congo

chalungo. thin-and slow horse

chaMba w blvcoincidence, ludo

changa a variety of insect which damages plants by eating their roots



change hidden motives or bad,intention in another person; conceited or artificial

behavior; to be frivolous and flirtatious

)Ohango black bird; a show-off

cheche browbeater, rougher

thevere good, excellent, groovy

dhisba a bunch of firewood covered with burned leaves and soil

'dhongo thin and slow horse

dengue a strong head cold

fufu witchcraft, enchantment

funche mush of corn flour with salt and water

gandules food grain, pigeon peas

gongoli reddish-black worm

guarapillo- tea, a mixture derived fran boiled. roots or leaves, a type of medication

guarapo sugar cane juice

guinea hen of.guinea

guineo' plantain, banana

guingaMbo
Vegetable imported from West Africa

gtOda
climbing wild plant

Jurutungo a faraway place; an old name given to a sector in Hato'Rey

mucuenco a thin, weak, feeble horse

varieties of banana

OCIngo,

lotuco,
malango

iShingo big hen Or rooster

aalagueta Medicinal plant ofmalagasy.origin

Hnalambo machete in the rural area of Puerto Rico (iqK Obsolete)

malanga a variety of yuca

maple illegally7distilled liquor

Nandingas Blacks from the Mandingas tribes of Western Sudan

mango a variety of fruit

mariMbo plant that produces a small pumpkin that is used as a container

uatungo wasted, in disuse;

artfon0 fried or broiled:plantain mashed with'saltandbacon



mangUeril

motete

Mozambique

Nangpbaa"

nangotao

nenene

noco

Pian

guimbanpas

CC MW4N ITN'S

.weakness

bundles obstructions nuisance

Black franMOzarnbique

Black seat of possible Bantu origin, chaired by a king pr queen, in
old'San Juan in the 19th an. a beginning of the 20th century

in squatting positionva submissive person

nonsense, foolishness, babyish

with only one arm, maimed

skin illness

a far and remote place

Puerto.Rican Ctmmon Terms

This section contains words cane my used by Puerto Ricans in the.
Island and in the United'States, Many of these words are not used any-
where else in Spanish-speaking America, others are common'to the Spanish
language everywhere, but Puerto Rican. usage has given them another
.dimeaviUml or Significance. Therefore, this glossary only includes words
as they are used by Puerto Ricans. .For common definitions a regular
bilingual:dictionary must be consulted.

The spelling otcertain words follows pronounciation patterns and not
grammatical rules. For example:. achantao instead,of achantado, etc.
This phenonenonisalso evident in the vernacular Spanish in the southern

-I

parts of Spain and in many other Caribbean Spanish-speaking islands,
Central and South America:

acido disagreeable, unpleasant,' said' of a person, m. acid, LSD

ammodar , to flatter; to.try to-make oneseltliked by another person

achantao lazy,slow,.unaggressive,,without ambition
,

. .

.adhantarse to become stagnant, to lose ambition or drive

adhocarse to get hit in the head

'adhocazo .sudden blow in the head
-

.

adhongarse to become embarrassed; to shy away

4 4

adinipistrar to deceive; to con, swindle; to have illicit sexual relationship with
,woman; to enjoyand/or use something not belonging to you

fresh, impudent; selfish

,to get angry, upset; to keep by force
else

afrentao

agallarse
thing that belongs to someone

gesture, attitude; empty talk or gestures used to impress someone



4KIVApiringa
refreshing drink; any watered down and tasteless refreshment

ajibarana
toadopt jibe= manners; to be shy in the company of strangers

:ajorar to rush

ajoro rush

aiUmao drunk; also ra)ao, vuayao, pica°,

alabao by elect

.alcapUrria
fritter made with plantain, yuca or s,autia and filled with ground meat

alicate
helper, assistant; a very good friend

:apestillarse
to hold hands, embrace; get very close together

aprontao busybody, meddler

,arrebatao in a fit; stoned, freaked-out (Adth drugs)

arreSmillarse
to laugh showing the teeth

asfixiao very busy .

asopao thick soup made with rice and chicken or seafood; something easy to do

or to obtain

atomic°
alcdholic, bum; acidhead, drug addict

ratrapillao
trapped, blocked, unable to get out-

atrapillar to catch someone in the act of doing something; to uncover a deceit

---baboso -babblerr-boring, -annoying (usually said of a fast talker)

barrilitO short and fat person

-bayoya friVolous conversation, kidding around, joking

bellaco sexually excited; in heat

bembetear : to talk excessively, to gossip

used to indicate pity,. sympathy; also: gracious! confound it!

LbiehoT

bienmesabe

bianguito white, middle-plasepersan

bobo', bab'S pacifier

,becabajo servile, adulator,.:bootlicker

bocon loudirpipth,

the'nuilibers (illegal ginpling)

penis

,dessert made with coconut milk, egg yolks- and sugar



bombe blow given with the fiat

boqUisucio foul-mouthed

brillo shoeshine

brujo curse, spell

buena let's see; so long

buscon hustler

busConear to hustle, MSke a living by doing small jobs

cabin cunning, sly, crafty; sensual; agile

cachipa coconut bagasse

cajeton bully, brawler

came= police informer; undercover agent

Camaroncillo scorpion .

canario squealer, police informer

cantazo heaVy blow

:canto hunk, pieCe, slice

canita law-quality rum, distilled illegally (also pitorro maniple, ran cane)

canon healthy, strong person

canonero 0. thief addict who robe another addict; person who betrays a friend

capear to find or buy drugs

tarotadllP itch, restlessness

caricortao with a scarred face'

cariduro fresh, unabashed, cheeky,

cariftesco fresh, bold,. shameless Cheeky

oaripelao- fresh, b6Ild, shameless, Cheeky

carrerita. jiffy, short time

CaSpart. 'useless,isoiled,,warn-ont person or

cascarazo heavy blow

foasco- something old or Useless;.coconut huskv (*us cean's shell

citquitos,de, dassertmsie'of guava Shells and sugar
gue.iYaba

cayuco

cazuela

4401



ohangusria nalkyshine, affootion

OVA TIYA*, bottle cap

Oha Vas .
to annoy ,. bother; fail

chaveria coins, tonal change

oh*/On annoying, botherscio

°haws money, bread

chifle animal's horn

chilleria group of noisy children

chiilo atreeeurchini a variety of fish

China orange
,,,

.chiringa cunt, kite

chiripera flirtatious ratan

chischis a bit, a small quantity

OhisPo 91all child; bit, Small piece of amount

chivo
imarfection in a job or thing done; unimportant job; laver, side job

"rhoreto in quantity, abundant
6

:Charrera slide (in children's playground)

chota police informer, squealer

-.:Chuchin
good, great,,nice, good looking

-,'"--fchupazo-
a drag (smoke fran a cigarette)

i.

coCopelao bald, without hair or with.shaven head

cogerse t4 become used to a to get along (two persons)
,

colgalejo hanging,,anytLing that hangs

cOmalats. informal banquet

ccspartidura hair Part

,conaccion ,armgpgisher

a illc14'fr6j; herb
root used for ;medicinal purposes

to dessert made with ground obconut and sugar



small shirt or hoUseooat

unprepared, uninformed

0400,flito fried entreils; fritters! (Also quchifrito)

icOerde agrarian measure equal" to 4,000 square meters; bag, specialty, field
of expertise of a persoq,

.'iaUero ugly, vulgar woMen; prostitute

Othieree to get a fix of heroin

'eelborujo: imbroglio, confusion, mess

esbrollao debt-ridden

imbrollarse to get into debt

pie made of yuca or cassava filled with crab or pork meat

empenadilla small meat or fruit~ pie

empantalonaroe to get furious

epaparse, to beccme well informed on a subject

:sindhiemerse to bemicsa,angry

enfogonarso to become very angry

enfUsoirse to become dazzled, confused, infatuated

entriparse. to get soaking wet

envenecac enraged, furious

esCraohaO broke; badly dressed; worn-out, tired

escraCharsc; to break down; became damaged; to fail

esmandao quickly, fast in a hurry

to run

ssmayao
. /

,hungry;scor;:greedy

-thin crack (in4lasS, dishes, etc.)

4



pandul bean, pidgem pea

pats prostittte, whore
4

mete= chest of dxawera

Icmita rubber band

granoso said,of rice =Red dry and loose

grifo said of white man with, African blood

VOW drunk (also ,1491149., eitao EtRa2)

guayar, to scratch

gusyazo scratching; scratch (on furniture, etc.)

guindalego hanging; anything that hangs

guis easy thing, easier done than said

hue blunder, faux.pas

cunning, 'slyness (especially that of the Puerto Rican peasant)

je 00 lupset stomach

ham, scrape, difficult situation

;star bully, brawler

fuzz, police

pale, pallid, ghastly.,

fisticuff, flow with the fist

to copulate; to bother, annoy

bother, inconvenience

bootlicker, toady, cringer

gluttonous, greedy

j

j cho /-

inquetazo

oder

jodienda,

laMbeojo

lambio

lechonada

lechonera

levantar.

an abundant meal with pork as the main dish

Shop'selling roast pork and other pork meats..

to pick Up, seduce4:Make,an amorous conquest

ligar to glance at scmething or somebody with feigned disinterest; topeep

ilaCeta fiting.y,,, miserlY, avaricious persOn

.machetear to cut, reduce drastically

werzyrgo7roUnd shuttle \bus, usually free of charge'



nwahucaso pounding, bruising

Malinke dessert mad* with oornnsal, sugar, milk and cinnamon; confusion, moss

insngusra heavy rainstorm with gales

mintago rolls!, welfare aid

Rolm a very sweat person

mogolla hodgepodge

amp flu, cold

mango loci* lax, weak, lazy

lorusa abundant, unmated hair

nuchitanga crowd of youngsters

narar6e a variety of sour orange; carman orange is called china

nangotao

noco

pale

nOal;na

pamPlon,

Ipanapen

pana

pantaloncillo jockey shorts, meets unCiervisar

in a squatting position; bcotliCker,

witkonly one arm; maimed

person of influence

a very tall and thin person

fat, slow person
I

breadfruit

breadfruit; friend, buddy pal

pantalla earring

paw old, worn-out clothes; rotten

peeeo ecmething easy to do or obtain

0
pastel tYpicalPuerto Rican dish -made of mashed plantains, potatoes, rum and

pork, wrapped in plantaikt leaves

pastielilio small meat or fruit pie

paticaliente restless, roving, always trolling fzan one place to another

page glue, rubber anent

coward

crugt.4.,ricelremaining on the bOttcre.cf:the pot

to win a prize, tC:At.tha:_jackpot



,pitfutla

pitiyanqui

[,,440marOmo
-

so

.
Otte**Ol

gate

lajar

jo

lu

penny, cent, female dog, 'bitch .

4114 stuffed (especially after ahesity meal

hair pin

Mat pie made with ground meat and fried ripe plantain

short person, head

hot sauce

.

dislike, aversion: ill will

perjorative name.given to the Puerto Rican who imitates and has a servile

attitude toward the Americans

lowguality rein, distilled illegally (also canita, mample, roan cans).

tFiAl

s (in someone else's car)

to switch Ign {radio TV, etc.)

,to have bought low - quality drugs; to overexpose oneself to public view

drunk (also a0utnac, gueyao, paleao, picao)

crewcut; razor cut

scratch

police informer, squealer

group of herbs used as seasoning and sol ether

haircut J.')

disorder, oleos,' untidiness

disorder, Mess, untidiness

to joke, to teaeer kid around

disorder, mbe.upt,dePravitY; double-meaning joked

hullabaloo, turmoil, disorder, mess

loud laughter of several persons

same as

F

;4

..4

greeable, Obnoxios

.oOrn fritters

*Navering owspiring, gtesipimg
0

traffid jataia Short chubby Person

titditet

dettsarti Isteantrof cocoanut, and coenstardh'



titere

tows

toston

trinco

trulla

Vaquero

vellon

vellopera

terduras

via jar

yerba

POPULAR
PUMPS

street urchin

dice

plantain fritter; unpleasant, difficult;situat.ion

stiff, rigid

group of carolers

reckless driver

nickel, dime

juke box

vegetables__

to trip, to be intoxicated by drugs .

marijuana,

Puerto PiCan.PcPllar PhISSes

lbe(Spanish langUage is extremely rich in.idiaratic expressions ',phrasett,
proverbs, etc. Mmthis.list, however, we have only included thOse: phrases",
nativeto Puerto Rico. Many. other phrases used by Puerto RiCans are
originally from Spain and used throughcalt Spanish - speaking America.

with aterrible headacheathocao de la cabeza

apostar pc;os a ntrisguetas

atracarle a uno las papas

War de cuedro

,,caer cam guanabana madura

merle mimes a uno

xArribiar chinas por botellas

Fara de aguarate

colter btisa

itcer de 0.90

coget fiado

ccgerla-con alguien

cogida de cuello

treat arroz con perico

,COMer jcbce

iN]etr,pavo

in a discussion, to be very sure of your argument

to mistrust someonevbeat someone up

to lose stature, to lose prestige

to fall easily in a trap, 1e fooled; to-fall flat on your
backside

to. ,be Pestered

to cote,. out losing in a swap

to lo* Puerto Rican

to escape . s.

to make Nil of somebody

tp buy on Credit; to have sexual relations before marriage

to pick on someone

scolding; reprimand

to' talk too mUch



can eh mono: parao

maquina

tiversai

aerie a undun carte

uno Uri toque

darSepuesto

del tingO al tango

de oadhete

de cajon

dispararse unarnarama

edad del payo

el:que no tiene dinga,
plane mandinga

ester enelgo.

estar;enflas papas

eetar..en Un'gas

eptatiporel libro o
pot la. maceta

7,qinat de Calle

hat* brUSda (Wirtikr close)

,el den°
(rriberle'el platO)

\-.

babieWcie y gustandole

(dar) rilal de ojo

'hetet 144 pates
47y

0,eterte un cantazo::

with ill humor, angry

,:to make a-fool out of someone, to tease'

to go back; to recant

to give a hint, to give advice

to remind senor (of something) ; to recommend

to brig, giVelooneself airs

to and fro, hither and thither

free, gratis

_surely (cso es clegajon - that's a sure thrv1g)

E.,01'dar un tajo

at aria_

16JA4'relajo)

to risk something, tell a lie

adolescence
4K

.11

refrain meaning that most everyone has same African blood in

therm

to be on the stuff (drugs); to be "in"

to be prosperous, comfortable

to be broke, penniless

to be find,- :look good

to be useless or worthless

to win easily (in a match or contest)

to play 1.100615Y

to deflower (a virgin woman) break her plate (deflower)

used to refer to a person who makes believe to be indifferent

to somath.ingbut really likes it

tOgive the evil eye

one's foot in it, to make a mistake

to gei a fik'ofhetoin_zt-takea&ini

to go straight:to the point

to loaf, to avoidworkirmg

to faillnOt,to hit'thenerk

to pa Sit title in. a manner, or making fun of scrsone

wi.lisu'to, do any kind of job'.



-salir poir el techo

arroz blanco

set la change

ser punto fijo

.ser la hostia

tener a umo en un Oetin

tener la mancha del
platano

tener uno raja (o su rajita)

tirar el ojo (a alguien)
(pegarle el ojo)

to backfire, to fail

to be present everywhere, especially at social events; to be
plain, undecorative

to be a stUbborn, annoying person; to be impish

to be punctual

to be bothersome, pasty; to be "too much," extravagant

to rush, to work under pressure, to be6heat(cmier.teels

to have been born in Puerto Rico or of Black, African ancestry

to have some African bloadinoneself

to eye, to ogle, to tryna;make 'an amorous conquest

\

.TERMS OF MED Terms of Mixed Linguistic Origin
ORIGIN

Spap-English is the new term which co
phdhomenon of the intermingling of Eh

Span-English is common to any group o
bilingual cultural setting. In this
words to Spanish grammatical and phone
words"in Spanish' sentences. This phen
Mexican-American's develcignent of "pa

This does not mean that this is a new
simply a .jargon used by a number of
denominator.

bel used to describe the linguistic.
Viand Spanish.

people working and living in,a
e, the' adaptation of Englich,,,
'OlOnUs; and/Or:the-Use Of

is also exhibited by the
uon"7dialect.

I
\

angUage in the Flaking; it is
lel.tith a linguistic onnuan

. . ,

A \

In the Span-English used by all the ish-Speaking peoples of New York,
words such as "nice," "ready," "size," 1 g," and "porter," are
cOMmonlY.used, but the pronounciatich and ppellng do not change to 'fit
Spanish linguistic forms. Tberefore,lhes have n includedbeen
in this glossary. .

)

Other words in this list sound perfect bU'.. actually are
adaptations Of1"4inglishwardis For 1 ,'desonal!tcat and relevancia
do not exist in:SP*.i0h.-Pthers such asscoortar'. blanco exist In
Spanish but have:a different meaning than'that glycerin SpannEnglish.: :...-i

,. 141 , .

ManY'ofthese :terms are used iii Puerto RIO as wellas tithe United
States.

I

Eh lish-lisharm

aplicacion

4i0,1 ba

'baqueat

r*bito

application'

to apply

joye bye

th. back

'

ish

solicitud, formulario

solicitar

adios; haste luego

apoyar

bebito

zz:-1;;L:,:4;'_'



'.i.SPair;inglish Terra

Oititichan

01441:XX)

blanqueta

131

boiler

bonche

liardante

boss

bos

bTOque

braurl,

caque

carpeta

Gaucho

Iciodi

!clerical

'colector

controversial

cow,

craca

aquearse

cualificar

English

'beautician
. -

blank form

biat'iket

bluttar, boaster

bailer

bunch

boarder

boss (female)

boss (male)

broke

brown

cake

carpet, rug, floor
covering

couch

C.O.D.

clerical, of the
office

collector

contrmersial

coat

cracker

to crack up (esp. to
go crazy); to burst
out laughing

to qualify

Spanish

embellecedora, peluquera

formulario

frazada, colcha

fanfarron

caldera de vapor

haz, racimo, manojo

huesped

jefa, patron

jefe, patron

sin dinero, sin blanca

color cafe, color canela

bizcocho

alfambra

sofa, canape

a.cbrar a la entrega

de oficina (esp. labores)

'cobrador

polernioa, contencioso

abrigo, scbretodo

galleta

enloquecer; desternillarae
allesternillarse

de la risa

estar capicitado, llengr
loa requisitos

ta cool

cuora

,cUarp? furni

rir

t, I

quarter(25 cents)

furnithed roam

'refrescar, enfriar

peseta de 25 centavos,

adarto amueblado



Pan-English Term

chips

Chou

dulltnbag

darcxapdein

ificar

desPose

detrimental

dcmestico

ei3crachao

estin

estin

estofa

felony

forleidi

fotman

frisa

frisar

funirun

furnido

English Spanish

d4,W. oportunidad

to check verificar

cheap barato

shag funcion, espectaculo

shopping bag* bolsa

to =plain quejarse, dar quejas

to disqualify no llenar los requisitcs,
descalificar

dispossessed deshauciado

detrimental perjudicial

dcaestic del pais

to drop caer, dejar caer

scratched aranado, rayado,
rasgunado

steam

steam heat

-stuff (drugs)

felony

forelady

ganga

foreman

blanket

vaporl CalefacciOn
v*

calefaccicn Syapor

.;\ P
heroinat droga

delito grave

supervisors (esp. de un'
departamento pn una
fabrics)

capatiz,. supervisor

frazada colcha

to freeze helar"congelar

furnished roan cuarro amueblado

furnished

furniture nvbiliario, muebles

gang pandilla, cuadrilla

tienda deviveres,

sereno,,Vigilante

vigilar,lObservar

i''.4tuachiman WatchMen.,'

to gacif, (1Caf),



Span -axilish 'Term

,Inderter

Ehglish

to indent

Arrelevante irrelevant

,Spanish

sangrar, empezar un renglon
mis adentro que los-derras

ajeuno .a un asunto, fuera
de lugar, que no viene
al caso

jai high estar intoxicado con
drogas o alcohol

jol hall vestibulo, pasillo

JoloVe, hold up .asalto, robo, atraco

juqueao hooked adicto (esp,.a las drogas)
,,

kikear to get\a kick hallar placer, dis cuter
(fun, pleasure); dejar elvicio

46 to kick drugs rehabilitarse

goteariiquiar

landri

lOnchar

llarier:para atras

,mechear

Ma

marqueta

Misdeminor

moron'

norsa,

E#Pa

papal .

to leak

laundry

to lunch

to call back

to match

to mop

lavanderia

almorzar, merendar

contester la llamada

carbinar

limpiatN0 piso,
balletear

trapeador, balleta,
aljofifa

market mercado

misdemeanor delito o falta menor

moron tonto, idiota,
retrasado 'rental

nurse enfeirreta

.pipe tubo,.tuberia
0

paper (written report composicion, informe,

for school) rabajo, monografia



F'° prejuiciado

aiipidheneta

raque

realizar

registrar

relativo

relevancia

relevante

reverse

rilif

rufo

safadon,

to, punch (esp. time
card)

TwejudiCed

kitchenette

racket (fraudulent
enterPtiSe)

to realize

Xegister, ,

relative (family)

relevance

relevant

reverse
(automobile gear)

relief, (welfare)

roof.

safety can
(waste basket)

oyrw

Subways

to support

sweater

uperinfendent

ticket

toughAadif)

iiqUe

tofe

mercer

predispuesto, parcial,

cocina pequena

negociofraudulento

ooMprender, darte dilenta

matricUlarse, inscribirse

pariente

vertinencia, relacion-

pertincnte, apropiado, qua
viene Al cam, alprOPositO

retroces6, cOntraMardha
martha' afros

sodOrro o asistencia
pUblica -

azofez, techo

late 'de hesure,

jarabe,almibar

lumnes'aubterraneos

sosteder, mantener

abrigo de panto,
sueter, jersey

encargado (esp. de un
edificio de apts.)'

boletoTbillete

fuerte, corajudo, de pelo
en pecho, macho

persona fuerte, musculoai
bully..hig-mouth

charlar



realizar

-registrar

relativo

relevanciA

relevante

reversa

rilif

rufo.

safaco

siro

sobueyes

sopOrtar.

suera

to punch. cesp: :time
card)

prejudiced

kitchenette

racket (fraudulent
entexpiise)

to realize

register

relative (family)

relevance

relevant

reverse
(automobile gear).

relief (welfare)

roof

Safety Can
(waste basket)

syrup

gubk4sys

to support

sweater

predispuesto, parcial

cocina peguena

negocio fraudulento

ccmprender, darse cuenta

matricularse, inscribirse

pariente

pertinencia, relacion

pextinente, apropiado, gue
viene al caso, a proposito

retroceso, contramarcha
marcha .atras

socorro oasistencia
publica

azotez, techo

late de basura

jarabe,. almibar

trenes subterraneos

sostener, mantener

abrigo de. punto,
sUeter, jersey

encargado (esp.de un
:'-edifiCio de apts.)

bolett) billete'.

r'fuerte,..corajudo, de pelo

.pechO,macho.

Persona. eumukulosa
;u11y,:bigrmouth::',",

superintendent

ticket

tough (adjt.)

tough (noun)



yarda

*v.*. amoteuter nines onus wIo 0404P2/Pue

Yard, backYard patio

lob oleo, trabaio, tare


